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Although manufacturing production is basically an engineering
or technical matter, it has also become a subject of great interest
to econonllists. The field in economics that deals with production
is the theory of production. More specifically, when it comes to the
analysis of input-output relationships, it is the theory of production
functions. Much empirical studies have been made to give substance
to these theoretical relationships. Most of the empirical research
on production functions have been made for the manufacturing sector.
This is mainly due to the fact that it is the most important sector
in the economy.
In Hong Kong, the manufacturing sector accounts for well over
40 percent of its employment and GDP, and more than 95 percent of
its total exports. It is rather unfortunate that little effort has
basn .trade to study the input-output relationships of its manufacturing
industries 1. It.is our intention to fill this gap. At the industry
level, this study aims at finding: (1) the factors that affect
the voluiin of production, (2) the extent to which these factors
influence output, (3) the economies of scale (or diseconomies of
scale) of the producing units and (4) the substitutability among
the factors of production.
ITh.e only article we can find on production functions for Hong
Kong is the one written by Edward K.Y. Chen a year ago. His study
is. made only for the manufacturing industry as a Thole using aggre-
gative data, see Edward K.Y. Chen, 'Economies of Scale and Capital-
Labour Substitution in Hong Kong Manuf acturing,'° Hon. Konc Economic
Viers, No. 11,. April 1977, pp. 42--49.
2The production function, izhich is the analytical tool for the
above stated purposes, is Still a very controversial subject oventhough
it has been studied for more than half a century, The most probable
reason is that empirical research on production functions does not
usually yield consistent results, Inconsistency is more serious when
some of the assumptions are relaxed, or wvrhen different data are
employed,,
The choice of the form of the production function itself is a
problem. For instance, when the assumption of constant returns to
scale in the Cobbs-Douglas production function is relaxed. it does not
create much problem0 But when the assumption of unity elasticity of
substitution is dropped, as we shall see, it produces very divergent
estimates. Divergence appears not only in the estimates for the
elasticity of substitution, but also in those for returns to scale
and factor productivities o
The choice of data constitutes another problem. To find suitable
data, we have to consider homogeneity of products within an industry
and the dis aogregati on of the producing units e It is almost impossible
to find completely satisfactory data, and only by trial and error
the most appropriate data are selected. Therefore, only the results
which are estimated by using these data and are relatively consistent
over -several, production functions are presented here in this study.
Even then, we still' cannot escape from considerable inconsistencies.
However, it is still hoped that by these estimates of the production
functions, we can get a closer look at the production relations of
the manufacturing industries of Hong Kong.
3In the following chapter we shall present a concise description
of the development of the production function, a review of the
empirical studies of the subject, and the methodology employed
in subsequent chapters.
In chapter III, problems in the selection of data are considered
These involve homogeneity, disaggregation, and the sufficiency of
degrees of freedom without which regression could not be made with
reliable results. With these considerations, we have to make decision
(1) the choice between representative data or aggregative data,ons
(2) the selection of the classification system, (3) the choice between
separate size data or combined size data, (4) the selection of eligible
industries among all the ISIC (International Standard Industrial
Classification) three-digit industries, and (5) the kind of data best
suited for the variables.
We shall present the major findings in Chapter IV. Major findings
consist of two parts, one for total manufacturing and the other for
selected three-digit industries. In both parts, various forms of the
production function are estimated so that the most appropriate outcome
could be found. The problem of returns to scale is considered in the
first place because it is important and relatively easy to manage.
It is followed by analyses of-the elasticity of substitution and
input-output elasticities.. There are of course other aspects to be
considered, such as factor shares, productivities and intensities.
Besides labor and capital, there are some other variables that
should also be taken into account. In the context of Hong Kong,
floor space is an important one that comes to minds We hope to find
4whether. it constitutes a significant variable Z%,).1i ch explains -the outs i
variations, or whether it could be a substitute data for capital
stocks, In addition, we shall try to estimate the contribution ref
male and female workers separately. This analysis is particularly
important because, as we shall find P there are more feriale worker s
than male workers in the manufacturing industries. We are interested
in whether there are significant differences between these two kinds
of labor in respect of their Produeti%rities and employment, All
these will be dealt with in chapter V. The effect of different sizes
of the producing units is also studied in this very chapter. This
provides another way of looking at the problem of whether there is
economies of scale in the manufacturing industry. This analysis also
enables us to see whether combined size data or separate size data
could produce better estimation, For all estimations in this chapter,
only the Cobb-Douglas production function is used for reasons to be
given in the b3xt.
In chapter VI, we shall re-arrange the presentation of our
estimates in another way. Industry by industry, we shall analyze
their production relations by listing their basic characteristics,
and they are ranked so that we may find out how important they are as
compared to others, and how their es timates are affected by or
related to these statistics.
Although a study of production functions can hardly be con-
clusive, in the final chapter we shall summarize our estimations and
try to make certain inferences from our results concerning industry
performance and production functions,
5Chapter II
LITERATURE AND METHODOLOGY
II s The Theory of Production Functions
Although the article by C, We Cobb and P.H. Douglas3 met with
enormous criticism from all directions the first time it appeared,
it grew out to be the founding stone of the theory of production.
It was Douglas e persistence in the subject that led to the now
flourished theory of production functions.
Indeed, the subject of production functions today is so corn-
plicated that it. night have never been thought of by Douglas himself.
Research on the theory of production functions is mainly undertaken
in two directions: functional forms and statistical methodology.
How-.revert on the empirical side, in spite of numerous works being done,
results are not very conforming. This leads one to suspect whether
one should start again from the very beginning2 e
According to Johansen 3, concepts of production functions can
be classified as:
1. The ex ante function at the micro level,
I C. W. Cobb, and P. H. Douglas., A Theory of Pr_ oducti on,'%
American Economic Review, (March, 1928), pp.139-165.
2See, for example, Leif Johansen, Production Functions t
An InLer r_ationn of Micro and Macro, Short Rain and Lon Run Aspcts,
(Amsterdams North-Holland Publishing Co., 1972), p. 1.
3Leif Johansen, op. cit., P.5.
6The ex post functionat the micro Ieve 1 ,2
The short - nm ( or transient) functionat the macro level , and3
The long - - run ( or steady state ) functionat the macro level .4
To paraphrasefrom Johansen :
Production starts from micro level t every production unit uses a number
of factors to producea kind of output . In , the ex ante case , each
unit can choose the best production techniques , and the function
representshe ideal way of combiningfactors ( i . e . the least amount
of factors ) and of producingoutput ( i . e . the maximumamountof output ) ,
In order to estimate this functions , a well controlled experimentis
required . On the other hand , the ex post function shows the relat -
ionship between inputs and output that has actually been taken place
It is called ex post because once the decision on the kind of technique
is made , porductioncan only work along with this particular kind of
technique . The actual amount of output is usually less than the
capacity amount which is considered in the ex ante function , Integration
of micro units becomes production in macro level : integration of
ex ante micro units leads to long run productionfunction at macro
level , and integrationof ex post micro units to short run production
functionat macro level 1 .
Statistical data always involves certain degree of aggregation ,
and productionat full capacity is far away from reality , so that
1 Leif Johansen, op . cit . , pp . 5 - 27 .
7short-run production function at macro level is the most frequently
used one1o The ex post function at micro level could also exists but
hardly could the ex ante function at micro level and the long-rtun
function at macro level o
Since different concepts of production functions require different
types of data, we should make sure what kind of function we are after
in order to get the proper interpretation of the Lesults,
in what follows, various forms of production functions will be
presented according to the chronological order of their development,
We start with the basic case where there are two factors of prodcution2,
Let Y be the output, xl and x2 be the two inputs and the function .s s
= f (x1, x2) 0(1)
The marginal products of these inputs are positive and decreasing Le.
sf2 >o
f 11, f 22 0, where fi is the first derivative of function f
with respect to input i, and f is the second derivative of the
function f with respect to input i and then to input j.
The isoquants of this function are convex from below if
1Leif Johansen, op. cit.., p. 185.
2A detail description of the topic could be found in J.M.
Henderson and R, E. Quandt, Ma croeconorni c rrheoi:: A Mathematical
ac h,, (Tokyo: McG w--Hill Kogakusha Ltd.: 1971, pp. 52-102.
8f11 f12




The slope of an Isoquan is called the marginal rate of substitution
of x2 for X1 and is given by
The elasticity of substitution,, is dew ined as the ratio of the
percentage change in the factor proportion (x2/x1 a to the percentage
change in the MRS1, and
(3)
Since x1, x2, f1, and f2 are positive and by virtue of the inequality
(2) o must be positive. However, can possibly be negative2. In
this case, the factors are said to be complementary with each other.
Restricted to the positive region, this coefficient explains
the substitutability of factors of production. In accordance
1See R.G.D. Allen, Mathematical Analysis for Economists,
(London: MacMillan Co. Ltd., 1938),P.343.
2Ramanujam had purposely pointed it out, and Allen had long
ago done so, see Allen, op. cit., p.5O9, and M.S. Ramanjamg
"Production Functions in which the Elasticities of. Substitution
stand in Fixed Proportion to Each Other: A Comment," Review of
Economics Studies, 1967, p.432.
9diffear ent. values of the related unit isoquants would









x2/x1/B x2/Y l/ B
(d)(c) FigoII, 12
In the above diagra a, four different cases are presented.
Factors are used in fixed proportion and not substitutable, O-=(a)
The general case, where 0(b)
Where anywhere along the. curve and(c)
Where in the extreme3 or approaches infinit3 and(d)
factors are perfectly substitutable so that the isoquant is a straight
line.
See K. Sato, Production Functions and Aggregations (Amsterdam:
North-Hlland
2 d and are efficiency coefficients of inputs
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Obviously, case (c) is the well known Cobb-Douglas function
with the folio-wing form:
Y =aK LB(4)
Where kn L are capital and labor respectively. The basic Cobb-Douglas
function is very restrictive, Besides allowing only two factors of
nroduction and unity of rt'* it is confined to constant returns to
scale with (3= 1-x
The rationale of constant returns to scale is the Euler° s
theorem, from which two basic postulates of the marginal-productivity-
theory of distribution are derivedI E
1. Each input is paid the value of its marginal product, and
2. Total output is just exhausted.
As Douglas himself says sots the Cobb-Douglas function is
derived from the study of distribtition of inputs,
The non-constancy of returns to scale was pointed out by Durand3
that 13 can be any value with l3= 1- being a special case. The
function is said to be increasing, constant, or decreasing returns to
scale depending on whether + 13 is greater than, equal to or
less than unity.
It was in 1961 that another breakthrough in this field
happened* A CES (Constant Elasticity of Substitution) production
'seeaes M. Henderson and Richard E. Quandt, op. cit. ,,pp. 81-82.
2The story of how he developed the famous function was described
in: P. H, Douglas, Cori ments on The Cobb-Douglas Production Function,
in The Theo and Empirical Analysis of Production, edited by Murray
Brown, Vol a I of Studies in Income and Wea th,TNew York Columbia
University press, 19T7), pp. 15-16,
3David Durand, Some Thoughts on Marginal Productivity with Special
Reference to Professor Douglas° Analysis, Journal of Political_ .conomv,
(December, 1937).
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function was suggested by Arrow Chenery, Minhas, and Solow (ACINS)
This function differs from the Cobb-Douglas function in that it
allows o to be any value from 0 to infinity, i. e. it allows the
isoquants to take any shape from (a) to (d) in Fingure II. 1.. The
functional form is usually given ass
(5) Y = a (dKp/)+( 1-d) L-)P)- 1/
and its elasticity of substitution is
(6) 0= 1/(I+p)
In the range that -1 - can be any positive value, This function
allows for non-constant returns to scale2 when written as:
where h is the scale parameterY=a(dk+(1-d)L)-h/(7)
This class of function, named CES, means that the elasticity of
substitution.is constant over the who. 1e range of the isoauant,
1K.J. Arrow, H.B. Chenery, B.S. Minhas, and R.M. Solow,
Capital-Labor Substitution and Economic Efficiency, Review of
Economics and Statistics, (August, 1961), pp. 225-50.
The CES function has its predecessors, so does the Cobb-
Douglas function, Douglas claimed that Philip H. Wicksteed had
suggested the same function some thirty years before Cobb and he
published their article, see P, H. Douglas, Comments on the Cobb-
Douglas Production Function,, in The Theory and Empirical Analysis
of Production, ed. by Murray Brown, Vol, XXXI of Studies in Income
and Wealth, (New York: Columbia University Press1967),9. 16
Solow and Swan have used the CES function before ACMS, see R.M.
erl.ySolow, A Contribution to the Theory of Economic Growth, Quart
Journal of Economics, (1956), p.77, and T.M. Swan, Economic Growth
and Capital Accumulation. Economic Record, (1956), pp.334-61.
2See J. Krnenta, On Estimation of the CES Production
Function, International Economic Review, (June 1967), p.180.
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implying that is independent of the factor ratio.1
A more general class of production function, however,
can be derived by allowing to be dependent on the factor
ratio without sacrifising the homogeneity assumption.This
is the one first developed by Hildebrand and Liu. They include
the capital-labor ratio in the regression equation, and
found significant estimations2. Their regression equation
is:
(9) Iny/L=a+blnw+c lnk/L, and aims at testing
the significance of c.
1The regression relation from which the CES function
is derived is;
lnY/L=a+blnW/L,
and it contains on element of capital-labor ratio.
2C.H. Hildebrand, and T.C. Liu, Manufacturing Production
Functions in the United States, 1957--an Interindustry and Inter-
state comparison of Productivity, (New York: Cornell University,
1965),p.35.
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Using this method as a starting point, many economists have
come up with another class of production function, the variable
elasticity of substitution (VES) production function1.
In his paper, Nerlove2 pointed out that, together with.a
suggestion by Bruno3, the following production function could be
derived4:
where m= c/(1-b)5 . Almost at the same time, and using similar
approach, Lu and Fletcher6 arrive at the same result, and we
reiterate here as follows:
(11)
where E=(1-b)/ (l-b-c), c is estimated from equation (9). anc a1l
other symbols remain the sameasin equation (5). When c=o, equation (11)
reduces to the one like equation (5), the CES function.
1In what. follows, two examples will be cited: M. Nerlove,
"Recent Empirical Studies of the CES and Related Production
Functions," in The Theo and Empirical Analysis of Production,
ed. by Murray Brown, Vol. XXXI of Studies in Income an Wealth,
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1967). pp. 275-322 and
Y.C. Lu and L.B. Fletcher, "A Generalization of the CES Production
Function," Review of Economics and Statistics, (1968), pp. 449-452.
2see M. Nerlove, ibid.
3M. Bruno, "A Note on the Implications of an Empirical
Relationship between Output per Unit of Labour, the Wage Rate,
and the Capital-Labour Ratio," Standford University, (July,1962),
(rumeo.).
4see M. Nerlove, ope cit. pp. 75-77.
5b and c are estimate coefficients of equation (9).
6Y.C. Lu and L.B. Fl etcher, op. cit..
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The associated elasticity of substitution for this function is
(12)
where sK is the capital share,
Since the coefficient m depends on c which, in turn, is
determined by the relationship between labor productivity (Y/L) and
capital-labor share (K/L), the elasticity of substitution is no
longer constant and independent of capital-labor ratio,
The following are properties of this class of production
functionsa1
1. Positive marginal produetiviti es,
2. Decreasing marginal productivities,
3. Homogeneity of degree one, and
4. Variable elasticities of substitution along an isoquant.
It is more general than the CES function and the Cobb-Douglas
function© CES and Cobb-Douglas functions become the special cases
of the VES function, one can observe that like the Cobb-Douglas
function, the CES and VES are originally derived on the assumption of
constant returns to scale (i.e. Property 3 above). Although homogeneity
to the k degree is possible, all these functions derived have used
the empirical evidence that scale elasticity appears in the neighborhood
of' u.nity2. We shall see below that when this restriction is relaxed,
the estimation method has to be changed.
'See Y.Co Lu and L9B. Fletcher, ope cit. p.449.
2See below, Empirical Evidence of Production- .Functions and
Estimation Methods of this chapter.
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So much for two-variable cases, Another line oL development of
the theory of production function is to generalize the function to
n-variable, The works of Uzawa, Mukerji, McFadden, and Hanoch1, etc.
belong to this category.
Uzaiwa showed that the CES function could be generalized ass: 2
(13)
for all i> O,p>-l,p0.
This function is homogenous of degree one, and the partial elasticity
of substitution is
(14) ij= 1/(1 + p), for all i, and j.
The partial elasticities of. substitution between any pair of factors
are independent of factor prices and are identical for all pairs of
factors.
He then went on to show that a production function for which
the elasticities of substitution were all constant but might differ
for different pairs of factors: as follows:
(15)
1H. Uzawa, "Production Functions with Constant Elasticities of
Substitution," Review of Economic Studies, (1962), pp. 291-99 ;V.
Mukerji, " A Generalized S.M.A.C. Function with Constant Ratios of
Elasticity of Substitution," Review of Economic Studies, Vol.XXX.
(1963), pp. 233-36; Daniel McFadden, "Constant E as ti.city of
Substitution Production Functions," Review of Economic Studies,
Vol, XXX, (1963)x pp. 73-83; G. Hanoch, "CRESH Production Functions,"
Econometric, (September 1971), pp. 694-712.
2H. Uzawa, op. cit. pp. 293-95.
16
where s represents a partitioned element from the n inputs s succh.
that x
is the function of the s element, which contains NS factors of
production t such that,
The associated elasticities of substitution are s
(16)
(17)
That is within the partitioned elements elasticities of substitutions
between any pair of factors of production are constant and identical,
and are given by(17) . but for different element of the partitioned
vector,- s is not identical and the elasticities of substitution
for any pair of factors not from the same partitioned element is
unity,, This function has combined the main properties of CES and
.Cobb-Douglas functions
On the other paper, Muter ji postulated another function with
constant ratios of elasticity of substitution)l
(18)
where the usual notations are employed The pareal elasticity of
substitution for (18) is2:
1See V. Muker ji, ibid.
2See V. Mukerji, op. cit., p. 234.
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for all i
when all the 's are i devn.tical, iJ reduces to 1/ )constant and
identical for all pairs of factors of production. Generally, the
fils are not the same for all 1S, and taking the ratio of of any
two pairs of factors, we get,
(20) for r / st u / v.
If any two of the factors are identical,, for example, rwu, we have
(21) for r / s / v.
Equation (21) is independent of f7 r: so that r may be any value.
Hence the ratio of the elasticity of subsititution between factor s
and any other. factor to that between .factor. v and that same factor
is a constant term That is why the name constant ratios of eias-
tsicity o1 substitution (LR ES) is 1 5rT n ft ,r ifu.In.c ion•
The article by HanochI is probably the latest one to be found
He suggested the following function
(22)
Production function Y= f (x12 x2... xn) is thus impiicit1y determined,
and h is the degree of homogeneity, He claimed that the production
function so derived would have:
1G Hanoch, op. cit.
18
1, Homogeneity, and
2. Constant ratios of elasticity of substitution1.
That is, the production function is homothetic and exhibits CRES, and
is thus called CRESIH Production Functions. He also showed that the,
correspondent elasticities of substitution (Allen-Uzawa pair-Wise
partial elasticity of substitution) are as follows2
(23)
where ai
sk= share of the kth factor in total output or value added.
Equation (23) is similar to equation (19) of Muker ji's function, as
it is obvious that
common factor for all ij s. Hence the CRESH functions ineludes all
properties of the Mukerji function, and in addition, it is
homothetic.
As so many classes of production functions have been presented,
a summary might seem appropriate before going any further. This is
presentee in Table II.1.
1see G. Hanoch, op. cit. p. 694.
2originally, the implicit function is:
see G.Hanoch, op. cit., p. 697.
19







CES by ACMS 1/1+p
VES
CES by Uzawa 1/(1+p)
CRES
CRESH
Note: for description of symbols see text.
(22) Y=f(x1,x2, ,xn),s.t.
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II. 2. Simultaneous EcTuation stem
Simzultazzeous equation system was first introduced to production
functions research by Marschak and Andrews 1. In fact simultaneous
equation system had been used as early as the be-ginning of the
twentieth century2. It is shown that single equation cannot represent
the true production function, it is actually a "mongrel" function.
If single equation were used, and unless under stringent
assumptior 3, the independent variables and the disturbance term
would be correlated, and thus result in biased and inconsistent
estimation4. Concerning single equation estimation, Hoch also
showed that, such estimation would bias the sum of output elasticities
to unity 5.
Although simultaneous equation system is theoretically
lJo Marschakr and W.H. Andrews, Jr., Random Simultaneous
Equations and the Theory of Product ion v Econo? le erica, (1944),
pp. 143-205C
2See J. Aiarschak, and W.H. Andrews, Jr., op. cit., p. 147
3For example, Hoch has shown that if decision making depends
on expected output instead of actual output, such correlation
might disappear., see I. Hoch, Simultaneous Equation Bias in the
context of the Cobb-Douglas Production Function, Econometrica,
(October 1958), pp.566-78.
4The resulting bias is called simultaneous equation bias
in Hoch terminology see I. Hoch, op, cit.-., p.568.
DSee I . Hoch, op. cit., pp. 575-76.
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suporior to he single equation, it is not frequently employed
One of the reasons is that the system is under-identified, as it
contains no exogenous variables.
Various suggestions have been. made concerning this problem.
For example, the Cowles commission approachI suggests introducing
some exogenous variables into the system, such as management or
some measure of managerial ability. The Mar schak-Andrews partial
identification approach is intended to localize relatively the
parameter values in the parameter space. 2 Another approach is
suggested by Nerlove3, using methods of distributed lags and
adaptive expectation,
Not surprisingly, all these approaches are too complicated
to manage empirically4, and for estimation purposes, single equation
method is still the most frequently used one. It is computationally
much simpler, Whether using simultaneous equation system or single
equation is a matter of choice,
1See M. Nerlover Estimation and Identification of Cobb-
Douglas Production Function, (Chicago: Rand McNally Company,
1965), pp. 25-34.
2See J. Marschak and W, H, Andrews, op. cit., and M. Nerlove,
op, cit,, pp.39-58.
3See M. Nerlove, ope cit., pp.132-54.
4See A.A. Walters Production and Cost Functions: An
Econometric Survey, Econometrica, XXXI (Jan.-April, 1963), p.18.
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Admittedly, because some variables are in monetary terms
while others are in physical terms and the link between monetary
and physical variables is the market demand or supply elasticity,
it would enter into the production function under estimation and
distort the exact value of the desired parameters1. This problem
could not be solved even vith simaitaneous equation system.
Moreover, most simultaneous equatbn systems are derived from optimal
condition. whether manufacturing industries are producing at
optimum is an open question. With these contiderations, we shall
adhere to the use of single equatbn estimation in that it is rather
simple and straight-forward, However, in using this estimation,
one must bear in mind that independent variables and disturbance
are, to certain extents corr.elated2. and that each of the estimated
coefficients in fact represents more than one parameters unless both
factor markets and product market are in perfect competition.
1See for example, M. Nerlove, op. cit., pp.7-17.
2It is not very plausible at all to make an assumption of
inputs depend on expected output , rather than on actual output,aithg
ugh it would solve the problem theoretically. Perhaps, a more
realistic assumption would be the dependence of input on previous
output and expected output, but this assumption cannot eleminate
autocorrelation without further assumption, and the required data
is not available either, see J. Johnston, Econometric Method,
2nd Ed., (Tokyo, McGraw--Hill Kogakusha, Ltd..,1972),pp.300-33.
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II . 3 . Empirical Evidence of ProductionFunctions and Estimatio Methods
Empirical research on production functions is voluminous , and
no attempt is made to cover all . Early studies on this subject ,
( using mainly the Cobb - Douglas function , ) constrainthe returns
to scale to unity , and this has been pointed out by Durand 1 to be
unnecessary, Henceforth, es tirmation of the Cobb - Douglas function
can have more variations . In what follows , outline of evidence
on economies of scale , income share and elasticity of substitution
from various studies will be presented .
In so far as estimationmethod is coricorned, we can find
the following2 :
a . Single equation estimation,
b . Covariancematrix method ,
c . Factor- share method, and
d . Instrumentalvariables .
As pointed out by Walters , convarianvematrix method and
instrumental variables are difficult to apply and evidence of these
two are rarely found , so we list only the single equation estimation
below , and the factor - share method afterwards.
1 See above , the Theory of ProductionFunctionsof this
chapter, p . 6 .
2 See A . A . Walters, " Productionand Cost Functions: An
EconometricSurvey, " Econometrica, XXXI , ( Jan . - April , 1963 ) , 18 - 22 .
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Table II.2 Production functions and their estimation equation.
Name Eq. Function Eq. Estimation Equation
No. No.
C.D. (4) Y= aKxLB (25) lnY= lna+ binK+ clnL
(26) lnY/L= Ina+ blnK/L+ clnL
CES (5) Y =a(dK-p+ (1-a)L-p)-l/p (27) lnY/L= lna+ binW/L
(28) lnW/L= Ina+ blnY/L
(51) Y= a(dK-p+ (1-d)L-p)-h/p (29) lnY/L= lna+ blnW/L+ clnL
(30) lnY/L= Ina+ binK/L+ cinL d(1nK/L)2
VES (11) Y= a(dK-p+ (1-d)E(K/L)-c(1+p)L-p)-1/p (31) lnY/L= lna+ blnW/L +cinK/L
(11')Y= a(dk-p+(1-d)E(K/L)-c(1+p)L-p)-h/p (32) lnY/l=lna+blnW/L+clnk/L+dlnI
Note: Eq. No. in the parenthesis refers to the number of equation designated in the
Text above a,h,c, and d are constants or parameters to be estimated.
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The Cobb-Douglas funation like equation (4) can be estimted.
by oither oquation (24) or equation (26) In equation (25), b
and c =B, whereas in equation (26), b = and c
Testing of factor coefficients is possible in. (25) while (26) provides
testing of scale coefficient particularly the testing of whether scale
coefficient is different from one,
(27) is the ACMS method to cstimate the CES function and b
the elasticity of substitution. If (27) is the correct equation,
(28) could also do the job. The two equations are different in that the
variables are interchanged, thus, the elasticity of substitution
as estimated by (28) is given by = 1/b1.
Based on the same marginal-productivity conditions as thos
being used to derive the ACMS equation of the- CES function, we can
have the estimation equations for (a) the CES function with non-
constant returns to scale, (b) the VES function and (c) the VES
function with non-constant returns to scale. They are given res-
pectively in Table II.2 as equations (29), (31), and (32). Kmenta's
approximation on the CES function with non-constant returns to
scale is shown in equation (30).
1Estimation method suggested by Murata and Arrow, their results
appeared in Marc Nerlove, "Recent Empirical Studies of the CES and
Related Production Functions," in The Theory and Empirical Analysis
of Production, edited by Murray Brown, Vol, XXXI of Studies in Income
and Wealth, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1967, 60-65.
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All the above stated estimation equations provide estimates
of factor coefficients, scale coefficients, elasticities of
substitution by single equation regression. If only the structure of
production is concerned, we can obtain the desired coefficients by
the factor-share method.
Adapted from Griliches and Ringstad's suggestion, unbiased
estimators of factor shares are given as:
(33)
where SL, SK are the respective labor and capital share, and s and
are mean and variance of s which is given by: si=ln(W/Y)1 1. We
shall called SL and SK Klein' s labor and capital share respectively
as they are originated by Klein2. In early studies, the ratio of
national payroll to value added is computed. Although this ratio
could be interpreted as labor share of income, it is usually used
to compare with the estimated coefficient from the Cobb-Dounglas
function.
A collection of the results of major cross-section studies on
production functions is given in Appendix I and Table II.3 is a
summary of it. It includes all the estimation methods discussed
above. In addition, Griliches and Ringstad's non-linear estimation
results are presented in column 15,, while columns 16 and 17 are the
estimates of the elasticity of substitution from the VES function
1See Z. Griliches, and V.Ringstad, Economies of Scale and the
Form of Production Function, (Amsterdam: Nort --Hollan Publishing
Company, 1971), chapter 4, The Main Results, pp.26-103.
2see A.A. Walters, op. cit, p. 21, footnote 19.
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using all employees and only production employees as labor
r-respectively.
There are altogether 178 regressions from 19 studies, they
are not exhaustive, but at least most of the important studies
are included, Some generalizations are us follows.
Table II 3. Summary of Past Studies.
Standard DeviationNTo, of estimates MeanName





28 0.087Labor Share 0.640




Elas. of Subs e
Kmenta 69 3.499 19,980





Note: For details of the estimates, see Appendix I,
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We find 138 estimates of the scale elasticity of the Cobb-
Douglas function, which has a mean value of 1.017, and a very small
standard deviation. That is, the scale elasticity distributes around
unity. Coincidently, scale elasticity of the CES function approximates
by Kmenta's method gives the same mean value, although the standard
deviation is a little bit greater. These and what follows are
presented in Table 11.3.
Concerning the returns to scale, Marschak and Andrews showed
that (1) assumption of constant returns to scale is not necessary,
(2) under perfect competition, profit maximization condition excludes
the possibility of'increasing returns to scale, and (3) constant
returns to scale is the boundary case, but it renders the sufficient
condition for profit maximization unfulfilled and the amount of
input and output undetermined. However, as they have em ha s i see?,
some of these conclusion are valid one -,r j.. hen both the :product i*!ia-r?et
and factor market are under perfect competition. Thus, as the
estimated coefficients are combinations of scale elasticity and
degree of monopoly, we might infer those cases with scale coefficients
greater than one as having some degree of monopoly, on the
assumption that each establishment is seeking maximum profit'.
Evidence from all estimations agree that the labor share is
greater than capital share, with only a few exceptions,
As far as the estimation method is concerned, we can observe
1See Marschak and Andrews, op. cit, pp. 182-1929
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that the wage share, national payroll to value added ratio, and
Klein's factor share are easily computed and can be treated as known
facts1. They are used to compare with the estimations from the
production functions. Thus one has a choice between the Cobb-Douglas
and Krenta's approximate for estimates of the scale elasticity and
factor shares. However, we found many similarities. As stated above
the estimated scale elasticities are identical in the two methods.
Even the factor coefficients are very consistent, (Mean values of
capital coefficient from the two methods, in Table 11.4, are not
the same, but it is due largely to the different studies included:
We found 83 cases for the Cobb-Douglas function and only 29 for the
Kmenta's CES function. A closer look at the picture is given in
Table II.5, correlation coefficients matrix,) Table 11.4 confirms
the similarity of scale elasticities: the correlation coefficient
between the two estimated elasticities is 0.963. Not unexpectedly,
the correlation between the capital. elasticities estimated from
the two methods is very high, it is 0.959. Although the correlation
between the two labor coefficients is not given, we feel
confident to expect• a high correlation.
If Kmenta' s CES function can give as much information--as the
Cobb-Douglas function, it is superior because it provides a test
of the elasticity of substitution.
A re-examination of the estimation methods themselves might
provides better insight into the problem. To repeat,equation (26)
and (30) are the respective estimation functions for the Cobb-
Douglas function and Kmenta's 2pprocination of the UES fur! cttions:
1The former is the arithematic mean, while the latter is the
geometric mean.
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Table I1.4 Correlation Coefficient PIatrix of the Estimation Results of the Past Studies
C.D Klein's CES(kmenta) Elasticity of Subtitution
Scale Labor Cap. Wage Labor Cap. Ccale Cap. Iabor Kmenta ACMS ACMS Aon- VES VES
Coef. coef. share share share Coef. Coef. 1 2 Lincer 1 2
C.D.
Scale Coef. 1 0.648 -- -- -- 0.963
Labor Coef. 1 -- 0.613 0.323










Kmenta -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 1 0.045 -- 0.210 0.220









(26) lnY/L =lna + binK/L+ clnL,
(30) lnY/L= Ina'+ b' 1nK/L+ c'1nL + d(1nK/L)2
To avoid confusion, a "prime" (') notation is added to the coeffi-
cients of equation (30). The key point is c' and d. If d approaches
zero, then equation (30) reduces to equation (26) if c' also
approaches zero, it suggests an estimated scale elasticity of unity
and b' will be very close to b, because the capital coefficient
from the Kmentats CES function is given by b'/(l+c').
once d and /or- c' are significantly different from zero,
Kementats CES and Cobb-Douglas estimates would be very different,
Although: it is not surprising at all to find this divergence, the
problem, howwreve.r, J des in the Kmenta estimation alone, and we shall
come back to this point later.
For elasticity of substitution, we have six estimation methods:
K S 1, ACMS 2, non-linear, VES 1, and VES 26 VES I andmenta's, ACN
VES 2 are different only in the use of labor data. Non-linear
estimation is possible provided computer program is available. In
ACItiL 1, value added per unit of labor is regressed on the wage rate,
while in ACMS 2, it is the wage rate on value added per labor unit.
Kmenta's method is referred to the estimation by Kmenta's approximat-
ion to the CES function, The first four estimations are used for
the CES function, while VES estimations are used as a test against
the CES function.
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Since non-linear estimation program is not available, for the
estimnation of the elasticity of substitution of the CLS function, We
have a choice among Kmenta' s approximation and the ACMS methods,
The Murata--Arrow estimations shows in Appendix I, that elast-
icity of substitution from ACMS 1 is less than those from ACMS 2.
Since both estimation methods are derived from the same marginal
conditions both are mathematically justified. If we put the log-
arithm of value added per unit of labor as Y and that eof wage rate
as X, and their respective deviate values from their means by y and
x, we could rewrite equations (27) and (28) as:
(27) Y= a + bX, and
(28) X= a'+ b'Y.
The hypothesis Murata and Arrow proposed is 1/b'=b.
and theoretically j=b =l/bWe know that
Let R12 be the ratio of b to l/b, then
Hence R12 is actually the coefficient of determination of the
regression and is the same whether Y is regressed on X, or vice versa.
The conclusions we can find are (1) unless the two variables, X and
Y, are highly correlated 9 we might expect big difference between
the two estimated elasticity of substitution, (2) b is less than
1/b' to the extent determined by R12, the coefficient of determination
It is obvious that we do not expect 100% explained variation,
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(i.e. Perfect fit of the function), so the diff=ere values of the
estimated elasticity are left to be chosen.
Even with this variation, the ACMS methods still provide more
stable estimates as compared with the Kmenta•s method, From Table
II.3, the standard deviation of the various values of elasticity
of substitution estimated by the ACNS 1 is 0.368, it is 0,079 by
ACNS 2, but it is 19,980 by the Kmenta's method. on the other hand,
the mean value of by ACMS 1 is 0.915, it is 0.906 by ACHS 2, and
it is 3.499 by Kmenta' s method.
Among the six estimation methods, Kmenta's approximation is the
one with most varied estimates, Industry characteristics could not
explain all, because the other estimation methods have Included, at
least, as many different industries as the Kmenta's method. Most of
the problem, of the Kmenta' s method stemmed from the estimated
coefficient of the term (lnK/L)2, since this coefficient, d', is a
combination of several parameters
d'=- phd (I-d), thus giving
-2d '/hd (l-d), and then
Once p is determined, we can have , In order to have a positive,
p is expected to be greater than -1, and a small change of p will
cause a great change of
Another problem is that the Kmenta's method is derived by
expanding the Taylor's series on the assumption that but the
regression itself provides a test against p= o. The point is that
if the estimated or d' is not significantly different from zero,
Kmenta's approximation can do quite a good job. ut once d' is
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estimated to be different from zero, one must turn to other methods
for better estimation of 7.
For estimation purpose (estimation of the elasticity of
substitution) s thus p the, ACMS method is prefered t o she Kmenta' s s
approximation1. The VES estimation provides a test of whether J




Ref oaring to equation (31),
P= (1-b)/b,and
m= c/(1-b).
If c=o, the function reduces to the CES function If P=0, it would
then be the Cobb-Douglas function2
It should be noted that while different estimation methods
could make different results, employing different kind of data could
also produce different estimated coefficients,, This we shall discus:
in detail in the coming chapter.
1The ACMS method has its own short corning too s it rests on
two assumptions: a. perfect competition in both product and factor
markets, b. profit maximization. However, it produces stable estimates,
2The different be -Ween cY of the CES function and that of the VES
function is the termsp m/s k, Now s is always posi tire, so that the
sign of and m determine the value bf j of the RTES function. Assume
that for the VES fund--ion and(' for the CES function are very
similar, and that both are greater than zero, then a positive m would
produce of the VES function greater than C of the CES function.
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II c 4 ,Surnmy and Mlethodolociical Considerations of This Stud
various kinds of production functions have been introduced in
the first part of this chapters while simultaneous equation's system
has its limitations, estimation will thus be made by means of single
eai .ation method and factor share method in this study.
Estimation equations of various production functions have been
exhibited in Table IT. 2, and they are re-written in the following
to show the exact parameters contained in the coefficients
lnY= Ina + inK+ lnL(25`)




ln-Y/L= Ina+ hdInIKL+ (h-i) inL-h.d (i-,d) (lnK/L) 2
(30')
1nY/L= Ina+ 1/(l+ )lnW/L+ m(/(?+ r) 1nK/L(31')
inY/L= Ina+ 1/ (1-(/h) lnW/L+ m /(1+/h)lnk/l+(h-)/(b+)lm(32')
Equations (25') and (26') are used to estimate the Cope-Douglas
function coefficients, i.e. labor coefficient, capital coefficient,
and scale coefficient. In particul r, (26') provides a test of whether
scale elasticity is significantly different from one.
As stated in the previous section, the,-- estimated from (27')
would be less than that from (28') by a degree determined by their
coefficients of determination. Using the ACMS approach, we obtain
equations (29'), (31') and (32'). Comparing equations (29) and (29'),
h =c/ (l-b)+ l and= b/ (ct1.) for equations (31) and (31'),(= (l--b) /b f
lnY/L=lna+ lnW/L
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m= C/ l-b) ands= 1/1(1+p-mp/sk and for equation (32) and (32)
m= c/(I-b)
h=d/(I-b)+ 1=(d+l-b) and m= c/(d+1-b).
while all these equa tions are independent of the unit of meatgrement, eqution (30) is not as it involves a square term variable.
For example if capita: is meacuremen in HK$1, 000.units, then
ion (30)
000. units, then
for example,capital is meagurement in Hk$1,000 units, then
the exact form of the square term variable should be (Ink/Lx1,000)2,or
(Ink/L+in1,000)2
=Ink/L2+21n1,000lnk/L +(lnl,000)2
The first term (lnK/L) 2 which is the one employed in the estimation,erm (lnl, 000) 2 Zvi ll go to the constant
remainsthesameandthelastterm(1n1,000)2willgototheconstant
term., but the second term (21f1,000lnK/L) will go into the variable
1nk/L and affect the coefficient so estimated. Estimation through
fect
equation (30) is thus affected by the units of measurement, The
problem would be solved if we employ physical units of measurement,
but that is exactly the probler.. lilt hou sh we could f ina dint a for labor
man-hours or persons engaged, there is no physical data for
capital. This involves a choice of units of measurement. A suggest-
ion to this problem is given by Gr.iliches and Ringstad.
In their l Griliches and Ringstad redefine the units
their study1,
of the independent variables such that the mean values of labor and
captial are identical (i e. the redefined mean of lnK/L is zero),
The purpose is to set the variables in their deviate form, so that anyy
See Z. Griliches and V. Ringstad: Economes of Scale and TheAmsterdam: North-Ho
calcrorm of Production Function (Amsterdam:North-Holland Pulishing
Company,1971), p. 20 see also EdwardK.Y.Chen,"Economiesof scalc
and Capital-Labour Substitution in Hong Kong Manufacturing, 11 Hong KO1nc.
Economir Papers, No. 11, (April 1997),p.45
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change in measurement units would be cancelled o tit automatticallyl
At the same time, the factor shares method will be carried
out Labor and capital shares will be computed according to equation
(33). In addition, wwr e shall present the wage/value added ratio
for reference,
By employing so many estimation methodss it is hoped that
they would provide sore c .U-0.6' in deciding which function.
fite tho industrial production of Hong Kong best Consequently,
we shall determine according to the production function so chosen
the various elasticities of production for different industries.
Henceforth, ire shall determine the influence of industry size,
different sex of workers and different capital data,
In the following chapter, we shall discuss in detail that
data obtained is restricted to certain size of establishment,
According to the data, we have establishments with 20 or more
persons engaged (Size I) and those with 10 to 19 persons engaged
(Size II) for each industry defined o with the subscripts denoting
the respective industry size, we may estimate. the scale elasticities
of the separate size groups within each of the individual industries
IAlthough this method involves transformation of variables,
in estimating the coefficients it is not necessary to do so. We
can obtain the desired coefficient from the coefficients of the
original. variables, see Z. Griliches and V. Ringstad, op. cit. p. 10.
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(34) inY1/L1= I_na1•,- b1InK1 /L1+ c1ln1L1
and c1 is the scale elasticity of industry size I. Similarly, We have
(35) lnY2/L 2 Ina2+ b2lnK2/L2+ c2lnL2,
and c2 is the scale elasticity of industry size II. Test will be
road: on c2 against c1 by evaluating the t-value of (c2-cl
A common hypothesis is that industries with large establishnient size
would tend to enjoy increasing returns to scale more probably than
small establishment size industries1, so one can first see whether
c1 is significantly greater than zero (i.c. increasing returns to
scale), and then apply the t-test to see whether there is signif-
icant difference between different size of the same industry.
The other test we shall carry out is on the different sex of
workers. Labor data used for most of the study is man-hours, but
there is no separate man--hours statistics for male workers and
female workers. Instead we find the average number of workers
engaged during the production year. Together with these statistics
and the man-hours data, we shall determine their input-output
elasticities, in the Cobb-Douglas functional form. Let Lm and Lf
represent the made labor data and the female labor data respectively,,
the function would be:
(36) lnx= lna+ binK+ c1nLm+ d1nLf.
To see whether female's contribution is significantly different
from male'sf we compute its t-value: (d-c)/d, but it is equally
reasonable to use the t-value based on the standard deviation of c.
1See Edward H. Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic
Competition, A Re-Orientation of the Theory of. Value, Harvard
Economic Studies, Vol. 38, 6th Ed., Cambridge, 1948, p.235.
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It might happen that ci and c are signif -i.cant.1y in the,
former case and are not different in the latter, or vice ver a
.To break this impass, the function is modified a little. Equation




Eruivaientrtys we may write:
Y=aKb(Lmlf) cLfd-c
mLf f
or in log-linear forme
(37) 1nY= lna+ blnK+ cln(LmLf)+ (d-c)lnLf.
The coefficient of the last variable thus provides a direct test
of the difference. Since wage data of the t wro kinds of labor are
not available, test of elasticity of substitution betyTeen the
two labor cannot be performed, but it is very likely that substit-
ution between the two labors would be easier, in general, than
that between labor and capital.
Finally, we shall consider another variable, the floor space.
Floor space is indeed a scarce resource in Hong Kong, and rentals
here is one of the highest in the world1 We shall make two addit-
ional estimations on using this varibale, denoted by F:
(38) lnY= ina1 +.b 1 InF+ c1inL
(39) InY= lna2+ b2lnF+ c21nL d21nK.
In equation (38), stock of fixed assets is replaced by floor space
to see if there is significant difference, In equation (39) all
three variables are inclued.





III. 1 Variables and the Adaptaibty od Data. _
The set of data employed in this study comes from the 9973
Census of Industrial production1
In this study, we have only four main variables, namely, Ou tput
Capital, Labor and Wage, and the others are derived from them. Since
different variables are required in different estimation methods,
they will be used accordingly. as described in the preceding chapter 2
Although physical data is used in early studies, in order to
find out the exact input-output relationship, it has been pointed
out that monetary data is just as good3. In our data, output and
capital data are given in value terms just as wage cost, while labor
data are in physical terms, There is also a problem of selecting a
certain kind of data, because for each variables there are, aiways
more than one set of data that can be used. For example, we have
to select whether gross output or value added as data of output, Y,
We shall try as carefully as possible in the selection of data, In
the following., variables and their corresponding data are listed
1Census and Statistics Department, 1973 Census of Industrial
Productions 2 Vols., (Hong Kong: Government- Printer 1977
2See Table Ile 2 of chapter II,
3See N9 Nerlove, Estimation and Identification of Cobb---Douglas
Prduction Functions, (Chicago-: Rand ricNal ly & Co.,
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and discussed:
output: Value added is employed, which is measured in iuA$?,000 un.ts.
There is a choice between value added and gross output as
data for output. As production function is the relation
between input and output, only the influence of the factors
of production is of interest and so value added is chosen1.
According to the census, value added is defined as2: Gross
output less purchases of materials and supplies, fuels, water,
electricity consumed, increase in stocks of materials and
supplies during the production year, contract and commission
work, repair and maintainance.
In our study, we use the net value added as output data,
it is net in the sense that depreciation is deducted from
the above stated value added (Census value added is so named
in the Census). In that definition, repair and maintainance
is deducted, but it is counted as a purchase of continual
services, like materials, fuels, etc.. Depreciation is in-
cluded in that definition of value added3.
Depreciation accounts for about 5.99% of the Census
value added -for all manufacturing establishments with
persons engaged more than 10.
1 The Census explains that (i) gross outputdata might have double
or multiple counting of the value of production among groups of pro.
(ii) gross output is of limited use in illustratingduction units, and
the relative economic importance of individual industries, as materials
and fuels have been a great portion of it, see Census and Statistics
Department, op. cit., Vol. 1, p. 32.
2Census and Statistics Department, ope cit., Vol. 1, p.60.
3Census and Statistics Department, op. cit., vol. 1, p. 32.
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in employing data for capital, one is well aware of theCapitals :
problem of heterogeneity and precise measurements re-
mained, The data we use i s the stock of fixed assets,
which is, as defined by the Census, the book value at the
end of year of land, building, machinery and equipment,
furniture and fixtures, moulds, transport equipmelit, and
other fired assets, and is measured in HK$1,000 units.
Since this variable is a measure at the end of the
production year, it is the net value and of no necessity
to be bothered by depreciarion. Depreciation and the
value of the stock of fixed assets is highly correlated:
its correlation coefficient as calculated from total
manufacturing data , is 0.96. It thus has no influence
on the behaviour of the input-output elasticity of be
estimated.
Floor space is used in Chapter V as either an
additional factor of production, (resembling to certain
extent the concept of land), or a substitute variable
for the stock of fixed assets as capital, Floor space
is measured in 1,000 square feet units.
Labor Man-hours measured in 1,000 units is used as labor data.
In particular, we are interested in the contribution of
the operating workers, therefore man-hours of operatives
are employed.
There are more labor than just operatives, for
example, working proprietors, unpaid family workers, etc.
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but they constitute only a small fraction of the amount
of total persons engaged in prodution ： working prop-
rietors is about 5 % of it and unpaid family worker is
Only2 %
In chapter V , we shall consider the difference
between male ' s and female ' s contribution. However, sirce there
is no separate date of man - houurs for finale oparativeand
female operatives . We shall use the number of operatives
which contains male and female data . Assuming that both
kinds of operatives offer the same amount of hours during
the year , thus alternatively, we may say man - hours data
is a combinationof male operatives , female onerstives and
their working time :
Total man - hours = ( Male workers+ Female workers)
x Length of workingin hours '
Thus , for examgle, man - hour data for male operativescan be
derived as : Total Man - hours x Male operatives/ ( Male
operatives+ Female operatives) .
This method rests heavily on the assumptionthat
the length of working in hours for male and female oper -
atives are the same . Otherwise, the definition of total
man - hours wouldbe :
1 The average working hours per operativeis about : 2 , 400 hours
a year , or an average operativeworks about eight hours a day .
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Male operatives x length of working fo male
operatives + Female operatives x length of working.
And the preceding estimation of the male and female data
would be invalid,
Under the heading of labor cost, there are data of wagesWage:
to operatives, salaries to other employees, payments in
kind, welfare costs and payii eats to out-workers
The data of wages to operatives is selected as wage
cost, not only because it forms a Frea.ter part Of the
labor cost.', but also because it corresponds to the
labor data and it actually accounts for the cost of
labor in production o
wages to operatives is measured in HIK.$1, 000 units, and
the wage rate is computed by dividing the wages to oper-
atives by the value of man-hours
Homogeneity and aggr. egati on are two usual consideration of
data, We leave the problem of aggregation untouched until later,
homogeneity is perhaps most ambiguous in capital data, There are
value of land, buildings, machinery and equi pinent, furniture and
fixtures, moulds, and transport equipment, etc,, It is fortunate
that they are all Presented 'in money terms, and under i sr 'ect com--
petition, they can be homogeneously combined together,, But homoge-
neity requires each element of the variables be equally productive,
It is about 70% of the totlal labor cos t.
for female operatives.
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for this we get no proof,
All the above variables are divided by the number of establi.--
shmens to arrive at the annroximate average data1.
Correlation between Gross Ouptut and Materia1s. and between2III c
Value Added and Depreciation
In this study, we use net value added as data for ouput. That
is to say, influences of materials and depreciation are not taken
into accounts The reason is that if they are only a constant fract-
ion of output or capital, their influences are reflected in the
constant term only, the desired elasticity would he unaffected,
If
Yg=
where Y g is output given in gross output f is the amount of
depreciation and N is the material variable,, Now if is constant
fraction of I: or Yom, and N is that of Yg, we have:
Yg=a(K+JK)dLBMJ
where J K=J andY a(K+3 K)d LB Mj
g
where mY =M, anda(1+J')f KLB (my)t
a' KL, where a'= a(mY) (1+f)
1
For this, I'lein. has argued that this would create biasedness,
and the alternative is to compute the geometric mean of the data
since all the estimations are made -in log-linear forms. However
geometric aggregate data is not available so we can only say that
the aritheratic mean is an approximate average data, and the
producing unit is thus an approximate representative unit. See
Lawrence R. Klein, A Textbook of Econometrics, 7th ed.,
(Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., .1974), pp. 359 -63.
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That is, the inclusion of depreciation and materials vaiue in the
function would influence only the constant term a, While a and B
whenhorriain unaffected. So we use net value added as Output. Bat
the assumption is correct requires fur th.er expositions Let,
X1 bo the mean value of ma erials/output ratio,
X2 be the mean value of depreciation/value added ratio,
X3 be the mean value of depreciation/capital ratio.
r1 be the correlation coefficient between materials and output,
r2 2 be the correlation coefficient between depreciation and value
added,
anct
r3 be the correlation coefficient between depreciation and capital.
Thus we have Table III. 1: Materials, depreciation and their
relationships with output.
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0.0487 0.99940.6834 0.98336 0. 1395 0.9882371
0.4805 0.052568 0.1253. 0.9999380 0.99990.9999
0,4404 0,0573 0.9801 0.8426382 18 0.9851
0.5783 0.1366 0.13240.1649383 0,9964 0.971339 0.9558
9 0.0360384 0.99810.3993 0.99860.1016 0.9998
0.4746 0.0748385 11 0.9852 0.99800.1370 0.9968
46 0.0427390 0.99670 .5464 0.1375 0.8668 0.9857
In Table Ille I, T.M. (Total Mvianufacturing) is made Up from
data of all establishments and the numbers under it are the industry
codes. Raw materials forms about 65% of gross output, the largest
ratio is found in industry code 320, manufacture of wearing apparel,
and the smallest in code 384, manufacture of transport equipment.
Depreciation constitutes about 6% of value added and 14% of
the capital value. Depreciation rate based on capital value is
high.est i n industry code 383, manufacture of electrical machinery
and is lowest in code 384, transport equipment industry.
Correlation coefficients between materials and output are
very high for either total manufacturing or the individual industries,
with industry 332 being the one having the lowest r1 of 94%. The
coefficients between depreciation and capital are, in general, greater
than those between depreciation and value added, although both
coefficients are high: greater than 99% for total manufacturing
Mean value of materials/gross output ratio in industry 320 is
curiously greater than one, thus some closer examination seemS
necessary. It is found that the material gross output ratio computed
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from the industry average is only 0.6279. That is on the average,
materials are not greater than gross output. It is only because
some establishments within the industry store a greater amount of
materials than their output that cause the curious ratio, The
detail name of materials is "Purchases of Material us, and supplies".
Furthermore, we found that the standard deviation of the ratio is
5.8874 which is far greater than that in any other industry.
After all, the high value of rl, r2 and r3 have provided
sufficient evidence to support our way of using data, that is, net
value added for output, year end value of stock of fixed assets for
capital, and absence of materials data in the estimation.
III . 3 Problem oT Classification
In the two volurans of the census teport, statistics appear
in numerous tables according to various cross-classification.
Classification is ,Necessary for at least two reasons s simplicity
and confidentiality. But on the other hand, we are likely to suffer
statistically from the loss of precision and from the loss of degree
of freedom, and in addition, the problem of aggregation.
When data is given in groups, or aggregates, the estimation
so made would always give a greater coefficient of determination,
R2, than the estimation from the original data. This higher R2 is
undesirable as it over-estimates the fitness of the data to the
function.
It has been proved that if the grouping procedure is random,
lSee J. Johnston, Econometric Methods, 2nd ed., (Tokyo: McGraw-
Hill Kocalitzsha, Ltd., 1972), p.232.
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the R2 from the grouped date would be approximately the same
as that from the original date. However how random the
2
classification is; a greater R2 is likely to occurl.
our aim here is to find the kind of classification which
has the least effect on the estimations that follow shortly, In
other words, it is to find the kind of classification which is
grouped most randomly and has the largest degree of freedom remained.
In the Census report, data are first separated by different
sizes and are, then gz Ten for each four digit ISIC (International
Standard Industrial Classification) industry sector according to
the following six classfication systems:
(a) Type of ownership,
(b) Average nuts ber of operatives engaged,
(c) Sal es and work done,
(d) Gross output,
(e) Census value added, and
(f) Census district.
'To use Johnston's notation, P2 is the coefficient of deter-
1
mination from ungrouped data, and R, is that from grouped data, then,
where mr is the number of observations of the ungrouped data, and m
is that of the grouped data. The ratio of the two residues is,
S if r=l,hence thus s=1 and
if r is greater than one, it would produce smaller s and thus greater R22.
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system (f) does not contain the desirable statistics. System
(a) is the one having the least observation, and system (b), and (e)
are classified according to the explanatory variables of the
estimations. Since gross output is highly correlated to value added
data from this system are thus not random enough. Consequently, syste q
(c) is chosen and it contains 555 observ-atiorjs from twenty iv dustriesQ
Industries having less than six observations are dropped because of
too few degrees of freedom in the estimation l. The selected Indus tri es
with their corresponding sectors and observations are l sted in
Table III.2.
Ill. 4 Representative or Aggregative
Because of the above stated reasons, data is always given in
groups. and one has to choose whether to use the grouped data, or
to use the "per establishment" data. To use the first, one is to
study the subject at the macro level, and the latter at the micro
level2.
If we estimate the production function in the marco level,
then, again, we may ask how aggregative the data should be for that
purpose. on the other hand for the micro purpose, we are likely to
1Only two industries are dropped from this s Ludy they are
the beverage industry and the tobacco manufacture, There are 17
establishments of the former industry and 6 of the latter, and they
together form about 2% of the total census value added.
2The most detailed discussion of the topic is found in Klein ' s
textbook, see Lawrence R. Klein, A Textbook of Ecdonometrices, 7th ed.
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice--Hall, Inc., 1974), p.9 and pp. 259-53.
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Table IlI 2 List of Three--Digit Manufacturing Industry Names
NO.of No.ofDigit fName
Code sectors 0bservation
Food Manufacturing311 ll 33
3l3 Beverage Industries 3 3
314 Tobacco Manufactures 1 1
320 Manufacture of wearing Apparel, 9914
except Footwear
321 manufacture of Textiles 23 97
323 Manufacture of Leather and Leather 2 8
Products, except Footwear and
Wearing Apparel
324 Manufacture of Footwear, except 71
Rubber, Plastic and Wooden Foctwear
331 Manufacture of Wood and Cork 8 18
Products, except Furniture
332 Manufacture of Furniture and. 93
Fixtures, except Primarily of Metal
7341 Manufacture of Paper and Paper 3 11
Products
342 Printing, Publishing and Allied 3 14
Industries
351 Menu acture of Chemicals and 19
Chemical Products
355 Manufacture of Rubber Products 3 6
356 Manufacture of Plastic Products 6 31
361 Manufacture of Non-Metallic 8 5
Mineral Products, except Products
of Petroleum and coal.
371 4Basic Metal Industries 6
380 Manufacture of Fabricated Metal 14 68
Products, except Machinery and
Equipment




Table III,, 2 (Conti nu ec.)
Digit Noe of No. ofgameCod e Sectors Observation
383 Manufacture of Electrical 8 39
Machinery, Apparatus, Appliances
and Supplies
384 Manufacture of. Transport 7 9
Eulrnent
385 Manufacture of Professional 3 11
and Scientific, Measuring
and Controlling Equipment not
elsevhere Classified, and of
Photographic and Optical Goods
390 Other Manuf acturing Industries 10 46
Source: Census and Statistics Department, 1973 Census of
Industrial Production m Vol, 1,(Hong Kong: Government
Printer, 1977). p,55-57,
suffer from statistical- biasl, As suggested by L. Klein, if unbiased
estimators are to be obtained from. aggregate data, the data should
be aggregated in geometric sum2, or in their corresponding
geometric mean, This is, of course, not possible here. However,
3
as pointed out by Klein3, if variance does not fluctuate much
l Bi ased.ness appears both in grouped data and in per est-
abli.shmnent data, see Johnston, op. cit. p.228-38.
2See Lawrence R. Klein, op. cit.p.360.
3ibid., p.359
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the biasedness would go mainly to the constant term.,
Each variable, in this study, is divided by the correspond-
ing mumber of establishments before it is used in estimat-i ono
III.5 Treatment of Data with Different Size of Production Units
A production unit is named establishment in the census and
in this study. Since data appear in groups, we have only the
approximate per establishment data,, Data so obtained are said to
be from a representative production unite In the census, separate
data are provided for three classesof production units, measured
by the number of persons engaged: Size I with twenty or more
persons engaged: Size II with 10 to 19 persons engaged, and Size III
with I to 9 persons engaged
Information about size III is extremely limited2 our
estimation includes all the acceptable information from the first
two sizes. We are forced to drop some information in fear of
multi-collinearity3.
There are a great variety within Size I, number of persons
engaged increases from twenty to a thousand or more, no detailed
information is available but a small table, see Census and
Statistics Department. Vol. T. p.9. Tab1e 14
2Inspite of this fact, industries of Size III compose of about
66% of the total number of establishments, see Census and Statistics
Department, op, cite. Vol. p. 2. Table I: on the other hand, they
are only about 7% of the total census value added ibid
3Some of the information are redundanti their inclusion would
mane the independent variables matrix (x'x ) singular, see Johnston,
opt cit. ,p.234
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Since the above stated Size I and II are the main source
of the data for our estimation and they are presented separate7_y,
there is a question of how they. should be used b Should they be
employed in separate estimation, or should they be combined to
form only one set?
There is strong belief that economies of scale varies
positively with industry size', thus we might presumably take
that the scale elasticity estimated from Size I data is greater
than that separately from Size II data. If instead, we use the
combined data to estimate, the result may take several forms:
The scale elasticity estimated might
(i be greater than either of the elasticities from separate data,
(ii) lie between the two elasticities from separate data,
(iii) be less than either of the elasticities form separate data, or
(iv) be less than the two elasticities from separate data and
negative.
For simplicity sake, Figure III. 1 illustrates with some exagg-
eration the above four possible cases. Dotted line divides the
space into two, to the left of it production unit Size II is displayed
and to the right of it Size I. Lines AA and 13B are regression for
separate sets of data, while CC show the probable regression by
using the combined data, The slope of the regression line is the
scale elasticity, assuming the equat iion. takes the form of equation (26)
See Edward Hastings Chamberlin, The Theory of Mononolisti c
-
Competition: A Re-Orientation of the Theory of Value9 7th ea






















The above analysis rests on the ausumption that scale elasti-
city for Size I is greater than that for Size II. If the assumpt-
ion is not met, there will be some alternations. Nevertheless, they
would still take similar forms to that given in Fig. III.1.
In our estimations that follow, we shall first use the
combined data, Then, in Chapter V, estimations using separate





IV 1 The Over-all Manufactnring Sector lSec
In this section, we have seven-I regressions,two of them using
the Cobb-Douglas function (equations (25) and (26)), three using
the CES function (equations (27), (29) and (30)), and another two
using the VES function (equation (31) and (32)). The coefficient
of determination is highest in equation (25), showing that labor
and capital have already explained more than 90% of the variation
of value added. T-statistics are high for almost all estimates,
Le, e. we have got almost all we have asked fore smaller t-statistics
are found only in the scale coefficients. The regression results
are presented in Table IV.l from, which we calculate the various
pars..meters, which are shown on Table IV.2.
Iv. 1.1 Economies of Scale
Estimated scale elasticities are greater than one in all
except one case-the ACNS 2 (equation (29)). Equations (27) and (31)
are regressed on the assumption of constant returns to scale, and
provide no estimate of scale elasticity,
Although most estimations suggest increasing returns to
scale, they do not have strong support. The corresponding t-
statistics are not significant at 95% confident level, Comparing
In what follows we shall use Total Manufacturing as
abbreviation for the manufacturing sector as a whole
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Table IV, 1 Regression Results for Total Manufacturing.
Equation No, 25 26 27 29 30 31 32
Dependent variable lnY lnY/L lnY/L inY/L 1nY/L Inz/L 1nY/L
Coeff, of indep, variables
lnL 0.6705 0,0201-- 0!0421 0,0241 -- 0.0201
(22,95) (1.32) (2.57) (1.61) (1,41)
lnK 0,3496
(15.02)
lnK/L -- 0,3496 -- -- 0,2214 0.3118 0.3083
(15.02) (6,05) (14,07) (13,83)
(lnK/L)2 -- -- -- -- 0,0575 -- --
lnk/L -- -- 1.2152 1.2080 -- 0.9111 0.9111
(10,38) (10.37) (8,86) (8,87)
Constant 1.4804 1,4804 0.4702 0,2999 1.4850 0.5526 0,4705
R2 0,9006 0,2979 0,1627 0,1725 0.3226 0.3831 0.3853
Source: Census and Statistics Department, 1973 Census of Industrial Production. Vol, 2,
(Hong Kong: Government Printer, 1977), Part 1-5.
Vote: Number of observations= 557. Number in parentheses are t-statistics: t-value at
95% and 99% significant level are 1.960 and 2.576 respectively.
(4.49)
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Table IV. 2 Estimated Parameters for Togal Manufacturing.
Names of No. of Scale Labora Capital Elasticity of















1.0201 0.6705c 0.3496c 1.06b
1.0241 0.6880c 0.3120c 2.0949
1.0b -- -- 1.2152c
0.7975 -- -- 1.1592
1.0b -- -- 3.1737
1.2258 -- -- 3.3125
-- 0.6391 0.3629 --
Source: Computed form Table IV. l.
Notes:
aThe wage share for total manufacturing is 0.611, see Table IV.8 below
bIt is an assumed value, under the assumption of constat returns
to scale, and of unity elasticity of substitution.
cCorresponding coefficient shows significant estimation at 95%
confident interval.
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these results with that of another study from aggregate data-',
what t' ey have in common is that the scale elasticities are not
significantly different f role one, but that estimation suggests
2
decreasing returns to scale
Estimated scale elasticities from equati.i (29) and (32)
are of second-order, each is calculated from the estimated
oc efficients, For example, scale elasticity,, h, from equation (29)
is computed from3
h= c/(l-b)+ 1,
where b and c are estimated coefficients from the equation:
lnY/L= Ina+ binW/L+ clnL
The consequence is that such estimated scale elasticity would be
easily affected by the other variable which is originally assumed
uncorrelated, Thus such estimated elasticities might be quite
different from the others. As we can find, estimate from
equation (29) appears to be smaller than both of that from equation
(25) and( 30). While that from equation (32) is greater than all
the others. It seems, up to this moment, that for the estimation
of scale elasticities s equations (25) and (30) could produce
stabler results than the other equations.
1See Edward KiY. Chen, Economies of Scale and Capital-Labour
Substitution in Hong kong Manufacturing," Hong kong Economic Papers,
Nos 11 (April 1977), p.45
2As suggested in the last chapter, using differ. ent data might
produce very divergent results, and it is quite surprising that
we have arrived at almost the same result.
3Computation of the scale elasticity from equation 32 is
shown in Chapter II, p.45
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IV l. 2. Input,output Elasticities
For the manufacturing industry as a whole, labor's contribut-ii
is greater than capital's, Equations (25), (26), (30), and (33)
do confirm this, and their estimates are very similar. The mean
value. of the labor share is 0.6652.
Industry average of wage share is computed from dividing
the sum of wage payrolls by the sum of value added. The computed
value of 0,4506 is far less than the estimated labor elasticities,
The most probable reason for this discrepancy is that value added
includes not only wages and interest, but also salaries to non-
operatives, rentals, profits, indirect taxes, and payments to non-
industrial services. Thus it reduces the value of wage share.
When salaries to non-operatives and payments to non-industrial
services are deducted from value added, the wage share becomes
0.6211. This method will also be used in the following analysis.
IV. 1. 3. Elasicity of substitution
From Table IV.l, we can find that most estimates are signi-
ficantly different from zero. Estimates of o- from all except
equation (27) are of second-order, and as stated above their
estimates are easily affected by other coefficients. However,
these second-order parameters could be taken as references against
the first order parameter.
here is estimated to be greater than one in all cases.
The t-test given by equation (27) 1 suggests that it. is significantly
It--va1.ue for this test is 1.838.
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greater than one at 90% confident interval, but not so at 95%
interval1.
An estimated greater-than--one elasticity of substitution
suggests that, first, factors are easly substitutable for each othe.
in response to price changes and second, if there were an increase
in wage rate, other things remain the same, the labor- share or
demand for labor would become smaller,
The words "other things remain the same" need to be clarified,
because if the wage increase is caused by an increase in the demand
for labor which, in turn, is due to an increase in the demand for
output, there is probably also an increase in the demand for capital
Thus, if increase in the demand for output is the original cause,
the effect might be on both factors o Change in their shares will
need further investigation.
IV. 1. 4 Factor Prices and Factor shares
one of the use of the elasticity of substitution is that it
could show the effect of the change of factor prices on factor
shares. This section deals with how the change is effected through
the elasticity of substitution.
IBesides being a second-order parameter, From other equations
has many other problems: (i) from equation (30) (Kmenta ' s CES) is
very unreliable,, because equation (30) is derived from the assumed
value of =0, or that =11. W en cJ happens to be deviated from
unity, this regression can no longer stand fast against the original
assumption. (ii) Generally, if the estimated coefficient of lnK/L
in equations (31) or (32) (VE S I and VES II respectively) is positive,
r7' from them would be larger than that from, the CES estimates. Sin` e
we are more interested in whether o-- is greater than unity,, we shall
consider only whether the VES estimations provide similar results
as the others.
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It is easy to f 1.1d simply from equation (27),that fluct-
uation in the wage rate could affect average labor productivity
to a degree determined by r-', because
where d is the derivative notation. when >1,as happened to our
total manufacturing induatry, one percentage increase in the wage
rate would increase average labor productivity by more than one
percet The share of labor, howrever: depends on to what extent
the reduction in demand for labor could be cornpenSated by the
increase in the wage rate.
RC .D. Allen has shown that that the elasticity of demand for labor
with. respect to wage rate is1:
where Sk is capital share,
S1 is labor share,
is the elasticity of substitutions
is the demand elastiCitY for output, and <0.
Similarily, the elasticity of demand for capital with respect to
wage rate is:
These two expressions together men that if there were a rise for
example, in the wage rate, it will affect both factors first through_ _ a 11 -A -Fi_cltV and. then t g
the demand elasticity and then through the elasticity of substitution
1See R.G.D.Allen,Mathenmatical Analysis for Econnomists,(London)
MacMillan & CO.Ltd.,1983),p.173
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Through\, both factors would be employed less, and through
more capital but less labor would be used, It is certain. that
labor quantity auuld be reduced, but whether capital would be
used more or less depends whether is greater or less than




d is the capital share,
w is wage rate, and
r is interest rate. Then we have,
inx = 1na + 1nw/r,
where a = (d/(1-d)) , or
Inx= 1na
Factor ratio and factor prices thus have a negative relationship,
and indicates the degree of influence of the latter upon the
former. If is large, factors are easily substitutable in
response to the change in factor prices.
If x is multiplied by the factor price ratio to make it
a ratio of the factor shares, s, then,
s = Xr/w = rK/wL
((d/(I-d)). (w/r)) r/w
(d/(l-d) (w/r) -1.
1See K.J. Arrow, H.B. Chenery B.S. Minhas, and R.M. Solow,
Capria1--Labor Substitution and Economic Efficiency, Review of
Economics and statistics, Vol, XLIII, (August 1961), p.233.
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Taking the derivative of their 1ogarithtm, we have:
1 ns
In (r/w)
It means that if <1, change of the f actor price ratio would
have positive effect on the ratio of f actor shares. But now
1 as estimated, a rise in the wage rate would reduce not
only the demand for labor and the ratio of factors (K/L), but
also the ratio of factor shares (rK/wL).
IV. 2 Selected ISIC Three- Digit Industries
As previously stated, we include all industries for our-
estimation except Industry 313 (Tobacco Hianuf acturing) and
Industry 314 (Beverage)1. So we have twenty industries at
hand, and for each we make seven regressions, details of the
estimation procedure have been discussed in Chapter II.
The exact coefficients from our estimation are presented in
Appendix II, and we shall show here the parameters as calculated
from these estimates.
IV. 2 l Economies of Scale
To estimate the economies of scale, there are four methods
for three functions: one aethod for the Cobb-Douglas, two for
the CES and the other for the VES function, Results are shown in
Table IV.3, and Table IV.4 shows tbeir paired correlation coefficients,
1The Codes are ISIC codeso For a complete list, see Table
III.2 of Chapter III, p14.
= 1- .
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Estimation b zsed on the Cobb- Doug 1LAs functi rel, equation (26)
shows that seventeen out of twenty industries are of increasing
returns to scale, one of constant and two of decreasing returns
to scales But only six of them are sign f icatly different from
one at 95% confident level, and they are all of the increasing
returns to scale group.
From the CES function by Kmenta's approximation approach, equat-
ion (30), we find sixteen increasing returns to scale industries
and four decreasing, and all the six significant estimations go
to those with increasing returns to scale. But we can find only
nine industries as estimated by equation (29) (ACMs II), and seven
industries as estimated by equation (32) to have increasing returns
to scale.
There are many similarities between estimates from equation
(26) and those from equation (30).
Mean values of their estimates are almost the same,. 1.1298
and 1 F 1299 for equation (26) and (30) respectively. They both have
very small standard deviation. Their results are highly correlated,
correlation coefficient for their estimated elasticities is 0.9501.
It is so, mainly because they have very similar specification of.
the estimation equation.
On the other hand, we can hardly find much resemblances
between any other pair of the estimates. Perhaps the rather high
correlation coefficient, r = 0,5709, between the estimates
from equation (29) and those from equation (32). right again
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Table IV.3 Estimated Economies of Scale
CESC.D.Industry CES VES
a
Code (26) (29) (30) (32)
0.79751.0201 1.0241 1.2258T.M.
0.5400c 0.5045c311 1.1715 1.1972
0.6672320 1.01781.0478 1,0823
0.6l53c 1.4336321 1.0861b
0738323 1.0723 1.08351,1440 1.0008
0.9576324 1.0738 1.1566b 1.1499b 1.2943c
331 1.0292 1.0521 1.0112 1.0291
332 1.30421.2832b 1.2878c 1.2984c
341 6.1625c1.1099 1.1098 2.7714
0.1433c 0.2306c342 1.5823b 1.5825b
0.8557 0.8748 0.8072351 1.0754
0.91710.9242c 0.7891c355 1.1563
0.9437 0.5768c356 1.0466 1.0499
-1.1411c361 1.1286 1.0294 1.0689
371 1.5760c 1.6736b1.5870b 1.5710








Notes: aFigures inarontreses are the equation numbers.
bThe estimated elasticity is significantly different
from one at 95% confident interval.
CThe corresponding estimated coefficient is significantly
different from zero at 95% interval.
Table IV. 4 paired Correlation Coefficients of the Estimation Results and the Industry
Fingure.
Scale Elasticity b X/LVb L K V/L
(25)a (29) (30) (32)
Scale Elas,
(25) 1.0 -0.0448 0.9501 0.0805 -0.1430 -0.1849 -0.0622 0.4297 0.5497
(29) ....... 1.0 -0.0279 0.5709 -0.1628 -0.1560 -0.1451 0.0808 0.0321
(30) .......1.0 0.1039 -0.1082 -0.1451 0.5084 0.5983




Notes: aFigures in paret? theses are the equation numbers from which the scale
elasticities are calculated,
bVA L. and K are value added, labor in man-hours, and capital respectively,
and only the value of the whole industry is taken into account, so that
they may be tested for correlation. against the estimation results,
Details of estimated scale elasticities are on Table IV, 3, and that of
the total value of value added etc, are on* Table IV, 5,
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be caused by the similar specification of the regression equations,
But the mean values of these two are quite different, 1.1433 for
equation (29) and 0,5595 for equation (32). We also find that some
industries have negative returns to scale when estimated by
equation (32).
Moreover, the standard deviation of these estimates are more
than six times of those from equations (26) or (30). Such great
deviation from the mean value is caused, perhaps, by the fact that
these parameters are of second-order, and as explained in the
previous section, they are subject to the change of two or more
coefficients.
Thus, we may take the results from equations (26) and (30)
as confident estimates of the scale elasticities for all the
industries, and for all the references thus follow.
Estimation from the Cobb-Douglas function, equation (26),
shows that although some of the industries are of increasing
returns to scale, most of them are of constant returns to scale,
Those six industries showing significant increasing returns to
scale are:
Industry 321 Manufacture of Textiles;
Industry 324 Manufacture of Footwear, except Rubber, Plastic and
Wooden Footwear;
Industry 332 Manufacture of Furniture and Fixtures, except Primarily
of Metal;
Industry 342 Printing, Publishing and Allied Industries
Industry 371 Basic Metal Industries; and
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Industry 383 Manufacture of Electrical Machinery, Apparatus,
Appliances and Supplies.
Estimations from the Kmenta e s CES function Provide similar
results,
As explicitly shown by J., Marschak and W• H. Andrews that,
under perfect competition assumption, profit maximizing firms would
not operate at increasing returns to scale, and that oven with
constant returns to scale, it is not sufficient to infer Profit.
maximization. 1 If that were the case, what do we get from the
estimates of h' >l?
The first implication is that the firm (or the industry) 2
has not yet maximized profit. This is only a mathematical deduction,
because profit maximization requires that h be less than one3 as
necessary and sufficient conditions,
Secondly, Chamberlin has shown4 that increasing returns to
scale occurs in large firms, because of indivisibility of
products or inputs, or imperfect divisibility as termed by
°1See J. Marschak, and W.H. Andrews, Jr," Random Simultaneous
Equations and the Theory of Production, l conormetr_ ica, (1944), pp,182-92 a.
2Since we are using 'approximate representative firm'' data, a
rather micro data it is, but it is not engineering data, so we are
studying the performance of an industry with the. firms playing
as variable.
3See-J, Narschak, and W. H. Andrews, Jr. op, cit., p.185.
4See Edward H. Chamberlin, The Theory of Monopolistic Cojmltcti .one.:
A Re-Orientation of the Theory of Value, 7th ed (Cambridge, Mass:
Harvard University Press, 1956), PP,230-59
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Clamberlinl, And as our data is that of approximate reprentatuve
firm, increasing returns to scale means that, as one goes from
one firm to the other, one would find greater than proportionate
increase in the output of larger. firms. A firm is larger in
that it can produce more output, use more labor or capital If
production technique is identical for every firm within an industry,
constant returns to scale should prevail. Perhaps different
production technique is one of the reasons of increasing returns,
but it thus makes a point clear that larger firm might have better
production tech-uzique2.
This all happens within an industry, Even among the twenty
industries under study, we find some evidence of the closeness of
the relationship between scale and the size of industries, Industry
321 (1MIanufacture of Textiles) is the one having the greatest values
of value added and captial Industry 371 (Basic Metal Industries)
is the one having the greatest capital intensity either by the
value added method or by captial-labor ratio (See Table IV. 5).
Although Industry 324 (inuf actsfre of Footwear, except Rubber,
Plastic and Wooden Footwear) and Industry 332 (Manufacture of
Furniture and Fixtures, except Primarily of Metal) have smaller
value added or capital intensities, we can still obtain a rather
1Imperfect divisibility may appear in product, inputs, methods
of production or even in the function itself. See Edward H.
Chamberlin, op. cit., p.237.
2 we can, of course, employ similar reasoning for those industries
with decreasing returns to scale, but by equations (26) and (30),
none of these industries have significant. esti mates.
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Table IV:5 Industry total of the Variables,5
KALv/I IKLVIndustry HK$1, 0001,ooo man--HK$1,00JCode
hours-
0.52144.04 245 Q 1,5404903,2691,232,7526,353,664TM




















Notes:. V, L, and K are value added$ labor., and Capital, the Y
last hree iablescare the measures of capital intensity previ ous?
t var
discussed in the last section.
rce: Census and Statistics Department, 1973 Census of Industrial
you Production, parts 1--5, Vol. 2, (Hong Kong: Government
Pri ter, 1977)
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high correlation coefficient between the crap tai_ intensities and
the scale elasticities, Such coefficient is highest bel vleon equation
(30), Krnenta's CES function, and the capital-labor ratio, it is
O.5983
From the last column of Table IV. 5, we also find that these
six industries generally have greater intensities as viewed from
the Morawetz method. The smallest one of these is Industry 324
(Manufacture of Footwear, except Rubber, Plastic and wooden Footvear),
is 0.7271.
IV. 2. 2 Elasticity of Substitution
Regression results can be found in Appendix II, and the computed
elasticities of substitution are displayed in Table IV.6 Five
regressions have been made, equa Lions (27), (29) and (30) are for
the CES function, while equations (31) and (32) are for the VES
function. R2.s of these regressions are not very high, compared
with those of the Cobb-Douglas function, 'It is so simply because
that all the concerned variables, except labor itself, are divided
by labor value before they are put into regression, and the explanatory
power of the regression is thus greatly reduced, But we can find
greater. R2 as more variables are added. Thus R2 of equation (32)
is generally the greatest,
He can tell whether the estimated coefficients are significantly
different from a certain value, with certainty, only in equation
(27). In the first section of this chapter, we found that nearly
all the estimates for are significant, but, for the individual
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Table IV. 6 Elasticity of Substitution
Industry (27)aACMS l (29)ACMS 2 (30)Kmenta (31)VES l (32) VES 2
Code
T.M. 1.2152b 1.1592 2.0940 3.1737 3.3125
311 1.7668b 1.3236 -0.2125 2.6394 3.7183
320 1.3292b 1.3461 1.8268 -0.3948 -0.3839
321 1.5763b 1.1942 0.6018 2.0717 1.9939
323 -0.0673bc 0.0360 -0.1051 -7.1094 -6.9771
324 4.1655bc 2.7593 0.3943 10.2780 -2.4669
331 0.5333b 0.5187 0.6356 0.0019 -0.0080
332 0.3903 0.0242 0.1705 -0.0363 0.0647
341 0.1068 0.7798 0.9896 0.7849 1.3453
342 1.7388 1.0561 0.3707 26.9752 1.7142
351 1.9843b 2.1203 -1.6944 -1.3541 -1.0847
355 1.1871bc 1.2730 -0.0800 1.1400 1.7460
356 1.5305bc 1.4824 2.8948 6.0634 9.1081
361 1.0199b 1.0200 -11.0372 1.3094 6.7645
371 1.5407b -0.2884 -0.3424 3.3639 -1.1561
380 1.3294bc 1.3259 -1.9215 2.6796 2.6887
382 1.2685b 1.0362 0.6785 4.3824 3.5333
383 1.2639b 1.0993 0.997 1.5170 1.6225
384 1.3397b 1.3962 0.2143 2.3359 1.9280
385 1.4703b 1.4863 0.0672 2.0081 3.2253
390 1.2950b 1.2275 -1.8436 1.5869 1.0614
Notes: aFigures in the parenthese are regression equation
number of the function form which the o is dericed. For details
of estimated coeffocoents see Appendox I.
bEstimated coefficients significantly different from
zero at 95% interval.
cEstimated coefficient sifnifcantly different from
one at 95% interval.
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industries, answers are not so sure.
Estir.la' ions by equation (30) show that only in four industries
significant difference of ' the term (lnTK 2do we find sign? meaning- that
in most industr i_es, the Cobb-Douglas is still a satisfactory
fu Inc lion explaining the production relation. Another meaning is
that the elasticity of substitution is not significantly different
-froi-ct one in most industries. Similarily, in equation (27),
al though most estimated coefficients are significantly dif. f erent
from zero, only six are significantly different from one.
Unfortunately: none of these industries belongs to those which
have significant coefficients- for the square term as estimated
by equation' (30)
we shall use equations (31) and (32) 9 first to see whether
the elasticity of substitution is dependent on the K--L ratio, and
second, to gain support of the estimates of O as derived from the
CES functions, For the first purpose, we get only doubtful
There are only eleven industries in which the estimations
answers
are significantly influenced by including the term lnii/L. We
find ten such industries by considering equation (32). Factor
ratio is thus not a very useful factor in explaining the variation
of average labor productivity, or at least, not as influential
as the wage rate`. For the second purpose, we find a positive
IAn interesting point is that while using the two factor
separately can render a very high R, the use of the K-L ratio
could not highly explain the variation of the dependent variabb.e.
A statistical problem it i s, but we cannot apply the former to
estimate the L , as it is only the K-L which is relevant here.
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Actumlly. the specifications of the regression equat7_onsAnsver1. Actual
••• i. a _l_
are similar and are derived from the same co d t _ons e e pro r . U
iaax1.JLiz Lion s
Equation (27) is a simple equation, but it is conc .se enough
to provide the desired estimates 0 Since it does not change much
even if some more variables are included, and since the first
two sections of this chapter have shown that constant returns to
scale is quite common in the manufacturing industries, the es timat--
ions of elasticity of substitution by equation (27) will be taken
as acceptable estirmaates, with the estimates by other equations
as supplementary 2
uppl emen car y2,
Results from equation (27) show that in all except three
industries, the estimation of (,0,' is significantly different from
zero, but in only five industries, do we find 0' sic nificantl.y
different from one. These five industries are Industry 323
(Manufacture of Leather and Leather Products), Industry 324
(manufacture of Footwear, except Rubber, Plastic and Wooden Footwear),
1The correlation coefficient between the estimated results froin
(i) equation (27) and equation (29) is 0.7672,
(ii) equation (27) and equation (31) is 0.4751, and
(iii) equation (27) and equation (32) is 0.0414,
If we care only whether Cr is greater or less than one, we get better
supports: 19 industries as estimated by equation (27) and (29) stand
on the same side of being greater or less than one, there are 18
such industries as estimated by equations (27) and (31) and simil aril y,
-b r arP 17) by equation (27) and (32.)
Even for those industries which express significant increasing
returns to scale, after the scale variable is added to equation, the
estimated elasticity of substitution remains more or less the same
in all except one industry. The only exception Is industry 371, the
estimated 7 of which is of negative magnitude. see equation (29)
ACMS 2 of Table IV, 6,
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Industry 355 (Nanufacture of Rubber Products), Industry 356 (Nanuf-
acture of Plastic Products), and Industry 380 (Manufactureof Fab-
ricaled Metal Products, cxcept Nachinery and Equipment). Among
them, Industry 323 deserves re-consideration, since the estimate
is negative we have shown that negative elasticity of substitution
is possible and it i mplies complementary factors.
Although only five of the estimated are significantly
different from one, (four of them are greater than one), most
estimates are greater than one r Or. it may be clearer in saying
that they cluster around unty1.
The effect of greater value of has been discussed in section
IV.1.4 In short, if there were a sudden and initial rise of
wage rate, there would be unfavourable effects on emploarment
and labor share.
IV.2. 3 wage Rate and Labor Productiy
Since we have adopted the ACMS's CES function for estimation
of, it might seem necessary to examine the relationship between
wage rate and labor productivity, In Table IV,7, we list wage
rate and two measures of labor productivity for each industries.
Aveilage labor productivity (ALP) is the ratio of total value added
to total man-hours of the industry. Marginal labor productivity(NLP)
1It seems that the Cobb-Douglas and the ACMS's CES functions are
supporting each other. Firstly, equations (25) and (26) show that
most industries are with constant returns to scale, and thus support
the use of egaati on (27) to estimate the elasticity of substitution.
Now,using equation. (27), we find unity elasticity of substitution
prevails in most industries, it suggests the use of Cobb-DouJlas
function in explaining production relaxion.
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is formed by multiplying ALP by, the labor-output elasticity
estimated by the Cobb-Douglas .function, i.e. NLP=p V/L.
The wage rate is quite stable, it clusters around three dollars
per man--hours. The leas rate is round in Industry 383 (Manufactore
of Electrical Nachinery, Apparatus. Appliances and Supplier), which
is HK$ 2.7734; and the largest value is in Industry 384 (Manufacture
of Transport Equipment), which is HK$5. 0861, and quite an extreme
case, Thus it implies that the labor market here is quite com-
petitive, Oh the other hand, the value of labor productivity varies
very much from one industry to the other. Of the two productivities
presented here, ALP is more stable than MP1.
ALP is greater than wage rate in all industries, but if MLP
is employed, we find eight exceptions2. However, we find positive
correlation coefficients betreen wage rate and productivity, r
between wage rate and ALP is 0.4809, and that between wag-e rate
is 0,5677,
The over-all picture is that, while there are some adjustments
of wage rate in accordance with the change of labor productivity,
the former, however, is generally lower than the latter.
The standard deviations of the ALP and the MLP from the
industry figures are HK$2.6199 and HIK$4. 7341 respectively.
2Marginal labor productivity depends very each on the rel-
iability of the estimations, and reliability is in doubt especially
when we have only too few observations.
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Table IV.7 Wage Rate and. Labor.. Productivity
Unit: HK$ per man-hour
V/L (ALP) bIndustry ProductivityaWage Rate
Code





















Notes. aMarginal Labor Productivity (NLP) is equal to V/L.
bV/L is the average labor productivity (ALP).
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IV. 2. 4 Factor Shares
As stated before, factor shares could be estimated in three
ways, the Cobb-Douglas function, equation (25), the Kmenta s CES
function, equation (30), and the Kl ein t s share, equathn (33).
Not surprisingly, the outcomes are not at all the same. In
addition, we also list the computed industry wage share in
Table IV. 8 for comparison.
Equation (25) and equation (30) produce similar results, it
is so mainly because of the similar specification of the regression
equations. Thus we find high correlation coefficient between
the two results, r between the estimates of the labor elast-
icity is 0.8326, and that of the capital elasticity is 0.8067,
On the other hand, estimated results from Kl eitn t s shares,
equation (33), and the computed industry wage share are very much
alike. Correlation coefficient between labor share from equation
(33) and the computed wage share is 0.7204.
The matter of fact is that equations (25) and. (30) use
physical labor data, while both equation (33) and the computed
wage share use labor wages for estimation, so that each pairs
of-the methods produce similar results.
Hence labor* elasticity from equation (25) or (30) does
not always go side by side with the wage share. There are many
industries where• estimates from equation (25) is completely
different from the wage rate. -For example, in Industry 320
(Nanufacture of Wearing apparel except Footwear), = 0.3173,
while wage share, is 0.7460. That is why the two results have
negative correlation coefficient, r is equal to -0.1229. Labor-
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Table IV.8 Factor-, shares
WageKlein's SharesaCobb-DouglasIndusstry
ShareLabor CapitalLabor CapptalLabor CapitalCode
TM 0.62110.5627 0.43740.6880 0.31200.6705 0.3496
0.45270.3938 0.60620.9453 0.05480.8694 0.3021311
0.74600.8085 0.19150.4641 0.53590.3173 0.7305320
0.50520.5126 0.48740.7684 0.23170.8417 0.2444321
0.72130.6139 0.38610.9499 0.05010.9684 0.1055323
0.75690.6269 0.37310,7165 0.28350.7271 0,4294324
0.57380.5964 0.40360.7129 0.287107609 0.2683331
-0.0319-0.0031 0.73470.5741 0.42591.03191.2863332
0.59820.4174 0.58260.8989 0.10120.9980 0.1119341
-0.1626 0.52220.4425 0.55751.1101 -0.11011.7449342
-0.1918-0.1862 0,29220.3020 0.69801.19181.0419351
0,81660.5636 0.43640.7440 0.25600.1948 0.9615355
0.76100.4944 0.50570,4380 0.56200.4528 0.5938356
0.66600.6258 0.37420.8951 0.10490.9430 0.1857361
0.31300.4466 0.55340.9649 0.035114458 0,1412371
0.68400.5415 0.45850.6270 0.37300.6308 0.3692380
0.73690.5828 0.41720.6571 0.34300.6877 0.3918382
0.64330.5711 0.42890.9814 0.01861.1104 0.0266383
0.86620.6091 0.39090.9122 0.08780.8527 0.0919384
-0.1011 0.72620.5709 0.42911.10110.8075 0.2813385
0.61750.5045 0.49550.7759 0.22410.9408 0.0906390
0.63600.5399 0.46000.7710 0.22900.8126 0.3120Mean
Notes: aCobb--Douglas estimation by equation (25), CES (Kmenta) by
equation (30), and Klein's share by equation (33).
bWage share is the ratio of total wages to total value added directly
computed from our original data with adjustment as discussed in IV.1.2.
CES(Kmenta)a
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output elasticity as estimated by this equation would equal to
Wage share only under strict conditions For these reasons,
we would take Klein's method c as estimation of factor shares,
The difference between the estimation of the Klein' s share
and the computation of the wage share, however is a statistical
problem. Wage share is only an industry average value, and is
not necessarily representative. klein's share is an acceptable
estimate for factor shares as it represents closely the wage share
and is statistically justified2
most industries have labor share greater than capital share,
according to the estimates from equation (33). Industry 311
(Food Manufacturing), Industry 341 (Manufacture of Paper and Paper
Products) t Industry 342 (Printing, Publishing and Allied Industries),
Industry 351 (Manufacture of Chemicals and Chemical Products),,
and Industry 356 (Manufacture of Plastic Products) are exceptions.
The greatest labor share is found in Industry 320 (Manufacture of
Wearing Apparel, except Footwear), its labor share is 0.8085, and
its wage share is 0.7460. on the other hand, greatest wage share
is found in Industry 384 (Manufacture of Transport Equipment),
For example, under perfect competition, and homongeneous of
degree one function, r, and c V/K= r, where, β are i_nput-
ou .put elasticities, V is value added, 1' is capital, L islabor,
r is interest rate, and w is wage rate, then,x= rk/V, and= wL/V.
See, for instances, R.G.D. Allen, op. cit., p.375, and LT. M.
Henderson, and R.E. Quandt, NILi.cr_ oeconomi c Theory: A Mathematical
Approach, (Tokyo: ?M{cGra r-Hil _ ogak,us'ha, Ltd. 1971), p. Q2.
2See Z. Griliches and V. Ringstad, op. cit., 73.
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it is 0.8662s and the corresponding la r share is 0.6091
Iv. 2 5 Summary
Equation (26) for the Cobb-Douglas, and equation (30) for the
function provide acceptable es t .mates of the scalelomanta's cxs
elasticity and their results are very, similar. For es1it lations of
the elasticity of substitution., equation (27) of the ALMS' s CES
function is pref erred,and for factor shares estimation, it is the
Klein's shares, labor share of which resembles very much the wage share,
From these estimations, it is found that (1) there is some
indication of increasing returns to scale, but most of the industr-
ies have constant returns to scale (2) Elasticity of substitution
is equal or nearly equal to one in most industries (3) Labor share
is gameater than capital share with only a few exceptions and
(4) wage rate is general ly smaller than labor productivity, part-
icularly smaller than the average labor productivity.
There is also some positive relationship between capital
share and capital intensity, and between scale elasticity and
capital intensity. Corrietion coefficient of the former, with
K/L measuring capital intensity, is equal to 0.5990, and r•
between scale elasticities estimated by equation (30), Kment.a's





In this chap ter, we shall tackle three more problems about
production relations. For each of them, the input--output elast--
ities and the returns to scale will be estimated and studied.
ic
Elasticity of substituti.on is not estimated due to the lack of
relevant data. For example, there is no data on male and female
wages, and it is impossible to estimate the substitution elas t-
we shall study
these two kinds of labor Firstly,
icity between
whether there is substantial difference in using industry Size I
data and size II data 1, and to what extent does this difference
Then, if we use labor in persons engaged,
affect our estimates.
we can have more detailed statistics about labor, There are data
on male workers and female workers which can be used to estimate
their different performance on production. And thirdly floor space
is considered to be quite an influential factor, because Hong
Kong is characterised by limited space. Most industries use
Kong
their available space to the greatest degree, because it is so
precious here. Therefore, we shall also investigate its importance
nrncdton.
v,1 Industry Size r ffc
Inthe census, each industry is subdivided into three according
size I refers to establishments with twenty or more persons
engaged and size II refers to those with persons engaged between
ten and nineteen.
as a factor of
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Table V.I Scale Elasticities of Different Industry Size






























Note: Estimations made fro i the combin d data of the two sizes, see
C.D. (26) of Tatble IV.3, Estimated Econemies of Soale.
bEstimations are signifioantly different from one at 95% confi1ont interval.
2.1333 b
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to the nummber of persons ennaged 1 . But no statistics is published
for Size III establishments. Because of this splitting , the
degree of freedom for each regressionis thus reduced , and industr -
ies with degree of freedom less than six are not estimated. In so
doing , we find only fourteen industriesfor each siz , and thirt -
een comparablepairs .
Returns to scale is our major concern , and as pointed out
in the previous chapter , Cobb - Douglas is a satisfactoryfunction
for this purpose . Detailed estimation results are presented in
lippenc . ix III and the relevant parametersa e shown in Table V . l
and Table V . 3 In Table V , 4 and Table V . 5 , there are some major
statistics of size I and size II industries respectively.
At first glance of Table V , 1 : Scale Elasticitiesof Differ -
ent Industry Size , we find , out of thirteen comparableindustries,
there are only seven industries where the scale elasticity in
size I is greater than that in Size II . While most of these
industriesare of increasingreturns to scale in size I , there
is only one such industryin size II .
At second and closer look , we find that eleven out of
fourteen industries in Size I are of increasing returns to scale .
On the other hand , there are only eight out of fourteen industries
which are of increasingretuurns to scale in Size II .
1 Size I and Size II are defined as above , whereasSize III
refers to those establishmentswith less than ten persons engaged
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Incr eas z4g returns to scale is El-till. common it most industries
but like w ha jC. happened in the previous chapter, only a few of such
increasing returns to scale estimations are significant. of the
eleven creasing -returns to seale industries in sice only four are
statistically si gnificart, and thexe is only one in Size II. We have listed
in Chapter IV six Indus tries with significant increasing returns
to scale, and three of them are estimated here. Coincidently,
these industries also possess, increasing returns to scale in
stye I, but not in Size II. These three industries are: Industry
321 (Manufacture of Textiles), Industry 342 (Printing, Publish:Lng
and Allied Products), and Industry 383 (Mranufacture of 'Electrical
Machinery, Apparatus, Appliances and Supplies).
When the two sets (Size I and Size 11) data are combined
to give one single set, the estimation based on this set would
produce scale elasticity not necessary the same as those based
on separate data. There are four possible outcomes when results
of the combined data are ccmpared with those from separate data.
That is, the combined data would produce a scale elasticity
Which:
(i) is greater than either one of the estimates from separate data,
(ii) lies between the two estimates from separate data,
(iii) it less than either one of the estimations from separate
data, and
(iv) is less than the two estimates from separate data and is
less than unity1
ISee p.12 of Chapter III.
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Cr the thirteen comparable industries, six are of typp (iii),
five are of type (ii) and only two are of (i), and fortunateiy,
none is of type (iv) Although the outcomes are not all the
same, they are not very far away frolrt '_he results of separate
data.
it is true that in every industry Size I establishments
have greater value of capital or value added than those of Size
II do, and some of these value in Size I are as great as forty
times of those in Size II Hwover, this does not explain
the difference of the scale elasticities in these two sizes.
There are two reasons
(1) Increasing returns to scale does not appear in all or most
of the industries having greater capital ratio. In Table
v.2, we list those seven increasing-returns-to- scale
industries, their capital ratio (i.e. the ratio of the
capital value in Size I to that in Size II,- K1 /K2), and
their respective industry nantk we found that the rang
is quite evenly distributed in these industries with a
mean value of 10.7. That is, there are some other industries
which have capital ratio at least as great as these
industries have, are not of increasing returns to scale.
(2) It has been shown in the last chapter that scale elastic-
ity is correlated to capital intensity, but there is only
slack evidence for this part. Correlation coefficient
between scale elasticity and K/L ratio is 0.3606 for Size
I industries.
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From all those evidence, therefore it is not
icient to say that industries in Size I is better or worse
than those in Size II. On the average, Size I industries
have scale alastic .ties greater than Size II industries,
i.e. there is some positive relationship between size and
scale. However, this point is not, strongly supported by other
criteria.
Turning, not.r, to Table V, 3 Input-output Elasticities
of Size I and Size II Industries, we can study in more detail
the perform. ance of industries of different sizes,
In general, labor-output elasticity is greater than
capital-output elasticity, Of the fourteen industries, there
are four not belonging to this kind in Size I, and five in size
II. However, when labor-output elasticity i s greater than
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capital- output in S ize I, it is not necessarily the same in S izo
II, fir the same industry is concerned. F or example, in
I ndustry 3 2 0( M anufacture of W earing A pparel, except F ootwear)
labor and capital coefficients are respectively, 1, 0 5 3 5 and
0. 5 4 9 in S ize I, while they are respectively, 0. 2 2 9 4 and
1. 0 4 0 6 in size II. I ndustries 3 1 1( F ood M anufacturing),
3 4 1( M anufacture of P aper and P aper P roducts), 3 5 6( M anufacture
of plastic P roducts), 3 9 0( others) are other examples,
I ndustries 3 2 0, 3 4 1, 3 9 0 have labor coefficient greatier
than capital coefficient in S ize I, while I ndustries 3 1 1 and 3 5 6
have labor coefficient less than capital coefficient in S ize I.
T he difference of input coefficients might most likely
be caused by the difference of technology level in different sizes.
L abor share, measured here by the wage share, is greater in
size I than in size II, for the M anufacturing of F ood. W hen
this industry expand, it would likely to acquire a greater
volumn of capital than labor, and become more capital intensive.
M ost of the industries have wage share greater in S ize I
than that in S ize II. E ight out of fourteen industries belong to this
class, but this does not help to explain the difference of labor-
output elasticity. T here are seven industries in which labor-
output elasticity is greater in S ize I, and only in three of
them, do we find greater wage share. T hus there is only a slight
correlation between labor- output elasticity and wage share.
T he correlation coefficient is 0. 2 7 2 8 for S ize I, and 0. 2 6 4 9
for size II.
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Notes: a-stimated coefficient significantly different
from zero at 95% confident interval e







v.4 Major statstics of Size
R/V W/LV/L K/LInd W/V
HK$/HK$1, 000 HK$/Code
man-hourmart--hourman-hour man-hour
5.804,765 18.9133.7204 3, 19454. 17205.11670.6243,765T.M.
7.32843.25733.3543b6.9654b7.35100 44 3?102,267
4.2532b 23.84732 3.05644.0372 1.6497b0.75701,272,3983200
6,7011b 56. 77863.36467.0341b7,93860.50211.757.988321
1.46803.02681 .84643.91900.7723b15,053323
3. 5358ID 7.61861, 19464.61100.7668031.996324
3.3251 3,28331.8300D2,06576,0128b0.552243,550331
4.6438b 3.20431.5060b6.07890. 7639041,209332
5,1769 b 6,27413022444, 6900b0.62520 5.15'7851,258341
7,1192 b 8,22703.647417, 45558,9895b0.5.23180,0-5342
-4,1208b8,9207 b11.1132 b 3.1835 14,84680,286586,616351




2.3646 b3,2722 b 9.60312.978.14.30790.6913'367,665380
3, 00733.43223.6846b 4.45654.47390.7672043,124382




Source: Census and Statistics Department, op. cit,, Vol. ii, parts i-D.
Notes: a) Statistics from industry total.
The fi ig ire here i s greater than the corresponding figure
of Size II industries,
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10 57533.27522.5465 1.44225. 58550. 5864548,899T.M.
2.98473.330010. 27646.91640,4815 2.669234.264311








-7,5319 8.4753.1257 14.20380,3407 9.174110.220351
7.97513.65273,01270,5639 6.47715,091355





2, 8791 31.172016.24851. 82514,68000,615219,160383
4.7787 38. 39312, 26287.91010.60415,719384
2,9321 13.54718.64612,13584.73760.61896,211385
-2.5437 4.00243,17611.98405.983840.648 0.5307390
Source: Census and Statistacs Department, op, cite, Vol, II parts 1-5
Notes: a) Statistics from..industry total.
Hk$1
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from the. computed marginal labor productivity (MLP),
there are seven pccasions where this flgure is greater in sizo
I than in sizp II,and they are thosc industries which have
greater labor-output elasticity.
Like that happons in scale elasticity, although there is
some indication of greater labor -output elasticity in sizo I than
that in size II, it is not strongly supportad by ovidence. on the
whole, industries in size I have greater labor-output clasticity
than insize II. It is perhaps duo th theimmtured cheraoteristios
of the establishments in sizc II, or the scareity of the number
of observations, that the estimation for size II industrics is
not bery stable, and vaxies greatly. The standard deviation
of the estimated labor-output elasticity are .5765 and 1.1757
for industries in size I and size II respectively. The same
thing algo happens in tho estimotion of soale elatioity.
Finally, a fow words about wage rate and productivity should
be mentioned. The conlusion is much the same as that statod in the
last ohapter, wage rate is lower than productivity either in size I
or in size II . however, wage rate is not greater in size I than
that in size II, there are only three exceptions: industries 321,
351, and 390. Indeed wage rate is very stable and almost the
same forevery industry and every size. The mean value of
industry wage rate in size Iand size II are 3.4359 and 3.4477
respectively. There is also some corrolation between average
labor productivity and wage rate, r for size I is 0.4470, and 0.2074
for size II.
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V, 2 Male and ??or ale Workers
In the manufacturing, ind.ustrie,s, workers of both sex are
employed, and of course, them are some industries which would
prefer employing one kind of labor to the other. For the
manufacturing industry as a whole, ho •: ever, woman workers ar e
more abundant than their couu.nterpart, the ratio of male vorkers
to female workers is 0.7370, Female workers extraordinarily
outnumber the opposite sex in Industry 320 (11anuf ac-t.ure of
wearing Apparel., except Footwear) and in Industry 383
(Manufacture of Electrical Machinery, Apparatus, Appliances
and Supplies), the male to female workers ratio are 0.3240
and.3007 for the respective industry. Other industries with
greater number of female orkers are: industry 321 (IM-Manu1 acture
of Textiles), 323 (Manufacture of Leather and Leather Products,
except Footwear and Wearing. Apparel), 351 (MMManuf acture of
Chemicals and Chemical Products), 356 (Manufacture of Plastic.
Products), and 390' (Others), More details are put in Table v.7.
it is thus quite important and might be interesting to
study the difference of the two labors in contributing to the
outputs
The related regression equations are as follows1
(36) 1nY= ina+ binK+ cinLm+ dlnLf,
(36') 1nY= lna+ binK + c1nLmf




where Y is output s K is capital., a, b, c, d are constant Im is
In
male workers s L f is female workers,. L mis all workers, and
(LIB. Lf) is the multiplication of Lm and Lf.




0. 1521 c 0. 33200.6230c0, 4841cT. M.
0.5716 c0.1662 c0,7379 c O.B669c311






1,1007 c 0.99720.1036 1.24320332














Industry Male Female All a Difference b
Code Workers Workers Workers Coefficient
382 0.5186 0.1029 0.6650c 0.4157
383 0.6616c 0.3838c 1.0216c 0.2778
384 0.4372 0.1870 0.5117 0.2501
385 1.1286c -0.1010 0.7444c 1.2298
390 0.7150c 0.2110c 0.8792c 0.5040c
Notes for Table V.6
a Input-output elasticity of all workers, i.e. Labor data
is the sum of male and female workers.
b Estimation using equation (37) is actually the difference
of the coefficient of male workers and that of female workers
estimation is good in that it provides direct test of the
difference.
c Estimated coefficients are significantly different from
zero. For the last column, Difference Coefficient, it means
that the coefficients of the two workers are significantly
different.
Equation (36) and (36') are used to determine the respective input-
output elasticities of male workers, female workers, and their
sum, and equation (37) could provide a test of how the two labor-
output elasticities from equation (36) are different by the
term (d-c) inLf.
comparing the estimation of equation (36) and (36'), we
find that they have similar R2 in all industries, and R2 are
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generally hiugh nat if thcse two are comparcd with equatian
(25) e. the one using man-hours as labor datai s they ar e
not so good as equation ('25' )For example in nine out of
twenty industries the R2 in eauation (36) is greater than tha
in equation (25), aild there ai e only three industries -where
R2 in equation. (36) is great e . than that in e l anon (25).
Although there is only slight dif-fer enc e between R2° s from
different egpaation-is, it implies, that man.-L-1ours is a better
data than the null er of pers'o ns engaged as labor, Detailed
estimates could be found in Appendix, IV.
Concentrating on equation (36), we find that in most
industries, (see Table V.6) the coefficient of labor-output
elasticity of male workers is greater than that of female
workers, In total. manuf acturing, for example, male workers
ceoff icient is 0.4841, while female corkers coefficient is
only 0.1520. There are only two industries where female
workers coefficient is greater than ri'ale Workers Tndustry
351 (Manufacture of Chemicals and Chem .cal Products) and
Industry 355 (Manufacture of Rubber Products), But it is
greater only because the male workers coefficient is of negative
magnitude. It is not because of the greater value of female
workers coefficient. Excluding these two in.dustries, we can
say that greater male workers coefficient prevails. in all,
industries, In facts the mean value of the male workers
coefficients cE the twenty industries is 0.6196, while that of
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the comle vorkcr coefficionis is only 0.0711, and it thus forns
the mean value of their difference of 0.5485.
Column 4 of table v.6 gives estimations of the coefficients
difference from equation (37) and there are twelve, out of
twenty, industries showing significant sstimate (i.e. the two)
labor coefficients are significantly different). The greatest
differonce happens in Industry 342 (printing, Publisbing and
dif_ Iff erence happens in Industry 342 (Pr_ inting, Publishing and
is 0.1937 in Industey 323 (Manufacture of Leather and Leather
Products, Except Footwear and Wearing Apparel).
If we tare the ratio of the two labor coefficients,
f, it would be equal to ( Lf/ Lm ) x (Lm/Lf), whithin only
one industry. It would mean thet if the substitution between
the two labore are positive and constant throughout all the
industries, there would be positive correlation between f
and Lm/Lf. But there is negative correlation coefficient,
happened, it is found to be -o. 446. Perhpas, the substotiton
between these two kinds of labor is negative, and this substitution
Changes from one industry to the other.
Elasticity of input to output is the percentage change
of output as caused by a percentage change of input, the percen-
tage cuold bave another iterpretation, A percentage increase
in male workers in Industry 311 (Food Manufacturing), for examplc,
would mean an increase of 53,000 persons, while apercentage
increasc in female workers is only 21,000 persons, thus it makes
a greater difference between the two percentage, increase of
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Putput ne causcd by the two kinds of lgbor. We hould
interonted in their moyginal produchivities so that the oulput
change as causcd by an unit change of input could be known.
Marginal labor productivity (ilp)is computed and shown
on Table V.7. NLp IS not computed for those nogative input-
output elasticitics.HLP of male workers, MLPm is generally
high, the greatest HLPm occurs in Industry 371 (dasic Hetal)
Industries), it is 39.3191. with similar nagnitude is Industry
342 (printing, publishing and Allied Industries). Industry 380
(Manufacture of Fabricatd Notal producrs, cxcept Machinexy ano
Eqyipment)and 384 (Manufacture of Transport nqyipment) are
those having the least HLP's. The NLP of femaleworkers, MLPF,
fluctuate substantially throughout tho industxies. The groatest NLpf
is 183.9696 in Industry 384 (Manufacture of Transport Equipment),
and the smallest is 0.2825 in industry 320 (nanufacture of wearing
Apparel, except FOOtwear). However ,in most industries, NLPM
is greater than NLpf. The only two exceptions are:(1) industry 332
(Nanufacture of Furniture and Fixtures, except primarily of Netal),
the NLPM and MLPf are respectively 18.5730 and 26.9896;and (2)
industry 334(Manufacfurof Transport Equiment), Mlpm and Nlpf
are 6.8826 and 183.9696 respectively (see Table V.7).
Inspite of the fact that there are more female workers
than male in the manufacturing industry as a whole, they are
not as productive asmale workers.
There may be threeinterrelated reasons accounting for the
lower NLPf. Firstly, it may bethe skill of labor. For example,
some jobs require special technique that could be or are better
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Table v,7 Productivity of male and Female workers.
Number of Workers




3ll 4.43725.280 2.058 2.5656 19.0807 1.729l1.0326
320 103,658 17.3598 51.98870.334034.619 0.282514.686
321 60.058 0.833650,006 1,8137 15.9091 7.3122 2.1757
323 1,029 l.042 0.9875 1,611 11.1060 6,8060
1.90302.09932 1,103 3.4346 1.80435.1621
2,598 951331 48.3192.7319 20.0207 1.1319 17.6877
230332 15.4391 0.688218,5730 26,9896
680341 6.37504.335 13.62067.4817 1,173611.6058
10.189342 2,077 4.9056 39.3191
0.8761351 1.719 1,962
6732.673 2,615 1.0222355 1.6547




5.03984,254 892 4.7691382 7.9262 7.5004
46,71514.045383 0.3007 29.0376 5.0643 5.7336
229 62.4934384 14.311 2.3380 6.8926 0.0374
4.014 1.1761385 4,732 21.5995















handled by male workers . For example ， most cutters in gamom
factory are men , and most of the supervisoryjobs are occupie
by male rather than female worker , usually , these kinds of jobs
do not require so many workers as routine or non - line jobs .
Thus the ratio of female to male workersis high , i . e . it is
female labor intensive . Take industry 329 ( manufactureof
wearing Apparel , except Footwear ) and industry 383 ( Manufacture
of ElectricalMachinery, Apparatus, . Appliances, and supplies ) ,
for examples , they are labor intensive industries ( Labor here
means all workers ) This is the second reason , these industries
are quite labor intensive , and require a great amount of labor .
Female labors are preferred mainly because they could work better .
The third reason is the law of diminishingmarginal productivity,
and we find low , i 1 Pf happensin most labor intensiveand ,
especially , female labor intensive industries ,
Table V . 8 shows the estimated scale elasticities of various
equations in each industry . The first colum is that derived
from equation ( 36 ) which has three factors of production
( i . e . male workers, female workersand capital ) . The secondis
that from equation( 36 ' ) with only all workers and capital as
factors of production, and the third is that from equation( 25 ) .
Either being substituted with different labor data ( Number of
workers for man - hours ) or being estimatedby three factors rather
than by two factors , the estimationof scale elasticity for
the respective industry does . not change significantly.
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1.0888I. 13131, 342 5385
1. 03141, 01010,9892390
Notes for Table V.8
a Two factors production function with number of all workers
as data of labor.
bTwo factors production func.L.on with man-hours as data
of labor. See Table Iv.3: Econmies of Scale.
Cr he scale elasticity is significantly different froti one,
.7`here is no signif 7 can test for the other estimations
For total manufacturing as an example, three factors
estimation is 1.0291, two factors B's is 1.0327, and two factor
A's is 1.0201. The mean values of these estimations from industries
figure are respectively, 1.1261, 1.1135, and 1.1298, Their
corresponding standard deviations are small and similar.
There is no -wage rate statistics for male workers and female
wor -ers separately, but the overall wage rate is computed to be
7.8971 dollars per person' e If this figure is compared with the
MLP'S, MLPM is greater than it in most industries, except industries
380 and 384. Put there are only four industries in wh ch NLPf is
1Total wage form T. N HK$ 3,945, 980.00 and total worers is
499, 629, 000 persons, Census and Statistical Department, op, cit.,
Vol. I. p.2.
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grmter than this average wage rate . T here might be some varialhn
of wage rate among the industries , and the difference betwoen
wage rates of the two kinds of labor might be substantial, but
the average data shows that MIP m is greater than wage rate , and
NLP f is lower than it .
v . 3 F loor S paceand C apitalS tock
B oth working and living space are expensive and scarce is
a matter of fact that not only people in H ong K ong understand.
A ccording to the census , total rental payment accounts for
1 2 . 8 6 % of the net valueadded, and it is about2 0 . 7 1 % of wages
payment to the operatives. I t is so expensivethat people must
utilize it to the fullest extent . F loor space is hardly a
bariable factor for the production establishments, and unless
their owners think of expanding the scale of productopm, seldom
wold they acquire more space 2 .
I n this section , both the possibilityof substithte floor
space for capital stock as data of capital , and the possibilityor
inoluaing both factors in the C obb - D ouglas productionfunction - thus
making it a three - factors productionfunction - would be studied .
1 T otal rentalpaymentis HKS 8 1 7 , 0 6 6 , 0 0 0 and net valueadded
is HKS6 , 3 5 3 , 6 6 4 , 0 0 0 . , see C ensusandS tatisticalD e P artment, op . . cit . p . 2 .
2 W hen the C ensus and S tatisticalD eparmentworks out its first
census for industrialproductioni 1 9 7 2 , there is no statisticsof
capital stock or value added , but the figure of floor space is clearly
exposed , T his is a reflectionshowing the importanceof this data ,
see C ensus and S tatisticalD epartment, 1 9 7 1 census of M anufacturing
E stablishments, ( H ong K ong : G overnmentP rinter, 1 9 7 2 ) .
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For the first posslbiIity, we regress the
(38) Iny=Ina+blmE+clnl,
where F represents floor space in units of 1,000 square feet, so
that, we may colILmpare the estimated b the same coefficient
f ro m equation (25):
(25) InY=Ina+blnk =clnl.
Futhermore, the f ollo ving equation is purposed for the second possibility:.
(39) lnY= Lna+ bink+ clnF+ dInl
C is a Significant estimate, it implies that F is can impoi tant
factor of production. Otherwise, equation (25) or (38) would
be sufficient for explaining production variation,
Before the estimation proceeded, it might be worth a while to
test the data first, so that we may gain confidence if the test is
positive, or save some time if the test is too bac' b Tests are
made for the data of capital stock and floor space, In. the
first ones we test their simple correlation, and in the second,
w, e test the correlation between the two data in their logarithm.
Both tests are positive and are highly significant (See
Table V i9)¢ r, Sc the correlation coefficient between the data of
capital stock and that of floor space, for total manufacturing
is 0.8335, and the industries mean of rsc is 0, 9049. rIsc, the
c
correlation coefficient between the data of capital stock in
logarithm and that of floor space in logaritlvil, for total
manufacturingis 0.9218, and the industries mean is 0, 6792. of the
fourteen industries estimated,in only -two of the is r1sc. greater
than rsc. That is, data in logarithm J Ls not necessarily better
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than the original. oreover, in no industries does ther
elow 70%, while r1sc in some industries is very small.For
exainp1e, in industry 341 (wanfacture of Paper and Paper Products
rsc is only 0.0770.
All the related data could only be found. in industries
in size I, there is no data of floor space in Size II. Thps, the
degree of freedom is affected, and there are only fourteen ihdustries
in which the number of observations are not less than six. Like
that in the previous section, we shall employ the Cobb-Douglas
production function for this section,
Regressions show that R2 of equation (39) is improved over
that of eguation (25) in all estimated industries, but there are
only six industries in which R2 of equation (38) is greater than
that of equation (25) (Seee Appendix V for more details). Greater
R2 of equation (39) is. nothing surprising, because it contains
more variables. Whereas for equation (38), it would mean that
in some industries floor space might be more important than
capital stock for their production e However, we need more evidence
for this hypothesis.
From equation (38), as shown in Table V. 10, there are six
out of fourteen industries in which the estimations of lnF is
significant, and from-equation (25), there are eight such industries
but the estimation is significant for lnK. Four of these
industries happen to have significant estimations in both equations
(25) and (38). Although, there are some other industries in
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Table V,9 Correlation coefficients betveen data of capital

















Note: rsc is the correlation coefficient hetween the
data of capital stock and that of floor space, and rlsc is that
between the data of capital in logarithm and that of l-Toor space
in logarithm,
which the two estimations are very different, the over-all view
is that floor space is quite a good substitute data for capitasl
stook. The results from both estimations are highly
correlated, r =0.8866. The mean values of the industrieds
results of the estimation coefficient of jnx and lnF are
0.2893 and 0.2581 respectively.
However, when both factors are included into the production
function, the performance of floor space changes a lot while
that of capital stock remains more or less the sama. For total
manufacturing, coefficient of lnF changes from 0.3620 in equation
(38) to 0.1113 in equation(39),and coefficient of lnk from
0.3055 in equation(39),and coeffiient of lnk from
The mean value of the industries results of the coefficient of
lnF changes from 0.2581 in equation (38) to -0.0297 in equation
(39),while that of lnk changes from 0.2893 in equation (25)
to 0.2392 in equation(39)
Equation (39) could be viewed as the improved version of
equation(25)with the variable of floor space added, and the
coefficient of LnF in this equation thus provides a test of
whether F is an influential factor of production 1. Vut the
1 There is, perhaps, the danger of autocorrelation in this
equation, since capital and floor space are found to be higly
correlated,and that value of land and are found to be highly
the capital stock. Hovever, correlation between explanatory
variables is quite comon, and it is of utsost impoctance that
tje cprrelation coofficiont is not a fixed figure over all the
observations. Although floor space is one of the components
of capital stock, it is forunate is not a fixed fihure over all the
different units and that the other components are not included. here,
so that the sexplanatory variables matrix would not be singular.




Industry (25) (38) (39)
lnKCode lnF I r.FINK
0.3055a 0.11130. 3620a 0. 2551
311
-0.18100,4654 0.2758 0.5332a
-0.30300.0549320 -0. 475 00,1749
0,23370.3614 0,0009321 0. 1639a
04134a 0.632Ia331 0,1289 0.4702
-0.08000.11.40 0.3806a 0, 3565a-341
-0.4940a -0,8500
-.0, 417 0342 -0. 3190










-0.1580 -0.4800a0,2588a 0, 4704a390
Notes Regressions: (25) lnY= Ina+blnk+clnl
(38) 1nY= Ina/blnF+Blnf+clnl
(39) mnY= Ina btn :+ cln.F+ dlnL,
For deta i is of regression results see Appendix V.
a
The estimate is significantly different from zero at 950.
cony iden . interval
Table v.IO Input-Output Elasticities, capital stoer v.b.
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rosuts thus obtnincd show thaat tere are only four innstcics
in which the coefficient of lnF is significantly different froa
zero, and among them, two are of negative magni tude,
It seems that floor space is no. a very influential
factor of production, at least not so influential as capital
stock although cugh the former is a good substitutefor the latter..
However, there are some industries in which the coefficient
of lnF is greater than thatt: of ink in all regression equations.
These industries are: 321 (Manufacture of Textiles) 3131
( Manuf .ctzzre of Wood and Corp Products, except Foo tuear),
341 (Manufacture of Paper and Paper Products)., 383 (Manufacture
of tlectri. cal IMIacl, inery, Apparatus, Appliances and Supplies),
and 335 (NIantif acture of Prof essi onal and Scientific Measuring
and Control ling quipment not elasww,There Classified, and of
Photographic and Optic Goods),
Pesembling the results in the previous section, scale
elasticities from these different equations are very much alike
within the individual industry. In total manufactur i.ng, for
example, Table V.ll shows that scale elasticity from equations
(25), (38), and (39) are 1m 0325, 1.0628, and 1.0390 respectively.
The mean values and the standard deviations from the industry
figure confirm this:
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Table V.ll Elasticity of Scale, Capital Stock v.s.
Floor Space.
































Notes: aThree Factors production function function may also
benamed here.
bEstimated scale elasticity is significantly
different from one.
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Comb aratively, this chapter provides clearer results
than the previous one, and some of the results turn out
just as expected, Some important findings of the respective
sections are summarised as follows,
For size effect:
(1) For each individual industry, in general, there
is greater economies of scale in size I
establishments than in Size II establishments.
(2) There is not much difference in the wage rate
between Size I and Size TI establishments,
implying a highly competitive labor market.
(3) Labor.-output elasticity., howrever, is greater
in Size I establishments in many industries
For male and r emae t-orJr.ers
l) There are more female workers than male workers.
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especially in Industry 320 (hanufacture of wearing
Apparel.except eootwear , and Industry 383
Manufacture of nlectrical machinery, Apparatus,
Appliances and Supplies
Male workwerr-output elasticity, and therefore male(2)
worker productivity, is generally greater than
that of female workers
for floor space and capital stock
Floor space is a good substitute for the stock
of fixed assets as data for capital stock
(2) Floor space is not a very influential factor
of product-on separately since it is included





In the last two chapters we have shown the relevant estimates
and statistics in a quite general way, and we shall retaidulate
these findings and report the significant results industry by
indu s try
311, Food Manufacturing
This industry quite small, accounting for only 2.15 %
of the value added of the whole manufacturing industry. However, since
there are many other industries smaller that this, Food Manufacturing
ranks 9th by value added among the twenty manufacturing industries
it accounts for 153% of the total manufacturing's working hours,
A smaller industry it is, however, it is quite capital intensive:
its V/L is 7.2369 which ranks 3rd, also by K/L it ranks 5th and
by Ik it ranks 9th.
It is of increasing returns to scale as estimated by Cobb-
Douglas function and Knlenta's CES function but the coefficients
are not significant, Klein's snares show that labor share is
smaller than capital share and the wage share confirms this,
although the labor-output elasticity is greater than the capital-
output elasticity as estimated by the Cobb-Douglas functions
Marginal labor productivity, as computed from the Cobb-.Douglas
function, is high, which is also similar to the average productivity
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Note:MHR=man-hours, Male, and Workers are labor data in rumber of persons ongaged,
FSP=Floor space in 1,000 square feet units, E1.of Sub=Rlasticity of substitutioh. (b) Major statosties V,k,and
ware value added, capital stock and wages payment, in HKS1,000. units, respectively
labor in 1,000 man-hours units. OV/L.IS the marginal labor productivtity. The last
figures are measures of capital in tensity.
a The corresponding estimated coefficient is significantly from zoro at 95% confident
interval.
b Teh corresponding estimated coefficient is sifnificantly from one at95% confident
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and is very much greater than wage rate,Although variation
of Wage rate is small, the rate in this industry is relatively
low and it ranks llth among all industries.
Except Kmenta's estimation, all other estimations agree
that elasticity of substitution is significantly greater than
one.
There is a substantial difference of the returns to scale
between size I and Sixze II. Increasing returns to scale
occurs in Size II and decreasing returns to scale in Size I,
That means that there is much room for the development of the
smaller size establishments.Labor-output elasticity is
extraordinarily large in Size II, and this might affect the
estimation when using the combined data.
Male workers coefficient is greater than that of female
workers, and the former is more productive than the latter,
Floor space is neither a very good substitute for capital
stock nor a significant factor explaining production variation,
and all the relevant estimates are not significant.
320, Manufacture of Wearing Apparel, except Footwear
This is an important industry. It accounts for 27.09%
of the total working hours and 21.54% of the total value added,
All relevant figures show that should it not be the largest
industry, it must be the second largest one, However, it is
not very capital intensive, it ranks 17tj by v/L and 18th
by K/L.
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Table VI, 2 Individual Industry Statistics: 320 Mangy, acture of Wearing Apparel: except Footwear.
(a)Production Functions
Nane of No. of Scale Labor Coefficient Capital, FSP El, of
.Function Equation Coeff, MHR Male Female Workers Coeff. Coeff. Sub,
Cobb-Douglas (25) 1.0478 0.3173 0.7305
CE Kmcnta's (30) 1.0823 0.4641 0.5359 1.8268
.
CES:ACMS 1 (27)--___ 1Q32©2a
CTJACMS2(29)110178a
VRs 2 (32) 0.6672 0.3839
klein's Shares (33) 0.8085------ 0.1915
Size 1 (25) 1.1083a 1.0535a 0,0549
Size 11 (25) 1.2700 0.2294 1.0406a
Sex Diff. (36) 1.0976 0.3715a 0.0214 0.7047a
(36) 1.0733 0. 3737a 0.6996a
Floor Space (38) 1.1120 1.4150a 0.3030
(39) 1.0747 1.3751a 0.1749 0.4750a
(b) Major Statistics
V L K W W/V W/L 2V/2L V/L K/L Ik
Statistics 1,368,624 333,893 541,738 1,021,020 0.7460 3.0579 1.3006 4.0990 1.622 2.3022
Industry Rank 2 1 2 1 5 15 18. 17 18 2
For notes see Table VI,l.
Ves 1 (31)
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There is slight evidence of increasing returns to scale:
but the coefficient is not significant.
Labor-output elasticity is greater than capital-output
elasticity, but once again, it is not consistent with the wage
share and Klein'S shares. Marginal labor productivity so
computed is very small and is lower than the wage rate.
Although VES estimation has deing negative,it does
not affect the other estimates. They show that elasticity
of substitution. is greater than one.
The difference of scale elasticity between the two sizes
is small: both sizes have increasing returns to scale. Size I
has labor coefficient. greater than capital coefficient and
the reverse is true in Size II.
This would imply that. if value added/labor ratio betueen
the two sizes is not very different, labor would be more
productive in size I than in Size II.
It is easy to understand that there are more female workers
than male workers in this industry, the ratio of female workers
to male's is 2.99. But the female Workers coefficient and
their productivity are very much smell l er than the male's.
Like that in Food Manufacturing, floor space is neither
a good substitute for capital stock not an influential factor
of production in this industry.
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Table VI, 3 Ind.-i.vid.ual Industry Statistics: 321, Manufacture of Textiles.
(a) Production Functions
Nme of No. of Scale Caber Coefficient Capital ESP El. of
Function Equation Coeff. MHR.. Male Female Workers Coeff. Coeff. Sub,
Cobb-Douglas (25) 1.0861ab 0,8417 0.2444
CT Kmenta's (30) l.0835ab 0.7684 0.2317 0.6018
CES:ACMS 1 (27) 1.5763a
CES:ACMS 2 (29) 0.6153a 1.1942a
VES 1 (31) 2.0717a
VES 2 (32) -14336 1.9939a
KlEin's Shares (33) 0.5126 0.4874
Size I (25) 1.2137a 1.0497a 0.1640a
Size II (25) 0.8183 0.4700a 0.3483a
Sex Diff. (36) 1.0136 0.4362a 0.2405a 0,3370a
(36') 1.0922 0.7749a 0.3173a
Floor Space (38) 1.2591 0.8977a 0.3614
(39) 1.2340 0.9194a 0.0809 0.2337
(b) Major Statistics
V L K W W/V W/L v/ L V/L K/L Ik
Statistics 1.826,005 274,976 2,119,3200 922,581 0.5052 3.3551 5.5894 6.6406 7.707 0.2904
Industry Rank 1 2 1 2 17 9 5 5 4 10
For notes, see Table VI.l.
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321.Hanyfactyre of Textiles
his is an ind. 1str which' is at least as large as the
Wearing Apparel but industry, but unlike it, this one is quite
carital. intensive
There is. small but significant increasing returns to
scale estimated, Labor coefficient is greater than capital
coefficient, although labor share is only slightly greater than
capital share as estinated by Klein.'s. shares,Wagc share
is also large.
Labor is quite Productive, both marginal and average
productivity rank 5th, and they are greater than the wage rate,
Elasti.city of substitution is greater than one as estimated
by all except the Kmenta' s method.,
Increasing returns to scale happens in Size I, and
decreasing returns in Size II Eabos Coefficient is greater
than capital's in both. sizes, but is is greater. in Size I
than in size II, implying that labor in Size I would be more
productive than labor in Size IT .
Male workers coefficient and productivity are greater
than female's, but the difference is not very large. Female
workers to male workers ratio is only 1, 20.
Floor space is influential, its estimated coefficient
is greater than that of capital stock,
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333. Hanufaclaire of Leather and Leather Proolucts, exoopt
Footwear and Wearing Apparel
If weexclude the beverage industry, the thbacco industry,
and the petroleum and coal industry which are not estimated
in this stydy, this industry could be the smallest in Hong Kong,
at least in 1973, This industry is not only small by value
added or by labor working hours, it is also very labor intensive.
It is of constant returns to scale, Labor coefficient
is greater than capital coefficient, so is wage share but to
a less extent, Labor productivity is small compared with
that in other industries, but is is still greater than wage
rate. No estimate of the elasticity of substitution has a
value of greater than one, and most of the estimates are
of negative magnitude.
There is no way to compare the performance of different
size and that of floor space and capital stock, because of
the smallness of the degree of freedom.
The difference in number between the two kinds of labor
is small: female workers to male workers ratio is 1.01. Male
workers coefficient and productivity are greater than those
of female workers.
3 2 4, Nanufacture of Footwear, except Rubber, Plastic and
Wooden F ootwear
This is also one of the smallest industries in manufacturing,
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Table VI, 4 Individual Industry Statistics: 323 Manufacture of Leather and Leather Fro i tb,
except Footwear and Wearing Apparel.
(a) Production Functions
Name of No.of Scale Labor Coefficient Capital Fsp E1, of
inction Equation Coeff, MHR Male Female Workers Coeff, Coeff, Sub.
Cobb-Douglas (25) 1.0738 0,9684 0.1055
CPS: Kmcnta's (30) 1.1440 0.9499 ------ 0.0501--- -0.1051
CES:.ACMS 1 (27)-- -0.C473ab
CES:AC11S 2 (29) 1.0723 0.036c
VES 1 (31)--- -71094
VES 2 (32) 1.0008 ---------------- -6.9771
1leln's Sharei (33)-- 0.6139----0.3801---
size I (25)-----------------------
size Il (25) 1.6176 1.5500
sex Diff. (36) 1.0973 0,5105 0.3168 0.2701
(36') 1.0816----- 0.9425a 0.1391
Floor Space (33). ---------
(39)----------------------------
(b) Majors Statistics
V L K W w/L aV/aL V/L K/L Ik
Statistics 22,386 5,146 119923 16,146. 0.7213 3.1370 4,2128 40502 2,317 0.1089
Industry Rank 20 20 19 20 9 14 12 15 14 13
For notes, sec Table VI,1,
its value addod ranks 19th anong tkenty. capitel intesing it
a so small the ran t. of V/L is 13th ,and that o V/L is 2013
it is onG of the mest laber- intensive industric.
Significant ncreasin- returns to scale is east i mate anc
the labor coefficient is greater than. copital's, which is agrcnd
by klein's shares and the wage share, Labor Pr-od.tuc.tivity
is low marginal pr-oductivity is computed to be less than the
wage rate although the difference between the two is on.
Hso 14 Q B3u t averacTe productivity is l i C.tle bit greater_ than
wage rate,
Elasticity of substitution is estimated. to be greater
than one by the chsiACHS equation and is further con f irm,mec
by V.S estimation for_ constant returns to scaled That is,
although a very labor intensive industry it is, the labor is
readily substitutable by capital equipment.
There are more male workers than femal workers, and the
labor coefficient, and productivity are greater in male than in
female, No estimation is m Lade for size effect and floor space
for reason stated before
331, -anufacti lure of° Wood and Cork Procucts, excpt Furniture
A small industry 1.1-t is,, it accounts for only 0,86% of the
total manufacturing's value added and 0.74% of total working
hours. Capital intensity is great by V/L, its rank- is 7th but
small by K/L, the ranking is 16th.
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Table VI. 5 Individual Industry Statistics: 32,4, Manufacture of. Footwear., except Rubber'
Plastic and Wooden Footwear,
(a) Production Functions
Name of No. of Scale Labor Coefficient Capital. FSP El. of
Function Equation Coeff, DN.HR Male Female Workers Coeff, Coeff. Sub,
Cobb-Douglas (25) 101566a 0.7271-------- 0.4294
C1': Knient'S (30) l o1499a.b0.7165 0.2835-0.3943
C}: :ACM 3 l (27)------- 4.1655ab
CES -O A DIS 2 (2 9) 0.9576............... 2,7593
VF$ 1 (31)-- l0,2780
VES 2 (32) 1029430 -2.4669
Klein's Shares (33) 006269 0.3731---
Size I (25)... -------. ,----
Size TI (25)
Sex Diff. (36) 1,1881-- Oo5358a 001560a 0.4963a__




v L K W w/V W/L V/aL V/L K/L Ik
Statistics 36,499 7,825 9,377 27,626 0.7569 3.5305 30915 4.6644 ].A198 0,590JO
Indus try Rank 19 18 20 19 4 5 13 13 20 4
w. n.. M.Y.r. .w.-.W PC4:-HYM.IUMYrw.WMiYMMT'YM.eI.w ...-.__y_.w Nom.---- - '..... ..v. w.. ......rr-- r... . r.., a.................«.-.............-..-..
For notes, sec Table VI,I.
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It is more realiable to say that this indnsiry is of constant
returns to seale than that of increasing ret rns to scale, as
judged by the estimates. Labor coefficient and wage share
are greater than capital coefficient, but wage rate is consid-
erably Iess than labor productivity.
No one estinate estimate suggests that elasticity of substitution
is greater than one. and only one estimation shows that it is
significantly greater than zero. Nstimates for Size II are
not very reliable as many of them are negative, but those for
Size I show that there is decreasing returns to scale, and
labor coefficient is smaller than capital's.
There are more male workers than female -workers, and male
workers coefficient and productivity are greater than that of
f emal e workers
Floor space is an important factor, its input-output
elasticity is greater than both labor's and capital's.
332,Manufacture of Furniture and Fixtures except Primarily of
Metal
Both value added and working hours in this small industry
are less than 1% of the manufacturing industry total.
Capital intensity is also small by K/L but not so by V/L, therr
ranks are 19th and 6th respectively,
There is significant increasing retruns to scale as
suggested by all estimations. Labor coefficient is significant
and capital coefficient has a negative value. wage share is
'Table VI, 6 ,Individual Industry Statistics 331, Manufacture of Wood and Cork: Products, except
Furniture..
(a) Production Functions
Narne of No. of Scale Labor Coefficient Capital FSP El, of
P.znct.ion Equation Cooff. ]}}IR Male Female Workers Coeff, Coeff, Sub,
Cobb-Douglas (25) 1.0292 097609 0,2683_-
SS: Kmuta's(30) 1.0112 0.71.29_..-._ 092871.. 0.6356
CE:ACEE:1 (27)-- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- 0.5333
CE:ACEE:2 (29) 1.0521_. r.._.-...-. ._. 0.5187
VEE 1 (33)- r .w........ ... •w-.._._.. 0.0019
VEE 2. (32) 1.0291...... -0,0080
Kleln'n shares (33) 0.5964------- 0.4036---
Size 1 (25) 0.7223 0.3039------ 0.f 84a----
Size 2 (25) -1,2031a--103816------ 0,1784----
Sex Diff, (36) 1.1498 0.9519a 0.0197-- 0.1782_-
a(36') 1.0279 0.7555 0.2724-•---
Floor Space (38) 0.9583 0.3262---------- 00632,a---
(39)0 89020.2 11----------0.1 890.47Lb)__Lla,.OrStatistics
V L K W W/V W/L ZV/ZL V/L K/L Ig
Statistics 54,642 9,079 19,489 31,353. 0,5738 3.4534 4.5795 6.0185 2.1.77 0.3526
Industry Rank 16 16 17 15 15 6 .11 7 16
...........
For note., see Table VI.1.
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No.of Scale Labor Coefficient Capital FSP E1.of
Equation Coeff. MHR Male Female Workers Coeff. Coeff. Sub.
(25) 1.2832a b1.2863 -0.031








(36) 1.2691 1.1007a 0.1036 0.0648




V L K W W/V W/L 2V/2L V/L K/L Ik
Statistics 59,919 9,821 13,395 44,021 0.9347 4.4823 7.8478 6.1011 1.364 -0.0024
Industry Rank 15 14 18 12 7 3 3 6 19 18
For notes, see Table VI. 1.
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greater than one-half. The wage rate is less than labor product-
ivity, although it is one of the industries having the highest
wage rate.
Alltheestimationssugge tthatclasticityofsubstitutionis small and not significantly difforent from zero.
nale workers are vory much greater than fomale workers
in number but not in productivity, although a greater input-output
coofficiont is ostimated for male workers.
341, manufacture of paper and papor products
Aithough this industry has only about 1% of the total
manufacturing's balue added and working hours, it ranks 13th by
value added and 12th by working hours. It is also comparatively
caoutak ubtebsuve.
scaleelasticityisgenrallygreatorthanone,thoughthe
estimations show that it is not significantly so. Labor coeffic-
ientis bory much greater than capital coefficient, but wage
share is not very large, only 0.5982. on the contrary, klein's
share show that capital share is grcater
Doth marginal and averago labor productivity are greater than
the wage rate. klasticity ofsubstituion is cstimated to bo
positive but not significantly differont frm zero.
sizo I is bery much bottor than size II. It has slightly
incrasing returns to scale in sizo X, and very much decxeasing
in sizo III.
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Table VI .8 Individual Industry Stntistics: 341.Manufacture of Paper and Paper Products.
(a) Production Funtions
Neme of No.of Scale Labor Coefficient Capital FSP El. of
Funcition Equation Coeff. MHR Mal Female Workers Coeff Coeff Sub.
Cobb-Douglas (25) 1.1099 0.9980 0.1119
CES: Kmenta's (30) 1.1098 0.8989 0.1012 0.98%
CES:ACMS 1 (27) 0.168
CES:ACMS 2(29) 6.1625 0.7798
VES 1 (31) 0.7849
VES 2 (32) 2.7714 1.3453
Kleim 's Shares (33) 0.4174 0.5826
Sizc I (25) 1.0233 0.9093 0.1140
Sizc II (25) 0.881 -0.038 0.1262
Scx Diff (36) 1.1646 0.8387 0.1121 0.2138
(36) 1.1019 0.9432 0.1587
Flcor Space (38)1.3639 -1.0834 0.3806
(39) 1.5018 1.2248 -0.088 0.3565
(b) Major Statistics
V L K W W/V W/L LV/LL V/L K/L Ik
Statuitucu 703401 12.926 59.648 42.1177 0.5982 3.2583 5.4356 5.4465 4.615 0.1121
Industry Rank 13 12 12 13 14 12 6 9 6 12
For cotos 600 Tablo VI.2
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W here are much more male workexs than female worhena : that
ratio si 6 . 3 7 5 0 . similarily, their coefficientsare very much
diffcrent, MLPM/ LTP . = 1 . 1 7 3 6 . U nlike the stockof capital,
floor space seams to be an important factor of production.
3 4 2 , P rinting, F ublishingand A llied I ndustries
T his industry is relatively large and capital intensive :
value added ranks 7 th , althoughit is only 3 . 4 1 % of the total ,
whereasV / L ranks4 th .
I t is estimated to be significantlyincreasing returns to
scale and the capital - output coefficientis too small ( even
negative ) to be copared with the labor - output coefficient. W age
share is also greater than one half , but K lein ' s labor share is
smaller than capital share .
T he wage rate is smaller than labor productivity, and exccpt
K menta ' s method , all other estimationsshow that elasticity of
substitutionis greater than one .
B oth sizes are of increasingreturns to scale , but it is
greater in size I than in size II . T his differencecould be
traced back to the difference in the labor elasticities
between the two sizes .
T here are more male workers than female workers , and the
male workers coefficient is both positive and large , while that
of female workers is small and negative .
N either floor floor space nor capital stock are important factors
of production, since they both have negative estimations.
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and Allied Industries.Table VI, 9 Individual Industry Statistics: 342, Printing, Publishing
(a) Production Functions
Name of No. of Scale Labor Coefficient_ Capital PSP El, of
unction Equation Cooff. 11HR Male Female Workers Coeff. Coeff, Sub,
- - - - - -Cobh-Dati glas (25) 1,5823sab,7449 ._----- -0,1626
abKmenta's(30) 1.5825ab1.11.1-------0.1101 0.3707
1 2-0 197388
cobb:Acm' 2 (29) 0.1433a 1o05yh1z
VBS1 (31).......-- . 26.37
7142a(32)0.2306a1 0.2306 1. i442
VES2 (32)
Klem's Shares, (33) 0.4425 0.5575----
SiZe I (25) 2.1333' 2.1519a 0.3187
Size 11 (25) 1.6722 1.8563----- ..0.184
Sex Diff. (36) 1.5173 1.8495a -0.1320-- 0,2000
(36') 1.5532-------- 1.6540a --0,1010-----
Floor Space (38) 2,0002 2.4947'-`-------- -.0.4940.--
(39) 2.0364 2.53 89a 0, 8500 -O o /+.70
(b) Major statistics
V]', K W W/V W/L QV/a)L V/L KL Ik
Statistics 216,611 30,996 254,978 113,120 0.222 3,6495 120'194. 6.988, 8.226 -0.0932
Indus try Rank 7 8 6 8 16 4 2 4 3.. 19
For notes, see Table VI.i.
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Table VI.10 Individual Industry Statistics:351, Manufacture of Chemicals and Chemical. Proudcts.
(a) Production Fu.tictions
Name of No. of Scale Labor Coefficient Capital FSP El.of
Function Equation Cooff MMM Male Female Workers Coeff Coeff, Sub.
Cobb-Dougla3 (25) 0.8557 -0.1862 1.0419--------







Klein's Shares (33)-- 0.3020------- 0.6980----
Size I (25) 0.8310 -0.3708 --------1.2017--------
SizeII (25) -0.1842-0.821O------- 0.6368----
Sex Diff (36) 0.6860 -0.3580 -0.0720- 1.1164a----
11
(36) 0.6598--- ----- ------ ------- -0.5510 1.2112a
(39) 0.7859 -0.5200------- 1.1188a 0.1873---
(b) Major statistics
V L K W W/V W/L QV/aL V/L K/L Ik
Station 96,836 8,908 74,211 28,294, 0.2922 3.1762 -2.02/1 10.8707 0.331 -5.5956
Industry Rank 10 17 11 17 20 13 20 2 2 20
For notes, see Table VI.i.
Floor space (38) 0.5938-1,164 1.7583a
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3 5 1 , H atufaoturoof C homicalsand C hemicalF rodocts
T his is a very capital intensive irdustry , although it is
quite small , R cturns to scale is estimatedto be decreasing
and it is caused mainly by the negative labor coefficient.
W age share in this industryis the smallest, and K lein ' s
shares have the capital share greater than the labor share .
since labor share is estimated negative , negative marginal labor
productivity is computed , but average productivity is very much
greater than the wage rate .
E lasticity of substithtionas estimatedby the ACHS ' s OMS
function is both positive and greater than one .
T he industry has size I better than size II as the scale
elasticities are concerned . B oth male and female workers have
negative input - output elasticities , although there are some
more female workers than male workers , F loor space is a good
substitutefor capital stock , but it is not a very important
factor of productionin this industry .
3 5 5 , M anufactureof R ubber P roducts
T his industry is both small and labor intensive .
R eturns to scale is more or less constant, is is estimated
to be increasingby cobb - D ouglas function , but that to be decreasing
by K menta ' s approach , and both estimationsare not significantly
different from one .
wage share is greater, and K lein ' s shares agree so . L abor
share as cstimatedby K menta ' s approach is greater than capital
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45.692 12.242 28.160 37.313 0.8166 3.0479 0.7271 0.7324 2.300 4.9358
115201916214161317
For notes,see Table VI.1.
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sbare,but the reverse is true as by the cobb-Douglas Funetion.
Labor marginal productivity is vory small and smaller
wage rate, Average productivity is also small,it is the smallest
thanamong all n his tries s but it. is slightly gr'e a c. than the
except the i mentPA`s method, a 11 other estimations show that
elasticity of SubStitution is greater than one, but it seems not.
to be significantly greater than one.
We get no proof of the di ffererence of the coefficient of the
two kinds of labor because the estimation of male workers is negativoo,
and that of the female iaor'-k.ers is very small. No es ti rmmates of
industrysize andfloor spaceare provided,356, Manufactureof plastic products
Although it accounts for only about 8% of the value added and
about 11% of the works ing hours of total roanuf acturing, this industry
is the fourth largest one by these tz:Yo standards, It is rela t i ve.ly
labor intensive by K/L ratio, and is very labor intensive by V/L.
Returns to scale is nearly constants and labor coefficient is
slightly greater e than capital l co__fcienis c so is the klein'sslightly greater than capital coeffic ent, so is the klein's share
of labor. sage share is large.
Wage rate is greater than marginal labor product productivity bu t smaller
than the averag e productivity.
Elasticity of substitution is estimated to be greater than
one by all methods,
Foth industry sizes have increasing returns to scale with that
of size II being greater, which is caused prodbabi y by the
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Table VI. 12 Individual Industry Statistics: 356, Pr facture of Plastic Products.
n Production Functions
Nameof No. of Scale Labor Coefficient Capital FSP El. of
Function Equation Coeff. NHR Male Female Workers Coeff. Coeff. Stab,
Cobb-Douglas (25) 1.0466 0.4528---- 0,5938----
CES: Kmncnta's (30) 1.0499 0.4380------ 0.5620--- 2.8948
CES:SCMS l (27)-- 1.5305ab
CES:ACMS 2 (29)--0.0437------1.4824a
V1 (31)--------- ----- 6.0634a
VES 2 (32) 0.5768_-- ---- 9.1061a
Klein's Share: (33)- 0.4944-- 0.5057----
size I (25) 1.0851 0.4641------ 0,6210a
Size TI (25) 1.3601 0.84000a---- 0.5201a--
OIN
-- 0.4113a 0.0823--0.6148aSex Diff. I (36) 1.1084-- 0.4113a 0, 823 C,61
(36') 1.0554---- 0.3816a 0.6728a
Floor Space (38) 1.0807 0.7048------ 03759--
"(39) 1,0726 0.6714------ 0.6614a-0.1600
(b) Major Statistice
V L K W w/V W/L QV/c,) L V/L K/L i
Statistic: 5289601 133,416 407,198 402,289. 0.7610 3.0 53 1.7940 3,9621 3.052 1,3 I.
Industry fink 4 3 3 3 17 17 18 11 3
For notes, ace Table VI.1.0
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grcater labor-output clasticity. There are more female workors
than male's, their ratio is 1. 45, but the former are not so
productive as the latter. Hale coefficient, is very much higher
than female's.
Floor space is a good substitute factor, but not a very
influential one, Its coefficient in the three-factor
production function is negative.
361,Manufacture of Non-MetallicMincral products, except
Product of Petroleum and Coal
This is a relatively small industry, its value added is
only 0,66% of the total, and the rank of its capital intensity
is IIth by v/L and 7th by k/L.
There is slight indication of increasing returns to scale,
but the scale coefficient is not significant, All estimations
show that labor coefficient larger than capital' s, and labor
productivity is greater than wage rate,
Elasticity of substitution is very close to one as
estimated by all except kmenta' s method.
Female workers' coefficient is estimated to be negative,
while that of male workers is estimated to be very much greater
than zero. Since the female workers' coefficient is negative,
its computed marginal productivity is also negative and there
is no way to compare the productivity of the two kinds of labor
l However, there are more male. workers than female workers,
No estimation is made for indsutry size and floor space.
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Table VI. 1.3 Individual Industry statistics: 361, nufa.cture of Ikon a llo Mineral Products,
except produese of petrolown and Cool.
(a) Production Functions
capital FaP E1. of
T1we of No. of Scale Labor Coefficient., ors Coeff. Coeff, Sub,Function Equation Coeff. MHR. Male Female Workers....,
Cobb-Douglas (25) 1,1286 0,9430------- Cho i u5 7--







VES2 (32) - -
K,lein',3 Shares (33) 0.6258---- 0 3742
Size I (25) ...e---
Size II 25)
6) 1.0418- Je0296e _0,1100-- 01.225-----
Sed Riff.( j a
it (361) 1®1150-------- 0, 9219 0.1931 Floor Space (38)--
11 (39)
(b Na,jor Statistics
V L K W W/L V/a L V/L Y L Ik
St 42,003 99221 31:837 27,976 Oo6G60 34O30 4,8180 5 ,01.092 3 8'73 0 1969
Statistics 42p.
Industry Ran. 18 15 15 18 11, 8 9 11 7 11
Rank
For notes, see Table VI.
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Table VI.14 Individual Industry Statistics: 371, Basic ,Metal Industries.
(a) Production Functions
Name of No. of Scale
Labor Coefficient Capital FSP El. of
Function Equation Coeff MHR Male
Female Workers Coeff. Coeff. Sub.
Cobb-Douglas
CES : Kmenlu'y
CES : ACMS 1





























V L K W W/V W/L 2V/2L V/L K/L Ik
Statistics
95,397 6,558 104,960 29,859 0.3130 4.5531 21.0316 14.5467 16.005 0.0977
Industry Rank 11 19 9 16 19 2 1
1 1 15
For notes, soe Table VI.l.
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371, Easic Metal Industries
Although there is barely mining in Hong Kong, the
manufacturing of basic metal is quite substantive here. Its value
added is only 1.5% of the total, but it ranks 11th among the
twenty industries.
This industry is the most capital intensive one.It
has also very significant increasing returns to scale, but this
increasing returns to scale is accunted for mainly by the
labor coefficient rather than by capital coefficient. Wage
share is very small, it is 0.3130, and Klein's labor share
is smaller than capital.
inspite of the fact that wage rate in this industry is
one of the greatest, it is still very much less than the
marginal and average labor productivity.
Estimations by ACMS's CES and by VES for non-constant
returns to scale show that elasticity of substitution is
greater than one, but all other estimations have the elasticity
estimated negative.
Male workers coefficient is very large and female workers'
is negative, and there is only a few woman workers in this
industry.
No estimation is made for industry size and floor space,
380, Manufacture of Fabrieated Metal products, except Machinery
and Equipment
It is a relatively large industry with relatively small
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Table VI.15 Individual Industry Statistics: 380, Manufacture of Fabricated Matlai Products,
except Machinery and Equipment.
(a) Production Functions
Name of No. of Scale Labor Coefficient Capital FSP
El. of

























(25) 1.0021 0.5489a 0.4532a
(25) 0.7957 0.5618 0.2339
(36) 1.0091 0.3007a -0.0680 0.7763a
(36') 0.9986 0.2338a 0.7647a
(38) 1.0162 0.5053a 0.5109a
(39) 1.0078 0.4308a 0.3408a 0.2362a
(b)Major Statistics
V L K W W/V W/L aV/aL V/L K/L Ik
Statistics 428,999 97,417 308,350 293,438 0.6840 3.0121 2.7778 4.4036 3.165 0.5853
Industry Rank 5 5 4 5 10 18 16 14 10 5
For notes see Table VI.l.
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caPital intensity. xts valuo addod and working hotrs rank sth,
although t ey account for 6.75% ane 7.90% , respectively of the
cotal nanufacturing's total. Its capital intensity ranks 14th
and 10th by vI and kl respectively.
constant or near comstant returns to scalc is estimated
with labor coefficient generally greater. klein's shares and
wage share have the same estimations.
Mage rate is greater than marginal labor productivity
but is smaller than average productivity. All except Xmenta.
estimation have elasticity of substution estimated to be
greater than one.
The industryis sslightly increasing returns to scale in
sizo I, but has decreasing returns to scale in size CI. Female
workers are nearly non- productive, at least marginally as
suggestod by equation (36), and there is only positive input-
output elasticity and productivity for male workers. The ratic
of the two kinds of laboris not very different from one.
Floor space is a very substantive factor for explaining
the variation of production. The function does not change much
with floor space being substituted for capital stock, or with
both factors being included.
382.Manufacture of Xachinery, except clectrical
This industry has only about \1% of the value added of
the total. capital intensity by V L ranks 12th TL ranks sth
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Table VI.16 Individual Irlclustry Statistics: 332, Manufacture of Machinery, except. .ectr1caJ..
Production Functions
Nsne of No. of Scale Labor Coefficient Capital FSP El. of
Function Equation Coeff. MHR.- Male Female Workers Coeff. Coeff. Sub,
Cobb-Douglas (25) 140795 0.6 7 0.3918
Q0/30 0,675CES: Kmenta's (30) 1.0960 0,6571
1.2685a
a
CES:ACKMS 2 0.2001 14032
CES: ACMS2 (29)0.2001 4.3825a
2 (31) 4.38a
-2,9922 .3.533a a
Klein's Sheres(33) 0.5828 0.4172
Size I (25) 1.1348 0.9061a 0,1368
aSize TI (25) 1.9635 1.1296 0.8339a
Sex Diff. (36) 11493 005186 O.1029 0,5277a
(361) 1.1020------- ---- 006650a 0.4370a Floor Space (33) 1.2096 1.1768E___ ---- 00032`1--
(39) 1.0563 1.0788a------0.4122 -0.4330
Major ,tistics
V L K W w/V w/L aV/aL V/L K/L zk
Statistic3 65,018 13,916 47,326 47,910. 0.7369 3. 442 8 3.2131 4067'22 3.401 005697
Industry Rai 14 11 14 6 7 14 l2 8 6
w...r.. .`.ww ww wn .wrw...r.r ••





It has almost consstant returns to senle as estimoted by
the cobb- Douglas function and by kmenta's CRS function.
Labor coefficient is greater than capital coefficient, and
labor share is greater than capital share.
The wage rate is slightly greater than marginal labor
productivity and is less than average labor productivity.
Greater-than-one elasticity of substitution os setimated by all
except Kmenta's method
The industry is not so efficient in Size I as in size II;
scale elasticity estimated for Siaze I is 1.1348, while that for
Size II is 1.9635. This difference is caused both by greter
labor and capital coefficients.
Although male workers coefficient is greater than female
workers', their marginal productivity is about the same: it is
HK$7.9262 per male worker,and HK$7.5004 per female worker.
Floor space is not a good substitute for capital, and is also
not good in explaining the production variation. It is negatively
estimated in equation(39).
383,Hanufacture of Hlectrical Nachinery, Apparatus, Appliances
and supplies
This is the third hargest industry by value added or by
labor's working hours, but it is quite labor intensive as
compared with other industries.
There is slight suggestion of increasing returns to scale
144
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Table Ve. l Individual Industry statisties:383,






































































































For notes, see Table VI.l.
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and it may mainly be attributed to the size of the labor
coofficiont. Wage share is large too, and Klein's labor share
is greater than capital share.
wage rate in this industry is the smallest among all
industries and, not surprisingly, we find that it is smaller
than either the marginal or average labor productivity.
Although it seems not plausible to be significantly so,
all except kmenta's estimation have elasticity of substitution
greater than one.
Smaller establishments are more efficicnt than greater ones
as shown by their scale elasticities which are 3.3262 and
1.2030 respectively.
Both labors coefficients are large, but that of male
workers is larger. Female workers outnumber male workers by more
than three times
384, Manufacture of Transport Douipment
This is a relatively large industry, value added and labor's
working hours both rank 6th, but they both have only abot 3%
of the manufacturing's total. Capital intensity ranks 8th
by V/L and 9th by K/L.
Returns to scale is decreasing but the estimation is not
sign.ificanrt.
Wage Share is the greatest among all industries, and at
the same time, we find greater labor coefficient and labor share.
Hmge rate is also the greatest in this industry, and is gcater
than marginal labor paroductivity, but is slightly maller than
average productivity.
Like that in most proviously doscribed indus tries, elasticity
of substitution is eatimated to be greater than ono by all
except Knenta's pethod.
Estimation for the industry in size x produces sinilor
result as those from the combinnd data, but there is no
estimation mnde for the industry in sixe IY due to lack of degreas
of freedom.
Although male workcrs coefficicnt is grcater than faetle
wprxers, the prounccivty or the tormer is Ies than chat of the
Iatter, Indond, there are only rew female workers in this
industry. Floor space is neither influential nor a good
substitution factor for capital stock. Its cstimated coefficient
is either near zoro or negative.
385, Kanufacture of profosional and sseientific, Measring and
controlling ouipmont not elsowhere classfied,and of
photoaraphie and cptical coods.
It scoms to be a technique intesive industry as judged
by its name, but it is still quite labor intensive. capital
intensity by V/L ranks 19th, but 12th ir ranked by value added
There is soue suggestion for increasing returns to scalc
and this could be attributed to larger labor labor coefficiont.
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Table VI, 18 Individual Industry Statistics: 384, yanu acturo or lranspors i q..pUW:iU•
a) Production D'unctions
Name of No. of Scale Labor Coefficient Capital FSP El. of
Function Equation Coeff. MHR- Male Female Workers Coeff. Coeff. Sub,
Cob1)-•Dou(las (25) 009445 0,8527 omo9i9
Kmnenta's (30) 0.9540 0.9122 0.0878
1.33972
CE :ACMS 1 (27)------
CES:ACP9.' 2 (29) 1.1951.. ..... .__ 109,21951
VES 1 (31)-- 203359
1.1069 1.9260a
VLS 2 (32)
Klein's Shares (33) 0.6091 0.3909------
Size I (25) 100870 0,8h,08a------ 0s2461a
Size 11 (25)
Sex Dif'f, (36) lo0082 0,4372 001870--- 0,3840
11 (36') 0.9711_------ - 0.5117 0,4594 Floor apace (38) 1®0365 101266a-- .-000900--
( OoOO7639) 1.0897 0.8341a 0.2480a
Major Statistion
v L W W/V W/L QV/,)L V/L Y, L I r k
Statistics 225,289 38,370 125,078 195,152 0.8662 5.08,61 5.0066 508715 30260 0.i0`78
Industry Rank 6 6 7 6 1 7 8 9 14
For notes, see Table VI,1,
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Table Ve.19 Individual Industry statisties: 385,
Manufacture of Professional and Selenitific,
Measuring and Con trolling Equipment not else-



































































































For notes, see Table VI.l.
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Tlie wage share and labor share are also greater then the capital
shares but the wage ratce is smaller than labor productivity
wage rate of this industry is the second lowest of all
Elasticity of subs titut ion is generally estimated to be
greater than one.
Incrensing returns to scale occurs in both. sizes, but.
greater scale is found in Size II Female coefficient is
negative as estimated Floor space is important it has similar
esti mation in eq-uaIcion (38) as the capial stock does in
equrtion (25), and it has greater coefficient than capital stock
in ecruat ion (39)
390 obhor Hanufacturing Industreis
This industry includes all establishments not elsewhere
classified and fortunately it is not a very large one It has
about 3% of the total value ads' ed and working hours
It is of constant returns to seale Labor coefficient is
greater than capital coefficient, labor share and wage share are
also greatre. The wage rate is smaller than both marginal and
CA average labor productiviy Elasticity of substitution is
generally estimated to greater than one.
Estimation in Size II is not very meaningful as there is
a negative coefficient Further the coefficient in Size I is very
much like that for the combined data. Female workers slightly
outnumbered male workers, but the input-output coefficient
151
Table VI,20 Individual Industry Statistics: 390, Other Manufacturing Industries.
(a) Production F{anctions
Name of No. of Scale Labor Coefficient
Capital FSP El. of
Function Equation Coeff. MHR Male
Female Workers Coeff. Coeff. Sub.
Cobb-Douglas
CES : Kmenta's
CES : ACMS 1




























(36') 1.0101 0.8792a 0.1309
(38) 1.1046 1.2623a
-0.1580
(39) 0.9657 0.9754a 0.4704a -0.4800a
(b) Major Statistics
V L K W W/V W/L aV/aL V/L K/L Ik
Statistics 203,336 38,266 90,938 125,554 0.6175 3.2845 5.0044 5.3193 2.379 0.0963
Industry Rank 8 7 10 7 13 10 8 10 13 16
For notes, see Table VI.l.
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and prcdnctivity of the former are smaller than that of
the latter




The purposes of this study are twofold: to discover
the production relationships of the manufacturing industries
empirically, and to make inference from the production functions.
The job here is the first of its mind in Hong Kong, although
hundreds of articles and studies have been written elsewhere
on this subject. A great number of things has been tackled,
and at the end one has to admit that it is a difficult job
to conclude a study like this.
The first obstacle hindering a definitive conclusion is
the lack of uniform estimates or results. Second, there is
no agreement on which set of data should be employed for
estimation purposes, and as a result, the estimated outcomes
are quite different. For example, there is hardly conformity
between the estimates of factor shares using physical labor
data and those using wage statistics. Third, there is neither
a unique functional form nor estimation method best suitable
for the entire exercise. Finalry, as for. the production
functions, one cannot be sure whether they are. for discovering
the relationship between the dependent variable and the related
independent variables, or for explaining the variation of
the dependent variable.
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All excopt the last of the above staiod points are onsily
understandable. If the function is for discovering the
relationship between the variables, one has to choose a particluar
kind of function that fits best and use it to estimate this
relationship. But if it is for explaining the variabion of
the dependent variable, one has to consider the specification
of the function ,to see whsther some more variables are neoded
to be inckided. Production functions do not specify themselves
for one purpose or the othaer Empirical evidence could be
found for both purposes, but the are obtained on different
working philosophy
Most studies on this subject deal with the first purpose,
But since each class of production funtions has its own
characterisics,ans each would reduire differenk kind of data,
it makes the choice of functin very difficult
To find the relationship between inputs and outputs of
production,we are particularly interested in:(1)economies
of sacle (2) input-output elasticity and,(3) the sube\stitut-
ability botween factors. Unfortunately.there is no function
which would exactly fufill this job and porduce all these
estimates ,Usually, a function is good at estimating one
parameter but the estimates for other parameters are poor
For example, the Kmchta's approximation method to the CES
funcition can give all the required parameters,but the estimates
of the elasticity of substitution are cspecially unreliable
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when the elasticity is different from one. Most second-order
parameters are very unstable.
As what we have known here: the coefficient of the
variable lnn/L in the VES function is not significant in most
estimations, and the CES function sugtests unitary elasticity
of substitution. All the directions, thus, point back to the
Cobb-Douglas function. The Cobb-Douglas function is not
necessarily the best of all, but none of the others has particu-
larly_ bett er performance.
In face of this difficulty, we then try to approach
different parameters by different function. It is because we
are to find the structure of the industry through the various
parameters.
As for the second purpose of production functions, the
specification of function, it is found that labor and capital
are the two most influential factors of production, and any
further inclusion of independent variables would have only
marginal effect on the explanatroy power of the function.
However, two consequences arise. First, there is still a great
proportion of output variation left unexplailned, and seconds the
concept of labor and capital is still a lump-sum one. The
unexplained variation is especially eminent if the dependent
variable is expressed as value added per labor, usually the B2
for such function is only about 25%. What can one do for the
other 75% enexplained variation? It is surely a problem of
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specification than a choice of function. For this puypose.
we have tried to include the variable of floor,but it is
not very sucessful in fulfilling this job
On the other hand, the coymposition of labor, she skilifulne38
among workers, and the homogeneity of capital goods are problems
whicn deserve more theoretical consideratonus but tackling them
depends on the availability of data.
This study does not go much into the specification problem
due mainly to the limited data, although part of Chapter y is
devoted to this purpose.
Using the mixed method of estimation, different functnors
for different parameters, we might have difficulty to inrermet
the results, since each parameter rests on its own assumption.
For scale elasticity, we adopt the Cobb-Douglas function for
factor share, the Klein's shares and for the elasticity of
substitution, it is the CES function with the method
that we use. The first function has the basic assumption of
unity elasticity of substitution, The second estimates assume
that the individual factor shares are distributed log-normplly,
The ACMS method assumptions are profit maximization condition
and continuity of the production function, Very cautious
interpretation is thus a must for the various results,
Most findings appeared in chapter IV and chapter V.
The manufacturing industries have at least constant
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returns to scale. It is found that there are six industries
which have significant estimates of increasing returns' to
scale.They are generally industries of greater size or of
greater capital intensity. Greater scale elasticity however
might imply that the establishments of the industry has still
not yet maximized its profit, or that there is some degree of
monopoly that goes into our estimates because we have some
monetary data employed. Still, the situation is in favor of
greater size and it encourages expansion.
wage rate is found to have very small fluctuation among
the industries, and between the two different industry sizes.
It thus imply that the labor market here is quite competitive.
However, wage rate is generally lower than both the average
and the marginal labor productivity.
From the CES function, using the ACMS method, elasticity
of substitution is found to cluster around one. Among the
twenty three-digit industries, there are only four which have
significantly greater than one elasticity of substitution,
and only one which has negative estimate.Elasticity of
substitution determines the shape # the isoquant which tells
the effect of factor price changes on factor proportion.A
small elasticity of substitution imply that labor employment
would not be seriously affected by wage change.
Returns to scale has some positive relation with the
capital intensity, Labor share is found, generally,greater
than capital share as estimated by l ein' s method.rom _e
Cobb-Eouglas function, labor-output elastic ty Is also
greater than capital-output elasticity l in ost -1 rausc'radustries
There are also positive corrlati ons between
elasticity and capital intensity, and (2) .abor-car p t
elasticity and returns to sacle.
iAs for the size effect estimated in chapter tj, t i s
found that greater size establishments (Size T) ha .re the
output elasticity greater than the smaller size ones (Size
coincidently, capital intensity is greater in jyzost Size 1
establis's-unents. Like that happens to cross-industry analysis,
cross-size study also suggests positive correlationshi p betT•reen
capital intensity and labor-output elasticity. Consec uently,
they would have positive effect on the returns to scale, and
the estimated results prove that Size l industry es have
increasing returns to scale more often than Size TT i ndustries.
When labor is splitted into male workers and f e al e
workers, the improvement. of the function is n_egl i ibi e. But
en the nth r hand, the splitting is very useful., and the
results from it are informative. In the total manufacturing
industry, there are more female workers than their male
counterparts. Female workers are especially abundant in the





electrical machinery. However, male worker-output elasticity
and hence male worker productivity are round to be greater
than female's in almost all industries.
In the contents of capital value, there is the value of
floor space included in terms of the value of building or
land. This value forms a substantive part of capital assets.
That is why floor space is found to be a good substitute for
the stock of fixed assets as data of capital. This also helps
to explain why floor space is not a good factor of production
when it is included in the function togehter with labor and
the stock of fixed assets.
The general picture of the manufacturing industry shows
that the difference among the individual three-digit industries
is quite small. Two sets of isgquants corresponding to two
considerably different industries are shown here and the
isoquants of the other industries would just take similar
shape.
A very important topic of this subject being left untouched
here is the study of technology, but this topic requires more
data than those being in existence now. Tha simultaneous
equation problem is not settled here, and the problem of
biasedness arising from it should not be neglected. These
two things deserve more research in the future.





Figure VII41- Approximate Shape of the I ,Dean ts1
1The related ins iorations about the isoqiants of these
two industries are listed in the followincq table
Table VII.? Isoauant Tnformations of Industries 324 and 341





For more details, see Table VI.5 and Table VI 8 oF chapter VI
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Appendix I Collection of the Results of Major Cross-Section Studies in Production Functions
C.D. Klein's CES(Kmenta) Elasticity of Substitution
Country/ Year Scale Labor Cap. Wage Labor Cap. Scale Cap. Labor Kmenta ACMS ACMS Non-VES VES Ref.
Industry Coef. Coef. Coef. Share Share Share Coef. Coef. Coef. 1 2 Linear 1 2
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)





















1909 1.061 0.742 0.319 0.676
1909 0.91 0.98 -.07
1909 1.07 0.72 0.35
1909 0.97 0.71 0.26
1909 0.99 0.74 0.25 0.64
1923 0.92 0.62 0.30 0.65
1927 0.86 0.59 0.27 0.68
1934 0.99 0.64 0.36 0.61
1933 0.99 0.65 0.34 0.51
1919 1.01 0.76 0.25 0.60
1912 0.98 0.50 0.48 0.54
1922 1.07 0.61 0.46 0.54
1926 0.96 0.60 0.36 0.57
1936 1.00 0.50 0.50 0.51
1912 0.99 0.52 0.47 0.54
1922 1.02 0.53 0.49 0.54
1926 0.93 0.59 0.34 0.57
1936 0.98 0.49 0.49 0.51





















Klein's CES (xmenta) Elastictity of SubstitutionC.D. Klein 5 CES(K.menta) Elasticity of
Country/ Year Sca.l.eLabor Cap...,' ia.Fe labor Cap, Scale Cap. Labor hvente ACN .Non-`
Industry Coef. Coef .Coef. Share Share Share Coe f. Ccef, Coe f, 1 2 Linea-l-
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) !(11') (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (1 7) 1 USA 1.904 0.958 0.647 0.311? 0.635»-_-------_____-----_- f
11
19040, 9660.6840-3120.6-55Canada19230.960.48.0,48.0.50
1927 0.98 0.45 0.52 0.42
11
1955n?0.50 0,52 O. 0 19571,. 03 0.4 0, 58 -0.52
11
USA 19,9 0.922 0.656 0.266 0.676
S. Africal.937 0.08 0.66 0.32
It 1937 1.02 0.65 0.37
New
Zealand 1938 0.97 0.46 0.57.
- - - - - -
USA 1889 0.94 0.51 0.43
1904 0.96 0.65 0.311904 0.96 0.65 0.31
1909 0.97 0.63 0.34
rr 1914 0.98 0,61 0.37
19191.01 0.76 0.25-______-_-___--_------ k
11
U.K. 1924 0, 90 0.72 0.18
1930 0.88 0.75 0,13-------___-___-------°..






Country/ Year Scale Iabor Cap. Wage Labor Cap. Scale Cap. Labor Kmenta ACMS ACMS Non-
VES VES nef.
Industry Coef. Coef. Coef. Share Share Share Coef. Coef. Coef.





















1946 0.97 0.66 0.31
1947 1.07 0.59 0.40
1951 0.99 0.59 0.40
1951 1.04 0.92 0.12 0.63
1952 1.00 0.66 0.34 0.75
1951 0.98 0.84 0.14 0.60
1952 1.25 0.91 0.34 0.71
1951 0.92 0.59 0.33 0.33
1952 1.18 0.24 0.94 0.32
1951 1.15 0.71 0.44 0.57
1952 1.15 0.58 0.58 0.55
1951 1.09 0.64 0.45 0.41
1952 1.08 0.59 0.49 0.39
1951 1.17 0.80 0.37 0.37
1952 1.22 0.82 0.40 0.48
1951 0.87 0.20 0.67 0.30
1952 1.02 0.02 1.00 0.30
Intercountry





















C.D. Klein's CES (Kmenta) Elasticity of substitution
Country/ Year Scale Labor Can. Wage Labor Cap. Scale Cap. Labor Kmenta ACMS ACMS Non- VES VES Bef.
Industry Coef. Coef. Coef. Share Share Share Coef. Coef. Coef. 1 2 Linear 1 2
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)
Intercountry
Food 1957 0.725 0.801
Textiles 1953 0.793 0.851
" 1957 0.827 0.931
Clothing 1953 0.660 0.775
" 1957 0.804 0.841
Furniture1953
0.818 0.920
" 1957 0.919 1.025
Paper 1953 0.904 0.955
" 1957 0.788 0.874
Printing 1953 0.836 0.951
" 1957 0.926 0.999
Leather 1953 0.711 0.801
" 1957 0.699 0.761
Rubber 1953 0.829 0.889
" 1957 0.768 1.000
Chemicals1953 0.838 0.887
" 1957 0.834 0.988
Glass 1953 0.847 0.896
























Country/ Year Cale Labor Cap.
Labor Cap.Scale Cap. Labor Kmenta ACMS ACMS Non- VES VES Ref.
Industry Coef. Coef. Coef. Share
Share Share Coef. Coef. Coef. 1 2 Lineal 1 2
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)


























































C.D. Klein's CES(Kmenta) Elasticity of Substitution
Country/ Year Scale Labor Cap. Wage Labor Cap. Scale Cap. Labor Kmenta ACMS ACMS Non VES VES Ref
Industry Coef. Coef. Coef. Share Share Share Coef. Coef.Coef. 1 2 Linear 1 2
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)
Electrical" 0.37 0.79 1.10 c
Transport" 0.06 2.01 19.91
Instruments" 1.59 1.24 1.65 a
Norway
T.M. 1963 1.064 0.865 0.199 0.654 0.346 1.067 0.192 0.88 0.950 0.90 r
20.1 1.062 0.984 0.078 0.549 0.451 1.063 0.073 1.20 1.022 0.50 r
20.2 0.955 0.722 0.233 0.424 0.576 0.967 0.337 neg 0.660 1.30 r
20.3 1.067 0.916 0.151 0.755 0.245 1.079 0.142 1.90 1.134 1.50 r
20.4 1.019 0.836 0.183 0.786 0.314 1.011 0.173 0.50 0.933 0.50 r
20.5 0.965 0.916 0.049 0.719 0.281 0.885 0.097 0.20 1.560 0.50 r
20.6 1.136 0.879 0.257 0.648 0.351 1.136 0.215 0.70 0.964 0.70 r
21 1.114 0.973 0.141 0.491 0.509 1.148 0.092 neg 1.074 1.30 r
23 1.043 0.878 0.165 .589 0.411 1.043 0.174 1.10 1.028 1.50 r
24.1 1.158 0.965 0.193 0.714 0.286 1.146 0.165 0.30 1.563 0.30 r
24.2 1.142 0.956 0.186 0.649 0.351 1.142 0.160 1.10 1.101 0.90 r
24.3 1.123 0.866 0.257 0.615 0.385 1.123 0.233 9.10 1.343 1.50 r
25.1 1.067 0.944 0.123 0.749 0.251 1.067 0.116 1.10 0.736 1.10 r
25.2 1.129 0.974 0.155 0.659 0.341 1.131 0.125 2.00 0.949 1.30 r
26.1 1.151 1.024 0.127 0.647 0.353 1.151 0.119 166.70 1.002 1.30 r
Norway
26.2 1963 1.126 0.950 0.176 0.752 0.248 1.127 0.159 1.40 0.985 1.50 r
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Appendix I (Continued)
C.D. Klein's CES(kmenta) Elasticity of Substitution
Country/ Year Scale Labor Cap. Wage Labor Cap. Seale Cap. Labor Kmenta ACKS Non- VES VES Ref.
Industry Coef. Coef. Cpef. Share Share Share Coef. Coef. Coef. 1 2 Linear 1 2
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18)
27
" 0.972 0.708 0.264 --- 0.618 0.382 0.970 0.266 -- 0.80 1.111 -- 0.70 -- -- r
28
" 1020 0.821 0.199 --- 0.669 0.331 1.019 0.201 -- 1.20 0.593 -- 0.90 -- -- r
31.1 " 0.921 0.511 0.410 -- 0.580 0.420 0.928 0.404 -- neg 2.171 -- 1.50 -- -- r
31.2 " 1.036 1.024 0.012 -- 0.629 0.371 1.017 0.017 -- 0.10 1.545 -- 0.50 -- -- r
31.3
" 1.086 0.766 0.320 -- 0.452 0.548 1.089 0.314 -- neg 1.203 -- 1.50 -- -- r
33.1 " 1.075 0.865 0.210 -- 0.695 0.305 1.084 0.208 -- neg. 1.029 -- 1.30 -- -- r
33.2 " 1.132 0.834 0.298 -- 0.588 0.412 1.139 0.270 -- 2.00 1.376 -- 1.50 -- -- r
34 " 1.098 1.011 0.087 -- 0.637 0.363 1.103 0.092 -- neg 1.173 -- 1.10 -- -- r
35 " 1.063 0.908 0.155 -- 0.655 0.345 1.064 0.145 -- 1.90 0.901 -- 1.50 -- -- r
36
" 1.091 0.978 0.113 -- 0.672 0.328 1.086 0.086 -- 0.30 0.858 -- 0.50 -- -- r
37 " 1.056 0.895 0.161 -- 0.617 0.383 1.041 0.142 -- 0.40 0.827 -- 0.50 -- -- r
38
" 1.124 1.089 0.035 -- 0.704 0.296 1.124 0.035 -- 1.70 0.445 -- 0.70 -- -- r
Malaysia
1121 1970 0.843 -- -- -- -- -- 0.840 -- -- 0.976 1.175 -- -- 1.263 -- s
1122 " 1.193 -- -- -- -- -- 1.144 -- -- 0.911 0.866 -- -- 0.597 -- s
1331 " 1.046 -- -- -- -- -- 1.050 -- -- 0.897 1.012 -- -- 1.009 -- s
3021 " 1.280 -- -- -- -- -- 1.207 -- -- 0.887 1.037 -- -- 1.537 -- s
3032 " 0.869 -- -- -- -- -- 0.867 -- -- 0.939 0.085 -- -- 0.647 -- s
3054 " 1.002 -- -- -- -- -- 1.009 -- -- 0.818 1.058 -- -- 1.057 -- s
3055 " 1.339 -- -- -- -- -- 1.346 -- -- 0.942 0.436 -- -- 0.218 -- w
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Appendix I (Continued)
C.D. Klein's CES(Kmenta) Elasticity of Substitution
Country/ Year Scale Labor Cap. Wage Labor Cap. Seale Cap. Labor Kmenta ACMS ACMS Non- VES VES Ref.
Industry Coef. Coef. Coef. Share Share Share Coef. Coef. Coef. 1 2 Linear 1 2




























































































































C.D. Xlein' s CKS (kmenta) Hlasticity of 8ubstitution
Country/Year Scale Labor Cap. Wase Labor Cap. cale Cap. labor Kmanta ACMS ACMS on- VIcc VEB Lef,
Induatry Coof.Coef.Coef.Charc share Ohare Coar.Coaf 1 2 Linear 1 2
(1)(2)(3)(4)(5)(6)(7)(8)(9)(10)(11)(12)(13)(14)(15)(16)(17)(18)
Malaysia
3729 1970 0.611 0.640 1.03 0.79 1.07
3800 1.110 1.094 0.89 0.76 1.02
4010 0.911 0.888 1.23 1.06 0.80
4111 1.314 1.273 0.95 1.52 1.53
4121 1.005 1.005
1.07 0.26 0.30
4130 1.082 1.084 0.67 0.64 0.89
4191 1.494 1.484 0.96 1.12 1.15
4192 1.256 1.253 0.81 1.24 1.50
4194 1.111 1.000 0.95 1.31 1.63
4310 0.900 0.902 0.42 0.80 0.75





4410 0.992 1.011 1.14 1.20 0.23
4421 0.809 0.709 0.75 -0.04 0.29
4510 1.021 1.022 0.93 0.52 0.56
4520 1.161 1.160 0.86 0.64 0.93
4530 1.029 1.145 1.06 0.55
0.70
4561 1.048 1.043 0.88 1.05 0.89
4363 1.058 1.063 0.94 0.92 0.91
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Appendix I (Continued)
C D Klein's CIE (Kmen.ta I Elasticity of Substitution
Country/ Year iSca1e Labor Cap. H/iaFe :Labor Cap. Scale Cap. 1Labor Kmenta ACI'MMS ACM$ 'Non-
S,h r,Industry !Coef. Coef. Coer`, l..Share Share !Share Coef. Coef. (Co-l. 1 2 L 1.nea?
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) I (8) (9) (10) (11)(12) (13) (14)
Na.laysia.
4569 19701.150---------- 1.161'----- 1.06 1.62
- -0 834623 1.006 ---------- 1.008 0 51.
4630 11.0691 1.082 0.91 09
4739 " 1.225 1.157-- 0, 84 0.58,-----
4811 " 0.853 0.894-_-- 0.70 0,23
4831 " 1.088
1.1.039 0.90 0.57 0.709 0.69 0.64
4851 0.94.3 0.888 0.95 0.93
4940 0.867. 0.893 1.22 0.84
on,cKong X197 3 '0.922 (0.491 0.431--0.943 0.39 0.67 1.61
Source:
From P.H. Douglas and m. Bronfenvrenner, " Cros-Seetion Stueiec in the Cobb-Douglas rtinct_o
of Political Economy, Vol.47 (Dec., 1939), 761-85
b
from P.R. Dou gl.as and Grace T Gunn,further Measurements of Marginal Productivity,
o f Economics, Vol. 54. (May, 1940), 399-428.
cfrom P.R. Douglas and Grace T. Cun," The Production Function for Are.-erican 1Mia-n ufactl rin s n
Fnarican Economic Review, Vol. 31, (March, 1941), 67-80.
F.H.Dougglaa and Grace T. Gunn, The Production Function. for Australian Na nufa.ctur: .ng, qua
Journal of Economics, (Nov.. 194-1). 108-29.
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ep.H. Douglas and Crace T. Gunn,"The Production runction for American
Manufacturing for 1914"Journal of Political Ecomv Vo.50.(August,
1942), 595-602
fP.H. Douglas Patricia Daly and Ernerst Olson, "The Production Function
for Manufacturing in the United States,1904,"Jourral of Folitical
Eoonomv, 51, (Feb.,1943).61-65.
gP,H,Douglas and patrioia Daly "The Production Function for Canadian
Manufactures."Journal of American Statistical Association 39 (June,
1943).178-86
hJ Marschak and W.H. Andrews Jr .,"Ranaom Simultaneous Equations and
the Theory of Production," Econometrica,(1944).p.175.
ifrom P.H Douglas,"Are There Laws of Production?"American Economic
Review, 38,(1948),1-43
jJ williams,"Professor Douglss' Production Function," Economic Record,
21.(1945).55.63
kfrom Douglas (1948).see i above.
lK.S. Lomax, "Production Function for Manufacturing Industry in the
U.K.,"American Economic Review, 40.(1950).397-99
mJ,Tewari,"Productivity of Capital Incestment in U.P.,"Eullentin of
International Statistics Institution,33.(1954).
nM.M. Dutt,"The Production Function for Indian Manufacturers," Sankhca,
15.(1955).417-26.
oV.N. Murti, and V.K. Sastry," Production Functions for Indian Industry.
Econometrica,25.(1957).205-21.
P Murata and Arrow (1965) reappeared in M. Nerlove,"Recent Empirical
Stdies of the CES and Related Production Functions,"in Murray Brown
(ed.).The Theory and Empirical Analvsis of Production, Studies in
Income and Wealth,XXXI, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1967),
55-122.
qCol. 13 form R.M. Solow."Capital. Labor and Income in Manufactring,"
in The Behavior of Income Shares,(Princeton:NBEH,1964).101-28;
Production Functions in the United States,1957--an Interindustry
and Interstate Comparision of Productiviy,(New York:Cornell University.
1965).
Col,16 and col 17 from G.H Hildebrand, and T.C. Liu Manufacturing
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rz,Griliches , and V Rinastad Econowies of Scale and the Form ofthe
Prouuotion Punction, (Amsterdam:hortn-Eolland Publishing Co., 1971).
sL lloffmann, and Bweber Eoonomies of Scale Factor lntonsities and
Substitation:Mcro hstimates for malavsia's asnufacyuring indusries
weltwir tschaftliches Archiv.(1976),111-35.
tedward K.Y. Chen "Economies of Sesle and Capital-Iabour Substitulion
in HongKong Manufacturing" hang kong Economic paoers No ll (April
1977).42-49
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Appendix II Estimated Coefficients of Various Production Functions
Cobb-Doualas
CES
Industry (26) (25) (27) (28)











0.1715 0.8694 0.3021 1.0796 0.8504
(1.41) (4.93) (3.56)
0.0478 0.3173 0.7305 1.3541 0.8177
(0.87) (3.19) (8.67)
0.0861 0.8417 0.2444 1.2232 0.9120
(2.05) (10.7) (4.82)
0.0738 0.9684 0.1055 1.3144 0.9665
(0.83) (7.05) (0.93)
0.1566 0.7271 0.4294 1.0205 0.9992
(9.42) (14.3) (9.25)
0.0291 0.7609 0.2683 1.6873 0.8126
(0.21) (4.52) (2.70)
0.2832 1.2863 -0.003 0.8209 0.9817
(3.07) (7.25) (0.03)
0.1099 0.9980 0.1119 1.4845 0.9666
(1.01) (4.35) (0.80)
0.5823 1.7449 -0.163 -0.009 0.9112
(2.78) (3.10) (0.42)






















1.8272 0.3805 -1.420 0.4965
(4.14) (3.68)
1.3380 -0.006 0.2319 0.0734
(2.71) (0.08)
1.3592 0.1382 -0.244 0.2910
(4.34) (3.50)
0.0385 0.0695 1.3802 0.0867
(0.10) (0.67)
2.9924 0.0845 -2.341 0.7535
(1.83) (1.13)
0.5314 0.0244 1.1378 0.1054
(1.32) (0.16)
0.0309 0.2788 0.7954 0.7212
(0.11) (3.69)
0.9562 0.2262 0.0383 0.4989
(1.47) (2.82)
1.5898 0.5053 -1.961 0.6842
(2.24) (4.22)





Industry (26) (25) (27) (29)
lnL lnL lnK lna H2 lnw/L lna R2 lnd/L lnL lee k2
355 0.1563 0.1945 0.9615 0.0934 n.9909 1.187 0.3469 0.9923 1.3021 0.0220 0.1049 0.9973
(0.92) (0.57)(1.96) (22.7) (24.6) (2.74)
356 0.0466 0.4529 0.5939 00.0312 0.9905 1.5305 0.1334 0.4181 1.5264 0.0236 0.160 0.6339
(1.66) (5.04) (6.79) (6.85) (6.85) (1.06)
361 0.1286 0.943 1.1857 1.0206 0.9007 1.0199 0.4590 0.5736 1.0104 -0.001 0.662 0.5736
(0.60) (6.68) (1.20) (2.84) (2.52) (0.00)
371 0.5870 1.448 0.142 -0.629 0.9867 1.5407 0.1250 0.4492 -0.545 0.8900 -0.803
(3.16) (4.84) (1.08) (0.82) (4.41)
300 0.0000 0.6392 0.3692 1.4532 0.0011 1.3206 0.2610 0.5387 1.3388 0.0097 0.2097 0.5650
(0.00) (8.69) (5.22) (8.78) (9.83) (1.02)
392 0.0759 0.6877 0.3918 1.1387 0.8807 1.2685 0.2674 0.3451 1.2116 0.1693 -0.353 0.4609
(0.62) (2.21) (2.05) (3.03) (3.03) (1.63)
383 0.1370 1.1104 0.0266 0.9655 0.9325 1.2630 0.3631 0.2206 1.2504 0.1375 -0.266 0.3904
(2.66) (11.1) (0.34) (3.32) (3.66) (3.15)
394 -0.055 0.8527 0.0919 2.2218 0.9414 1.3397 0.0123 0.5060 1.3114 -0.60 0.2320 0.5666
(0.55) (4.27) (0.43) (2.68) (2.50) (0.92)
395 0.0888 0.8075 0.2813 0.9743 0.659 1.4703 0.0873 0.5169 1.6471 0.1092 -0.570 0.7158
(1.23) (4.11) (1.44) (3.10) (4.20) (2.37)
390 0.0314 0.9408 0.0906 1.6934 0.8769 1.2950 0.3809 0.3829 1.2943 0.0544 0.4007




Industry (30) (31) (32)
inK/L lnL (lnK/L2) lnn R2 lnW/L lnK/L lna R2 lnW/L lnK/L lnL lna R2
311 -0.470 0.1972 0.1767 1.5535 0.6206 1.3182 0.3034 0.2315 0.5481 1.4725 0.2242 0.2341 -0.763 0.6151
(2.12) (1.93) (3.67) (3.06) (4.25) (3.59) (2.99) (2.25)
320 0.5636 0.0823 0.0609 1.1917 0.4663 1.0661 0.7086 0.4048 0.4827 1.0443 0.7096 0.0148 0.3662 0.4831
(4.97) (1.46) (2.16) (2.95) (8.72) (2.81) (8.68 (0.27)
321 0.4239 0.0835 -0.064 1.1669 0.3361 1.0719 0.2352 0.3767 0.3693 1.0315 0.1979 0.0766 0.1371 0.3933
(3.46) (2.00) (1.61) (3.50) (5.04) (3.41) (3.06) (1.82)
323 -0.454 0.1440 0.2865 1.2105 0.5608 -0.911 0.3366 2.4775 0.4756 -0.906 0.3354 0.0015 2.4664 0.4757
(1.37) (1.70) (1.76) (1.88) (2.12) (1.40) (1.72) (0.00)
324 0.3328 0.1499 -0.179 1.0747 0.9846 3.0667 0.2618 -2.066 0.7907 0.5153 0.3978 0.1426 0.4474 0.9835
(3.02) (8.28) (0.97) (2.23) (1.49) (0.83) (6.48) (5.93)
331 0.3556 0.0112 -0.059 1.7722 0.3399 0.0007 0.2683 1.7980 0.3271 -0.002 0.2687 0.0292 1.6903 0.3291
(1.70) (0.08) (0.48) (0.00) (2.23) (0.00) (2.16) (0.21)
332 -0.052 0.3042 0.1044 0.6992 0.7544 -0.019 0.2022 1.9903 0.2822 0.0481 -0.012 0.2840 0.7512 0.7217
(0.43) (3.10) (0.83) (0.03) (1.03) (0.13) (0.09) (2.81)
341 0.1136 0.1098 -0.001 1.4837 0.4109 0.4749 0.2301 1.2178 0.3755 0.9023 0.0910 0.1731 0.1988 0.5299(0.20) (0.91) (0.00) (0.72) (2.19) (1.33) (0.68) (1.52)
342 -0.773 0.5825 0.1642 0.5306 0.5510 1.3284 0.5300 -0.440 0.3250 1.8694 -0.423 0.6689 -2.238 0.7280
(0.34) (2.66) (0.27) (1.24) (1.58) (2.58) (1.27) (3.85)
351 1.5004 -0.125 -0.159 1.2494 0.5276 0.4210 0.9150 0.7637 0.4921 0.2818 0.9760 -0.139 1.3900 0.5272




Industry (30) (31) (32)
lnK/L lnL (lnK/L3) lna R2 lnW/L lnK/L lna R2 lnW/L lnK/L lnL lna R2
355 -2.216 -0.083 1.1789 2.9828 0.8170 1.2945 -0.059 0.2777 0.9945 1.2226 0.1103 0.0470 -0.021 0.9994
(0.25) (0.12) (0.36) (11.8) (1.10) (26.3) (2.41) (4.18)
356 0.3890 0.0499 1.0306 0.6335 1.1126 0.4129 0.1058 0.8689 1.0953 0.424 0.0403 -0.055 0.8961
(1.02) (1.72) (0.55) (7.68) (7.32) (8.33) (8.27) (2.66)
361 0.0376 0.0689 0.0547 1.2944 0.3017 0.9701 0.0970 0.4531 0.7085 1.1113 0.2235 0.2384 -0.807 0.8838
(0.12) (0.27) (0.55) (2.97) (1.52) (4.67) (3.27) (2.46)
3711 -0.222 0.6736 0.1111 -0.644 0.9577 1.0335 0.3834 0.3680 0.8886 -0.157 0.1130 0.6604 -0.492 0.9328
(0.63) (3.43) (1.10) (2.21) (3.44) (0.14) (0.44) (1.15)
380 0.0640 -0.001 0.1776 1.5527 0.3204 1.1549 0.609 0.2329 0.6775 1.1627 0.2576 0.0058 0.2027 0.6801
(0.30) (0.08) (1.50) (8.76) (5.29) (8.76) (5.18) (0.72)
382 0.4853 0.0960 -0.059 1.0504 0.3236 1.0023 0.3218 0.2921 0.5088 1.0243 0.2558 0.0970 -0.067 0.5342
(1.08) (0.64) (0.23) (2.50) (2.10) (2.53) (1.49) (0.87)
382 0.1214 0.1128 -0.092 1.1138 0.2346 1.2797 0.0671 0.3106 0.2467 1.2598 0.0385 0.1339 -0.278 0.4011
(1.27) (2.15) (1.67) (3.35) (0.90) (3.65) (0.57) (3.00)
384 0.3297 -0.046 -0.140 2.1307 0.1572 1.3806 0.1599 -0.190 0.6018 1.3552 0.1309 -0.038 0.0607 0.6224
(0.65) (0.42) (0.52) (2.84) (1.20) (2.60) (0.86) (0.52)
385 -1.822 0.1599 0.8967 1.6886 0.6112 1.3625 0.1379 0.0695 0.5605 1.5221 0.1769 0.1161 -0.64 0.7864
(2.09) (2.50) (2.45) (2.76) (0.89) (4.98) (1.52) (2.72)
390 0.0818 0.0263 0.1376 1.6170 0.1825 1.2841 0.0946 0.3426 0.4185 1.2851 0.0814 0.0332 0.2113 0.4244
(1.11) (0.44) (2.63) (5.27) (1.62) (5.24) (1.52) (0.66)
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Appendix III Estimated Coefficients of the Production Functions of Different Industry Size
Size I Size II
Industry (34) (25) (35) (25)












1.0325 0.7271 0.3055 1.4654 0.9411
(2.16) (25.07) (13.09)
0.9217 0.4563 0.4654 1.9236 0.8273
(0.38) (1.96) (5.86)
1.1083 1.0535 0.0549 1.1610 0.9091
(2.07) (8.56) (0.58)
1.2137 1.0497 0.1640 0.6766 0.9112
(3.68) (10.77) (2.80)
0.7223 0.3039 0.4184 3.0883 0.7985
(0.95) (0.84) (2.60)
1.0233 0.9093 0.1140 1.8858 0.9145
(0.10) (3.01) (0.99)
2.1333 2.4519 -0.319 -2.395 0.9848
(9.06) (8.53) (1.69)
0.8310 -0.371 1.2017 1.3749 0.9418
(0.84) (1.28) (7.90)
0.6908 0.2852 0.4056 2.5277 0.3007
(2.34) (2.08) (8.91)
1.2948 1.4858 -0.191 1.1657 0.3883
(0.50) (2.66) (1.18)
1.2700 0.2294 1.0406 0.5176 0.3963
(0.78) (0.77) (7.78)
0.8183 0.4700 0.3483 2.0609 0.5826
(1.16) (2.52) (4.02)
1.6176 1.5500 0.0676 -0.531 0.6793
(0.50) (1.12) (0.31)
-1.203 -1.382 0.1784 9.2038 0.4913
(3.09) (1.95) (2.00)
0.0881 -0.038 0.1262 4.3408 0.0286
(0.33) (0.00) (0.24)
1.6722 1.8563 -0.184 0.0616 0.6189
(0.51) (1.15) (0.28)







(34) (25) (35) (25)
lnL lnL lnk lna R2 lnL lnL lnx lna R2
355
356
1.0851 0.4641 0.6210 0.6801 0.9696 13601 0.8400 0.5201 0.0121 0.96337
(1.58) (2.18) (2.82) (2.00) (3.67) (7.70)
361
371
380 1.0021 0.5489 0.4532 1.3433 0.9963 0.7957 05618 0.2339 2.2923 0.1510
(0.21) (7.72) (6.49) (0.36) (0.97) (1.55)
382 1.1348 0.9961 0.1388 1.1547 0.8932 1.9635 1.1296 0.8339 -2.353 0.7083
(0.60) (2.31) (0.56) (0.67) (0.68) (2.31)
383 1.2030 1.1646 0.0384 0.5653 0.9691 3.3262 3.4719 -0.146 -6.301 0.4455
(4.35) (11.7) (0.52) (1.88) (2.64) (0.88)
384 1.0870 0.8408 0.2461 1.2653 0.9947
(1.90) (11.3) (3.83)
385 1.1889 0.9942 0.1948 0.4739 0.9814 2.4256 1.8250 0.6006 -3.616 0.9892
(1.86) (4.39) (2.38) (7.87) (11.3) (7.55)
390 1.0439 0.7851 0.2588 1.5145 0.8730 -0.395 -0.425 0.0301 6.4923 0.0188
(1.91) (0.56 (0.28)(0.47) (4.78) (2.38)
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Appendix IV Estimated Coefficients of the Production Functions with Different sex workers
Induatry (36) (37) (36)
code Inl Inlf Ink Ine Ine R2 Soale Imle Inle
T.m. 0.4841 0.1521 0.3929 2.5191 0.8788 1.0291 0.3320 0.6230 0.4097 1.9381 0.8902 1.0327
(14.96) (10.15) (14.74) (9.26) (20.59) (17.77)
311 0.7379 0.1663 0.2826 2.4131 0.8366 1.1868 0.5716 0.8669 0.3043 1.8938 0.8451 1.1712
(3.26) (2.06) (2.86) (2,23) (4.73) (3.49)
320 0.3715 0.0214 0.7047 1.9586 0.8257 1.0976 0.3501 0,3737 0.6996 1.5477 0.8166 2.0733
( 3.85) (0.29) (7.39) (2.90)( 3.09) (7.37)
321 0.4362 0.2405 0.3370 2.6234 0.8703 1.0136 0.1957 0.7749 0.3173 1.7940 0.9013 1.0922
(4.77) (5,63) (4.88) (2.06) (9.62) (6.43)
323 0.5105 0.3168 0,2701 2.5353 0,9733 1.0973 0.1937 0.9425 0.1391 2.1103 0.9649 1.0816
(1.68) (6.71) (1.51) (0.62) (6.87) (1.24)
324 0.5358 0.1560 0.4963 1.8621 0.9994 1.1881 0.3798 0.6419 0.5374 1.4632 0.9992 1.1793
(3.9O) (2.30) (7.97) (1.89) (14,40)(13.74)
331 0.9519 0.0197 0.1782 2,4174 0.8217 1.1498 0.9321 0.7555 0.2724 2.3911 0.802 1.0279
(2.51) (0.20) (1.14) (2.02) (4.31) (2.67)
332 1.1007 0.1036 0.0648 2.3790 0.9640 1.2691 0.9972 1.2432 0.0489 1,9349 0.9684 1,2921
(2.45) (0.89) (0.34) (1.85) (5.29) (0.37)
341 0.8387 0.1121 0.2138 2.4941 0.9527 1.1646 0.7266 0.9432 0.1587 2.3450 0.9574 1.1019
(3,09) (1.63) (1.27) (3.09) (3063) (1.03)
342 1.8495 -0.132 -0.200 1.9692 0.9485 1.5173 1.9818 1.6540 -0.101 1.5008 0.3050 1.5532
(4.47) (0.86) (0.62) (4.72) (2.88) (0.25)
351 -0.358 -0,072 10116. 1.4239 0.8254 0.6860 -0.286 -0.551 1.2112 1.6037 0.8279 0.6598
(1.19) (0.37) (4.61)(0.89) (1.33)(4.70)
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Appendix IV (Continued)
Inductry (36) (37) (36)
code lntm lnlg lnk lna R2 Soale loLg lnL lnk lna R2 Soale
355 -0.769 0.0947 1.8431 -1.607 0.9991 1.1688 -0.864 0.1837 0.5799 0.1975 0.9911 1.1636
(3.38) (2.70) (6.83) (3.82) (0.63) (2.37)
356 0.4113 0.0823 0.6148 1.4286 0.9822 1.1084 0.3290 0.3816 0.6728 1.1361 0.9792 1.0554
(3.89) (1.36) (7.90) (2.26) (4.70) (8.72)
361 1.0296 -0.110 0.1225 2.5837 0.9791 1.0418 1.1398 0.9219 0.1931 1.9201 0.887 1.1150
(8.24) (0.98) (1.51) (4.99) (6.23) (1.18)
371 0.9838 -0.293 0.4527 0.8370 0.9868 1.1438 1.2768 1.0868 0.2929 1.3542 0.9836 1.3797
(3.38) (0.58) (1.63) (2.69) (4.46) (2.64)
380 0.3007 -0.068 0.7763 1.3739 0.9873 1.0091 0.3686 0.2338 0.7647 1.3495 0.9844 0.9986
(5.70) (1.92) (14.96) (5.24) (3.85) (13.45)
382 0.5186 0.1029 0.5277 1.7785 0.8763 1.1493 0.4157 0.6650 0.4370 1.6648 0.8882 1.1020
(1.65) (1.82) (2.81) (1.34) (2.78) (2.73)
383 0.6616 0.3838 0.1456 2.4821 0.5078 1.1911 0.2778 1.0216 0.0899 1.9391 0.9106 1.1115
(5.58) (4.14) (1.66) (1.57) (9.21) (1.02)
384 0.4372 0.1870 0.3840 3.2072 0.8180 1.0082 0.2501 0.5117 0.4594 2.3725 0.8080 0.9711
(0.84) (0.86) (0.47) (0.33) (1.18) (1.13)
385 1.1286 -0.101 0.3151 1.1884 0.9592 1.3425 1.2298 0.7444 0.3869 1.3636 0.9478 1.1313
(2.58) (0.45) (1.35) (1.97) (2.87) (1.61)
390 0.7150 0.2110 0.0632 3.5940 0.8688 0.9892 0.5040 0.8792 0.1309 2.5249 0.8591 1.0101
(7.57) (4.26) (0.70) (6.14) (7.21) (1.59)
Notan: aEquution (36') which is medified from equution (36),uses the sum of kalo and female workers
as data of laber in tho fellowing equation Y=aKbLa.
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Appendix V Estimated Coefficients of the Production Functions which Includes the Variable of Floor Space
Code 1 nL 1 nL lnK Ina R 2 1 nL 1 nF lna R 2
T. M. 1. 0325 0. 7271 0.3055 1.4654 0.9411 1.0628 0.7008 0.3620 2.6626 O.9298
(2,16)(25.07)(13.09)(17.56)(9.64)
311 0. 9217 0.4563 O.4654 1.9236 0.8273 0.8358 0.5600 0.2758 3.7977 0.4420(008)(1096)(5.86)(1.00)(1.28)
(0.38)(1.96)(5.86)(1.00)(1.28)
320 1.1083 1.0535 0.0549 1.1610 0.0090 1.1120 1.4150 0,303 0.1076 0.9131
(2.07)(8.56)(O.58)(7.64)(1.66)
321 1.2137 1.0497 0.1639 0.6766 0.9112 1.2591 0.8977 0.3614 1.6615 0.9123
(3.68)(10,77)(2.80)(6.43)(2.95)
331 0.7223 0.3039 0.4184 3.0883 0.7985 O.9583 0.3262 0.6321 3.5767 0.8390
(0.95)(0.84)(2.60)(1.04)(3.07)
341 1.0233 0.9093 0.1140 1.8858 0.9145 1.3639 1.0834 0.2806 1.1759 O.9824
(0.10)(3302)(0.99)(11.69)(4.04)
342 2.1333 2.4519- 0.319- 2.395 0.9848 2.0002 2.4947- 0.4946- 3.823 0.9878
(9.06)(8.53)(1.69)(10.66)(2.29)
351 0.8310- 0.371 1.2017 1.3749 0.9418 0.5938- 1.164 1.7593 8.5133 0.7731
(0.84)(1.26)(7.90)(1.36)(3.29)
356 1.0857 0.4647 0.6210 0.6801 0.9696 1.0807 0.7048 0.3759 2.5105 0.9532
(1.58)(2.18)(2.82)(1.57)(0.77)
380 1.0021 0.5489 0.4532 1.3433 0.9963 1.0162 0.5053 0.5109 3.2139 0.9953
(0.21)(7.72)(6.49)(5.01)(4.99)




Indust. (26) (25) (38)
Code IraL lnL lnK R2 lnL lnL lnF lna R2
383 1.230 1.1646 0.0384 0.5653 0.9671 1.2098 1.1352 0.0746 0.8091 0.9694
(4.35) (11.70) (0.52) (9.53) (0.68)
384 1.0870 0.8408 0.2461 1.2653 0.9947 1.0365 1.1266 -0.090 1.5913 0.9713
(1.90) (11.26) (3.83) (6.92) (0.48)
385 1.1889 0.9942 0.1948 0.4739 0.9814 1.1686 0.9119 0.2567 1.6622 0.9814
(1.26) (4.39) (0.78) (2.83) (0.79)
390 1.0439 0.7851 0.2588 1.5145 0.8730 1.1046 1.2623 -0.158 0.8670 0.8492
(0.47) (4.78) (2.38) (7.35) (1.07)
Note: Labor denoted by L means man-hours here, and floor space is denotod by F and meagured in
square feet.
Source: Data adapted are of the establiehments With persons engaged twentuy or more , i,e Siso Y
industries, Census and Statistics Dcpartmont, 1973 Cengus of Industrial Produotion, Vol.II




Code Scale InL InK InF Ina R2 ree rlse
T.M. l.0390 0.6726 0.2551 001113 1.8058 0,9421 0.8335 0.9218
(18.45) (8.21)(2.43)
311 l.0647 0.7123 0.5332 -0.181 0.7713 O.8478 0.7224 0.7139
(2.34) (5.66) (1,27)
320 1.0747 1.3751 0.1749 -O.475 -0.311 0.9176 0.8807 0.7692
(7.49) (1.66) (2.29)
321 1.2340 0.9194 O.OS09 O.2337 1.3230 0.9136 0.9306 0.8191
(6.49) (0.92) (1.26)
331 0.8902 0.2911 O.1289 0.4702 3.4754 0.8463 0.9834 0.9324
(0.80) (0.38) (0.97)
341 1.5018 1.2248 0.O80 0.3365 0.8506 0.9839 0.8479 0.0770
(7.72) (1.08) (3.66)
342 2.0364 2.5389 -0.085 -0.417 -3.603 0.9880 0.9329 0.6477
(8.94) (O.33) (1.27)
351 0.7859 -0.520 1.1188 0.1873 2.1554 0.9433 0.8753 0.8808
(1.07) (4.25) (0.40)
356 1.026 0.5714 0.6614 0.160 0.2338 0.9699 0.9563 0.5621
(1.51) (2.58) (0.35)
380 1.0078 0.4308 0.3408 O.2362 2.1247 0.9967 0.9123 0.2056
(4.91) (4.00) (2.13)





Code Scale lnL 1nL lnF 1na R2 rsc rlsc
383 1.2111 1.1351 -0.0O7 O.0830 0.8351 0.9694 0.8774 0,8896
(9.32) (0.06) (0.44)
384 1.0897 0.8341 0.2480 0.0076 1.2642 0.9948 0.9987 0.9633
(6.44) (2.99) (0.07)
385 1.1835 0.9091 0.1167 0.1577 1.1273 0.9822 0.9879 0.5779
(2.35) (0.30) (0.31)
390 0.9657 0.9754 0.4704 -0.480 0.1623 0.9212 0.7938 0.5809
(6.87)(4.49) (3.67)
Note: rsc is the correlation coefficient between the data of cap. tal and that of floor space,
and r1sc is the correlation coefficient between the data of capital in logarithm, and that
of floor space in logarithm.
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